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Texas Cattleman?

Pay Increase
For Congress
Unlikely in '64

By J. W. DAVIS
WASHINGTON- (AP ) — The
possibility that Congress might
vote Itself a pay raise next year
seems to be growing weaker.
The chance that Congress will
require its members to disclose
all their financial sources looks
even slimmer—slim to point of
no chance in sight.
There has been considerable
agitation for a pay raise, from
$22,500 a year to $32,500. But
congressmen are notoriously
nervous about raising their pay
during an election year, and
that's what 1964 is. Also, Congress' job performance this
year has been widely criticized.
LOOKS CAN BE DECEIVING . . . At a first glance a
person might think this gentleman is a Texas cattleman,
but a closer look will prove he's West German Chancellor
Ludwig Erhard , who donned a western-type hat at a barbeque in Stonewall, Tex., Sunday. President Lyndon B. Johnson held the b arbeque honoring Erhard and presented the
West German leader with the hat, (AP Photofax)

Johnson Talks
With Erhard
Prove Valuab le

JOHNSON CITY, Tex. (AP) ' the copy book of diplomats. But
—President Johnson's first ven- this time, said Erhard , "it is not
ture intc the deep water of per- a diplomatic statement. It is
just the truth ."
gonal diplomacy was a success,
A communique issued Sunday
according to G e r m a n and
American Informants who had j after their meetings declared
that Johnson and Erhard were
a part in his two-day meeting agreed "that it is highly, imwith West German Chancellor portant to continue to explore
all opportunities for the imLudwig Erhard .
If nothing else, the two new provement of East - West relations, the easing of tensions,
leaders in the West's struggle
and the enlargement of the
with the East got to know each prospects
of a peace that can be
other and reached "full agreestable because it is just. "
ment and understanding. "
This was qualified,
The phrase is a stock one In with a declaration thatthough ,
there
"should be no arrangement"
that would perpetuate a divided
Germany.
Erhard , holding a news conference at Austin 's Bergstrom
Air Force Base just before his
jet transport left for Bonn , emphasized a willingness to explore "new alleys" that might
lead to agreements with the
Soviet Union .

Rockefeller
To Enter
Oregon Race

The rotund chancellor described his meeting-of-minds
with Johnson on this subject as
"a step forward in view of the
readin ess to take new initiatives
and to open discussions on possibilities that might exist. "
Some question about Erhard's
enthusiasm toward East-West
talks was raised Saturday night
after his press secretary . Karl Gunther von Hase, said the
German leader found Soviet responses to conciliatory Western
moves "not very encouraging. "
It was said later , however , that
Erhard had the Berlin and German problems uppermost in his
mind in making tho assessment.
The central issues at the conference were trade and related
economic questions , rather than
An Associated Press snrvey East-West problems, informants
of Republican county chairmen said.
throughout the country on whom
they thought would be the
strongest nominee, and the party 's likely candidate showed
Rockefeller fourth behind Sen.
Barry Goldwater , Richard M.
Nixon and Henry Cabot Lodge.
Rockefeller hopes victories in
primaries will convince key ReEublicans that developments in
is private life have not hampered his ability to win elections.
Rockefeller will run in the WASHINGTON (AP ) — The
New Hampshi re p r i m a r y Senate today passed and sent
March 10 and the California pri- to the White House a compromary June 2. He added the Ore- mise S.t-billion foreign aid mongon primary to the official list ey bill giving the President auSunday and is expected to com- thority to guarantee credit for
pete in several others.
private commodity sales lo
Oregon will have 18 votes at Communist nations.
tho Republican National Con- The action , paving the way
vention in July, a fraction of the for the adjournment of Con655 vot es needed for nomina- gress, came after Republican
tion , But victories in ore-con- protests against President Johnvention primaries have a psy- son 's insistence on interruptin g
chological impact nat ionally.
the Senate's brief Christmas holiday to win final passage . They
argued the measure could have
Minneapolis Man
gone over to the nw session
opening
Jan. 7.
Shot in Argument
By ROBERT T. GRAY
Associated Press Writer
ALBANY , N.Y. (AP ) - Gov.
Nelson A. Rockefeller's announcement that he will enter
the Oregon presidential preference primary next May 15 is a
further unfolding of his strategyThe New York governor is
seeking support from rank-andfile Republicans to bolster his
campaign , which has had rough
going, and bypass GOP leaders ,
who have offered him little support.
Polls indicate Rockefeller has
a long way to go to overcome
the adverse effects of his divorce and remarriage.

Already there has been a revival, on a small scale, of the
' 'Bundles for Congress" campaign that infuriated
and
alarmed a good many of the
senators and representatives in
the 1940s.
In that satirical campaign,
taxpayers sent packages of second-hand clothes to members of
Congress who were complaining
about how hard up they were
and how much they needed a
raise.
Last month a bundle of old
clothes from the "Senior Citizens of Tioga County, Sabinsville, Pa.," arrived at the
House Post Office and Civil
Service Committee, which had
approved the pay raise bill.

21 Dead, 66 Inj ured
In Florida Hotel Fire
300-Room
Place Hit at
Jacksonville

By IRISH DONNELLY
Associated Press Writer
JACKSONVILLE, Fla. (AP)
—Ashes and blackened debris
In the Hotel Roosevelt's oncegrand ballroom held the secret
today to the cause of a fir*
which left 21 dead and 66 injured.
Flames burst out Sunday
morning in or around the ' main,
floor ballroom, spewing heavy
smoke and deadly gases upward through the 12-story, 300room hotel, packed with nearly
500 Gator Bowl weekend guests.
Nineteen victims were asphyxiated by smoke and fumes.

GASPING FOR AIR . . . An unidentified woman gasps
ior fresh air as she emerges with her husband from the
smoke-filled Roosevelt Hotel in Jacksonville, Fla. Twentyone persons were killed in the blaze. (AP Photofax )

Pope Urged to
Call Christians

The donors said they boped
the gift "will help tide you
over."
A comparative handful of
Congress members have voluntarily made statements of their
income in addition to salary.
The idea of requiring disclosure of income sources is to disBy EUGENE LEVIN
courage conflicts of interest, to
VATICAN CITY (AP) - Paguard against official actions
for private gain. If a senator triarch Athenagoras I, spiritual
was known to hold stock in a leader of world orthodoxy, has
certain company, for example, urged Pope Paul VI to call a
he might hesitate to vote for
legislation that would help that
company.
But most members aren't eager to bare all. They take the
stand that , unless the personal
income affairs of every citizen
are a matter of public record ,
there is no sound reason Congress members should be singled out.
Sen. Philip A. Hart, D-Mich..
is one of those who has provided
a statem ent of his finances.
But , in saying he would back
a bill to require similar disclosures by all members of Congress, Hart pointed to a contradictory situation.
"If a man reveals himself to
have much investment wealth ,
one of two conclusions is possible: He has much personal interest to protect and is therefore
suspect , or he will act objectively because he can be independent of moneyed pressure groups.
"If, on the other hand , he reveals that he has little or no
wealth , again two contradictory
conclusions can be drawn: He
will act objectively because he
has no personal wealth to protect , or he will be particularly
susceptible to moneyed pressure
groups."
In the end, Hart said , the decision would still seem to rest
on the public ' s opinion of a
man 's integrity.

Goldwater to
Say Friday
If Hell Run

PHOENIX , Ariz. (AP) - Sen.
Barry Goldwater , R-Ariz., will
announce Friday whether he
will seek the Republican presidential nomination in 1964.
Goldwater , unannounced . but
considered the party's frontrunner , made his plan known today in telegrams to numerous
supporters throughout the country .
Goldwater was not available
for comment.
"The telegram read:
"From time to time during
the past year , I have discussed
with countless Republicans like
yourself our two-party system
and our individual responsibility to this concept.
"Because we share a mutual
belief in this regard , I want
you to know that on Jan. 3, I
am asking some of the leaders
of the Republican party in Arizona to rneet with me at noon
at my home in Phoenix to hear
my decision regarding 1964."

Senote Approves
Foreign Aid Bill

MINNEAPOLIS (AP ) - Robert A. Johnson , 21 , was listed
in critical condition today after
being shot with a ,410 shotgun
Sunday night in what police
called a domestic argument .
Officers said Johnson pointed
a pistol at his former wife , Mrs.
Ellsha Whittin Rlon , and was
shot by her husband , Leon-

Final passage came with the
voice vote adopt ion of a compromise amendment—previously cleared by the House al its
unprecedented early - morning
session Dec. 24 allowing Johnson to grant credits for commodity .sales lo the Soviet hloc
if he determines it is "in the
national interest" and advises

Congress within 30 days.
The Senate , earlier , had approved the conference report ,
which embraced tho money
i tems in the bill , by a vote of
45-14.
All (hat remained after that
was the formal acceptance of
a minor amendment aimed at
limitin g the employment of
third-country nationals on U.S.sponsored foreign aid projects
abroad , and the amendment
dealing with credit sales to the
Soviet bloc.
Roth were accepted by voice
votes,
The only roll call came on
approval of the money items in
the hill .
Voting to approve the money
i tems were 40 Democrats and
lf» Republicans . Seven Democrats nnd seven Republicans
opposed.
The $n billion final total for
aid represented a $1.5 billion
slash from tho $4.5 billion origi-

nall y asked last spring by the
late President John F. Kenned^
to cover aid spending for the
year which started July 1.
The total was also well below
the $3.fi billion level that. Johnson said two weeks ago would
reflect "a dangerous reduction
in our security. "
But Johnson could claim one
major plus — elimination of n
House-originated ban on extending credit to Communist nations for grain purchases or
other trade .
By a 1JI0-158 vote in an unprecedented daybreak session
Tuesday , the House finally
agreed to accept the bill without tho ban It had twice written
into the aid measure.
But Its price was reduction of
aid funds to $3 billion. At one
P'Mnt , House conferees refused
to accept even $:$. 1 billion after
both Johnson and Senate conferees tried to gain agreement
on that figure.

meeting of all Christian faiths
to make common m a r c h
against atheism and tyranny.
The announcement by the
Vatican press office today
came as the patriarch's See in
Istanbul reported that Patriarch Athenagoras and the Pope
will hold their meeting in the
Holy Land next week on the
Mount of Olives. It will be the
first meeting in five centuries
between the leaders of the two
religions.
The Eastern patriarch's proposal for a pan-Christian conference made no mention of a
date.

...

HANGING FROM THE WINDOWS
Guests at the
Boosevelt Hotel in Jacksonville", Fla. hang from the windows
to breathe fresh air while awaiting rescue during a fir* Sunday, which claimed 21 lives. (AP Photofax )

Lakonia Sinks
Off Gibraltar

LISBORN , Portugal (AP ) The burned-out shell of the
Greek cruise liner Lakonia
sank in 13,200 feet of Atlantic
water Sunday as she was being
towed toward Gibraltar.
Capt. Trygve Gaasoe of the

Norwegian tug Herkules, who
was directing the attempt to
salvage the hulk, said the ship's
starboard list increased Saturday night.

Six men from one of the two
Portuguese tugs with the Herkules were put aboard the
wreck Sunday morning to close
all starboard portholes. The
growing list forced them off
after four hours.
"Suddenly at 2 p.m. the wreck
heeled over to starboard until
the decks on that side were
awash ," Gaasoe reported by
ship-to-shore telephone.
"Just as she went down, she
rolled back completely so that
"PLEASANT PRAIRIE , Wis. her d e c k s were pointing
straight toward us on her port
i/fl—Four members of one fam- side, " he said.
ily perished early today when
fire struck their spacious, tri- Gaasoe said the Lakonia sank
level home while they slept. about 260 miles southwest of
The victims were Mr. and Gibraltar,
Mrs. Clarence Hansen and their
sons, Clarence , III , and Kenneth , two months.

The proposal for such a conference of Catholic, Orthodox ,
Protestant and Anglican leaders was relayed to the Pope
Saturday by Metrop olitan Athenagoras of Thiatiron , an official emissary of the patriarch.
Roman cathob'cism and orthodoxy have been in schism for
centuries.
Vatican sources said they did
not know what Pope Paul 's re
action was to the conference
proposal.
The Pontiff begins a threeday Palestine pilgrimage Saturday.
Vatican sources said the
Pope was pleased at the prospect of taking another step toward Christian unity . Although
he and his predecessor , Pope
John , had meetings with leadTwo daughters, four-year-old
ing Protestants and Anglicans, Brenda and nine-year-old Renno top level Roman Catholicne, and a babysitter , Lorraine
Orthodox encounter previously Gorski , 15, of Kenosha , escaped
had been arranged.
unharmed from the home in this
The 66-year-old Roman Cath- Kenosha County community.
olic ruler received Metropolitan
Authorities said the blaze
Athenagoras Saturday in a his- broke out about 3 a.m. in the
toric audience marking the first living room. Only the living
official visit to the Vatican by room was burned and apparentan emissary from the patriarch ly the victims died of smoke
of Constantinople since the inhalation .
East-West schism of 1472.
Pleasant Prairie firemen battled the fire for about an hour
at the home located about a
half mile west of the Kenosha
city limits.

4 in Family
Die in Fire
Near Kenosha

Astronauts
Make Money
On Motel

COCOA BEACH , Fla. (AF)The nation 's seven original astronauts have sold their interest
in a luxury motel near Capo
Kennedy, nearl y doubling their
m oney, their attorney reported
today.
C. Leo Deorscy, the lawyer ,
said he and the astronauts originally invested more than $100 ,(MM) in the $l,fi-million Cape Colony Inn and Convention Hall in
Cocoa Bench. Each astronaut
invested about $7,500 and the
remainder was his , Deorscy reported.
He said the eifiht sold their
shares to tho motel's majority
stockholder , Miami Attorney
W, T. Rose, on Dec, 18. He did
not disclose the full s e l l I n g
price but said each of the ast ronauts received $13 ,500 for their
stock.
The motel opened June 1?
1962.

Mrs. Hansen, 28, reportedly
fled the home with one daughter and then returned , but. never came out again. Hansen , 27,
was found on n living room
co>uch.
Richard Tudjan , a Kenosha
C o u n t y deputy sheriff , was
trated for smoke Inhalation but
returned to duty.

WEATHER

Reduction in
Mastrian's
Bail Sought

ST. PAUL (AP) -Attorneys
for Norman Mastrian , accused
middleman in the Carol Thompson slaying, argued in U.S. District Court today for a $90,000
cut in the former boxer 's bail .
Mastrian has been held in lieu
of $100,000 bail since his indictment on a first degree murder
charge May 8. The bail was set
by Ramsey County District
court.
Today 's federal court action
came on a writ of habeas corpus
sought after tho Minnesota Supreme Court refused ball reduction and the U.S. Supreme Court
refused to review the case.

Yearend Edition
Tuesday Ni g ht

FEOKIML FORECAST
A summary of the old
WINON A and VICINITY — year and a look at the now
Occasional cloudiness tonight will appear in the Winona
and Tuesday. Warming trend Dally and Sunday News
through Tuesday. Low tonight Yenrend Edition T u e s d a y
-2 to 11 bolow , high Tuesday 15- evening.
22.
A review of the big local
LOCAL WEATHER
stories along wilh a compreOfficial observations for the hensive report of the area
24. hours ending at 12 m. Sun- developments will bo pubday : Maximum , 19; minimum , lished. In addition society,
-It ; noon , -1; precipitation , none. sports and outdoors events
Official observations for the 24 will be recalled.
hours ending at 12 m. today:
Extra copies will bo avail¦MLaxhnunn , 4; minimum ,-l0; able for mailing.
|
noonT^tr^lrecipitation , none.

Sadden disaster struck on a
brisk, calm Sunday morning,
handing Jacksonville its worst
tragedy in history.
One woman died in a plunge
from an upper story window. An
assistant fire chief died of a
heart attack .
Only the cool efficiency of
firemen and dramatic rescues
by Na"vy helicopters of guests
who fled to the roof averted a
worse tragedy.
Most deaths occurred above
the eighth floor, agonizingly out
of reach of the city's two 100foot aerial ladder trucks.
Among those rescued were
Miss America of 1964, Donna
Axum of El Dorado, Ark. Tha
21-year-old beauty and her
chaperone, Lucile Previti, wera
hospitalized overnight, suffering with smoke inhalation.
Miss Axum, smiling prettily
from a hospital bed, said all sha
took with her when she fled in
pajamas, slippers and a beaver
coat were "two pocketbooka
and my crown."
Business executives were
among the dead. They included
James Jackson Swick, 59, owner-president of Copeland Sausage Co. His wife, Lorena Baker ( Rena ) Swick, 47, also waa
killed.
The Swicks, of Alachua, Fla.,
had stayed in town after attending the Gator Bowl football
game.
Another executive among the
dead was Wade Hildinger of
Buffalo, N.Y., vice president for
sales of National Gypsurn Co.
Mayor Haydon Burns , commissioner of the police and fire
departments, said city fire marshals inspected the hotel within
the past 10 days and found it
complied with all fire safety
rules.
"There Is no negligence Involved in this fire in any way,''
the mayor said. "We know th at
the origin was in the ceiling of
the ballroom, but the cause has
not yet been determined."
William H. Johnson, who
bought the Roosevelt in 1960
from the Meyer Hotel chain and
spent $1 million renovating the
37-year-old structure, said "the
hotel was as fireproof as you
can get a building. It is a sad
thing that those people didn't
stay in their rooms.
'The smoke just built up and
people panicked," Johnson said.
He said he was not at the moment concerned about damage
and had no accurate estimate.
There is Insurance , he said, bat
that he didn 't know the extent
of coverage.
A woman who plunged to
death when an improvised rop«
of sheets and blankets broke
was identified as Mrs. Marian
F. Curry, 43, of Santiago , Chile,
and formerly of Greensboro ,
N.C. A medical examiner said
she died of multiple fractures.
Chief Fire Marshal E. C. Mc
D e r m o n said asphyxiation
caused most of the deaths. He
said evidence indicated the
blaze began tn or near the Emerald Room, a few steps up
from the main lobby. The cause
was undetermined.
Flames were confined to below the third floor. Moat of the
dead were on upper floors
where deadly smoke accumulated after rising thvovgh tho
building.
Many of the 479 transient and
20 permanent guests were in
night clothing or only partly
dressed when tho fire was first
reported at 7:45 a.m.
Hotel doorman Alton Joseph
Crowdon said he was in the lobby when "suddenly s m o k e
poured out from everywhere."
He called the fire dep artment,

DEAR ABBY:

By ABIGAIL VAN BUR EN*
DEAR ABBY: Can A'OU explain the idiocy in people who
own toy poodles ? My sister was given one and she has become positively insufferable . She calls this dog, "My baby
boy!" She kisses it and spends half the day combing and
brushing him. She bas a sweet granddaught er who is three
years old , and naturally when the little girl wants to get on
her grandmother 's Lap and the poodle is there , she resents
it. The child gets no comfort at all. My sister takes the dog
for a ride and leaves the grandchild standing on the sidewalk in tears. I ha-ve stopped going over there because of .
her disgusting beha-vior. What could be the matter with a
grown woman who acts like this '
WONDERING
DEAR WONDERING : One hasty
curbstone analysis is a good as . another.
Your .sister could be using the dog to
punish the child because "grandma probably wanted a grandson and she got
a granddaughter. The dog is a male ,
and grandma has transferred all her
affections to the dog. Or maybe grandma just likes poodles.
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DEAR JEALO US: Why look for a clever or subtle
way to state a fact? Jealousy under these circumstances
is understandable , Tell your husband you are jealous !
And don 't take your eyes off him , either. Sometimes
the bald truth works wonders.
DEAF ABBY: Why don 't people who call you on the
telephone wait long enough for you to get to the phone to
answer it? The telephone company suggests that the caller
wait until there have been TEN rings before hanging up.
Very few people let the telephone ring more than three
times, "I was afraid you were lying down," is no excuse
for hanging up after you 've awakened the person anyway.
If a call is worth making, it is worth giving the person called
a chance to answer. I hope you 'll use my name as I would
like those who call me to be a little more patient. No less
than ten rings, please!
HELEN DELAPLANE IN CHEROKEE , IOWA. !
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TOKYO (AP) — Communist
North Korea has instituted a
science prize , including moneBLAIE. Wis. (Special) - The tary reward , to spur develop|7^^
Blair-Preston volunteer fire de- ment of the country, the New
j
partment was called Saturday China news agency reports.
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at 4 p.m. to check smoke in
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Smoke was emerging from
OPENING SOON!
Both With Colgate King Size
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and the Hill Bowling -Alleys at
the rear of the barber shop.
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CONFIDENTIAL TO LENA , ANGIE AND GERT : I have
never heard of a man being dragged to a Christmas party ,
but I've heard that a lot of them had to be carried home.
Get it of your chest. Fox a personal , unpublished reply,
write to ABBY, Box 3365, Beverly Hills, Calif. Enclose, selfaddressed envelope.
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DEAR ABBY: Hy husband and I have been happily
married until recently. I have never been the jealous type
because I ha-ve never had any reason to be. But things have
changed. I wonder if a couple we've been seeing a lot of
lately could have anything to do with it. The woman is
flirty and aggressive and she never takes her eyes off my
husband. My husband and hers have a business relationship, so it wouldn 't be easy to drop them, and I can 't tell
her off. Is there a subtle way to handle this? My husband
seems to enjoy her attention , but it is getting on my nerves.
JEALOUS
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DEAR HEIDI: You bet there is. He 's the man who
buys your shoes, pays the rent and kisses your mother.

UNITED N.ATIONS . N. Y.
(AP )—Sources report SecretarvGcneral U Thant has accepted
an inv itation from President
Charles dc Gaulle to be a guest
of Fra nce on his April 2fi- .'10
U. N . business visit to Paris .
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DEAF ABBY: I am five going on sb
and my mot her told me I should write t<
vou and ask this question : Is there a SanU
Love, HEID
Claus? . . . -.

U Thant- Will
Visit France
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She 's Going
To the Dogs

Blair Firemen
Check on Smoke
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Comm unity Chest
Still $11686 Short

Reduced allotments in 1964
for Winona Community Chest
agencies were forecast today by
G. M. Grabow , Chest, campaign
chairman.
He said pledges and cash contributions now total $:126,014,
falling short by $11,686 of the
campaign goal of $137,700.

A FEW RETURNS still are
expected , Grabow said. Based
on last year 's giving by the
same sources , these should
amount to abou t $4,000. which
would put the dTive within $7,700 of its quota , he said .
Although the campaign officially ended two months ago,
Chest officials "have continued

to appeal Cor additional gifts '; tion or a donation but an investfrom previous donors to bolster ment — an investment in the
the lagging drive. Grabow said ! finest town in the world , an inhe hoped the profit picture for vestment in an organization of a
1963 has been such that business group of people who have unand industry in the city will re- selfishly given of their time and
view previous pledges with the energies.
"Yes, this , in my estimation ,
idea of increasing them.
Some . contributors have fol-j is the finest investment any citlowed their original gifts with izen of the city of Winona could
additional donations, Grabow possibly make. "For myself , and
said. He released the text of a those of us who could not at
letter , rece ived from one of first 'find or take time ' to partithese donors. Addressed to Com- cipate in this year 's solicitation ,
munity Chest officials , the letter I want to express our sincere
thanks and deep appreciation to
said:
the well selected staff who have
"IT GIVE S me great pleasure done such a marvelous and unto submit this additional check selfish job in helping to make
to you for a most worthy cause: our wonderful town grow and
I do not consider this a contribu- prosper. "

Burglars Get
Cash, Office
Equipment

An undetermined amount of
money , a calculating machine
and typewriter were taken from
¦Winona Industries, Inc., 602 E.
Front St., in a burglary Sunday night.
Polic e said : the money was
taken from four vending machines which were pried open.
Police were called by Daniel
Eichm sn, 309Vi E. 5th St., night
watchman , at 10:25 p.m. He said
he had gone into the plant to
check the boilers when he noticed a door to one of the inner
offices had been pri ed open .
Eichman said he had checked the plant at 7 p.m.
A rea r window was broken ,
said police, and entry probabl y
was gained through it.

3 Hospitalized No Change Seen
Alter Collision In Smokin g Habits Chief s Duties
Near Lake City
As Adviser
To Be Limited

LAKE CITY , Minn. (Special)
— Three of six persons involved
in a two-car crash three miles
south of Oak Center Saturday
night received serious injuries
and were taken by ambulance
to hospitals.
William Arendt , 20, Mazeppa,
driving the 1960 car which
struck the 1961 convertible dri ven by Gary Johnson , 1!\ Rochester , as it was turning left into a
town road , received a fracture
of the leg in two places .
His passenger , Gerald Schroeder , 16, Zumbro Falls , was X
rayed. He may have a concussion. Both are at Lake City Municipal Hospital.
Johnson received a leg fracture and was taken to St.
Mary 's Hospital. Rochester. His
passengers, Gordon Bisliop , 23,
Rochester , and larry Peterson ,
21 , and John Wezmpner , 20, Zumbro Falls, received cuts and
bruises, were tr eated by a doctor and released.
The accident happened at 9:30
p.rn: as both vehicles were proceeding north on High-way 63.
Maurice JWesser, Red Wing, of
the state Highway Patrol and
Wabasha Deputy Ohner . Krohse,
said the Arendt car traveled
300-500 feet through the deep
snow of tlie roadside ditch after
striking the rear of the Johnson car. Both vehicles were demolished, they said.
It was five degrees below zero
but the roads -were clear , the
officers said. Both drivers had
to be carried from the vehicles
but were not pinned. No charge
has been filed.

Bulgarian Reds
Seek to Crush
U.S. Popularity

JOHKSON CITY. TEX (AP )
—Administration sources trace
the anti-American riot in Bulgaria to the Commu nist regime 's desire to check iYte grow ing popularity of the United
States.
These sources; said the growth
in U.S. popul arity was due
largely !o the activities of Mrs .
Eugenic Anderson of Red Wing
Minn., the U.S . minister to Bulgari ;i.
Mrs. Anderso n, an experienced grass roots campaigner ,
learned (he language of (he Bulgarians and trawled the country
extensively. She addressed Bulgarians in thei r own language
over the state owned radio on
July 4 and then after President
Kennedy 's funeral.
In Winooski , Vt. , where Mrs.
Anderson was visiti ng her
(laughter , she said (he attack on
the U.S. legal ion was a surprise to her ,
She said when she l eft Sofia
Dec. \:\ for her va cation there
was no "indication nf anything
like this . "

Woman Jumps From
F reeway Overpass
HNC1NO . Ca lif , iAIM -Police
said screenwriter Alyec Canfield Jerome , 45 , committed
suicide by jumping from a
freeway overpass ink) the path
of two cars Saturday nighl.
She worked as a writer and
execut i ve producer in the television scries, "' l 'iidei'g I ' O u n d
USA , " anrl wrote under the
name of A lvrc Canfield ,

Dancing Restricted
In South Viet Nam
SAIGON , South Vi ct Nam
The prov isional govom(AI¦
M ¦
¦
tncnl is startin g to restrict
-h
was
wholly
whii
chuu -irig,
banned m President Ngo Hinh
I Bern 's regime .
A $2-(ax w.as imposed last
week on all persons attending
public dnnriii n hulls. Private
danc ing parties were ordered
restr icted to Saturdays and days
Immed iatel y prior to p ublic holidays,

Winonans may talk about giving up smoking, but not
many seem to be doing anything about it.
Reports from cigarette wholesalers , retailers and vending
machine operators indicate that recent publicity linking
smoking with lung cancer and heart trouble hasn 't deterred
many persons from consuming their daily tobacco ration.
Asked by the Daily News whether cigarette sales have declined as a result of their alleged health menace, dealers
were unanimous in saying that no such thing has happened.
"We Just haven't noticed it at all ," one vending machine
operator said. "We ha von 't noticed any (decline in) our
sales." another said.
A retailer said the same thing, then added. "We don 't
have guts enough to give ( smoking) up. "
A cigarette wholesaler said that cigarettes have been
selling as well as ever , but noted one effect the health hazard
scare has had.
"People are more skeptical as to types and brands ," he
said. Some new brands of cigarettes, supposed to be less
harmful tiian others , have picked up sales recently, he added.
Perhaps the whole thing is summed up best by the person who said: "Anyon e can give up smoking. It takes a man
to face lung cancer."

Jury Cases Set
In Wa basha Co

WABASHA , Minn. ( Special )The jury calendar of the fall
term of District Court for Wabasha County will reopen next
Monday at 10 a.m.. Judge Arn
old W. Hatiield said this morning.
First case on the calendar
will be Eugene M. Schneider
against Paul D. Lyons. Both are
from Plainview.
This will be followed by six
cases against Plainview Produce Co. The plaintiffs, all of
Plainview , are : John DeWitt
and Mildred DeWitt , separately
in two cases and in one case
together, and Floyd K. Nienov
and Anna Nienow. separately
and together in a third case.

Greeks, Turks
Agree to
Neutral Zone

By HAL MCCLURE
NICOSIA. Cyprus (AP) —
Greek and Turkish Cypriot
leaders agreed today to a proposal by British Commonwealth
Secretary Duncan Sandys to
set up a neutral zone between
their fighting forces in Nicosia.
The factions also agreed to
allow British troops to patrol
all areas of the capital of Cyprus at the discretion of the
British commander.
Sandys told newsmen the
agreement accepting his proposals was signed by Archbishop Makarios , the island 's
Greek Cypriot president , and
the Turkish Cypriot vice president , Dr. Fazil Kutchuk.

Duties of Chief of Police
George Savord as adviser to
the Board of Fire and Police
Commissioners will be confined
to police department personnel.
Board President Kenneth McQueen said that Savord will be
relieved of his administrative
duties as police chief effective
Wednesday. He will continue
with the department until Feb.

Commissioners accepted Savord' s resignation at their regular meeting Friday afternoon.
They appointed City Recorder
John S. Carter as tempor ary
police chief after relieving Savord of his duties.
McQueen said that no decision has been made regarding
appointment of an acting chief.
The acting chief will replace
Carter.
Commissioners plan to meet
early in January to discuss Savord' s replacement and to appoint an acting chief.
Savnrd' s letter of resignation
to the board was slightly different from the one issued to
the press earlier Friday.
The first paragraph of the
letter read to commissioners
was: "I hereby resign from my
position as chief of police , city
of W inona, effective Feb. 1,
1964. "
The letter to the press read:
"It is my intention to resign
from my position as chief of
police , city of Winona , effec. ,
tive Feb. 1, 1964 ."
Savcrd will continue with the
department during January at
the regular rate of pay. He will
deal with departmental problems that might arjse during
the m onth , McQueen said.

ECLIPSE OF MOON . . - .' These three views of the eclipse
of the moon as viewed over Minneapolis this morning show
the start of the eclipse, left; a progression , center, and a

// Was Too Cold to Watch

A total eclipse of the . moon
was visible in Winona this morning but few observers gave it
any more than a fleeting glance
as the thermometer dropped to
a chilling 10 below- 2ero.
The moon was obscured partly to full from 4:28 a.m. to 5:47
a.m., then gradually was restored to full brilliance just before setting at 7:17 a.m:

Occasional cloudiness is the
forecast for tonight and Tuesday with a slight warming trend
Tuesday and then cold again
for the remainder , of the week.
A low of -2 to 8 below is forecast for tonight and a high
Tuesday of 15-22 before the new
cold movement sets in.
The extended forecast for
Tuesday through Saturday indicates temperature for the next
five days will average 5 degrees
A COLD New Year 's Day is below normal. Normal daytime
predicted for Winona and vici- highs are 1 20-26 and nighttime
nity with the chance of a few lows around zero. Little or no
snow flurries .
precipitation is indicated.

Plastics Plant
At Cosmos Burns

By SAM I>AWSON
AP Business News Analyst
NEW YORK (AP)-A troublesome question to be faced in the
New Year i.s: Should there be
a change in the present system
of listing prices of stocks on. the
largest market of them all?
This is the- over-the-counter
market (OTC) with dealers all
over the country and with 40,000
or more issues available for
trading, many times the number of those listed on the nation 's formal stock exchanges.
Bid and asked prices of the
most active and best known of
these unlisted issues are available to newspapers through the
National Association of Securities Dealers , Inc. (NASD).

A. Winonan vy as being held
for observation at a Rochester
hospital today with injuries he
suffe red early Sunday morning
while helping extinguish a truck
fire.
Marlin Decker, 472 Mankato
Ave. , received a minor burn to
his right hand. He is being held
in the hospital because he may
have lung damage from smoke.
Winona County sheriff s deputies investigated the truck fire
which occurred in Olmsted
County, two miles west of St.
Charles, at 2:35 a.m.
According to deputies . Decker was traveling toward Rochester and stopped to assist the
truck driver. Deputies did not
find the truck driver when they
arrived.
The truck , owned by Nelson

Reynolds Forms
Discharged
Johnson for
Ettrick Co-op
Patrolman
President Unit Starts Rebuilding
Back on Job

Accident Driver
Pleads No! Guilty

Here Th ey Are Again

AFTER REACHING a pleas- i Bemidji checked in with 28
ant high of 45 last Wednesday , 1 below early today for the rewinter returned to the area with gional low temperature. Intera vengeance and sent the mer- national Falls had -25 " and
cury down to -10 this rnornnig. ! Grand Forks , N.D . -21/
High Saturday was 19 and Sun - ! A warming trend moved into
day afternoon 4 above. Low Sura- ' the western Dakotas overnight ,
day morning was -8. At noon 1 bringing light snow and tempertoday the reading was 1.
atures in the 'teens , with foreA year ago today the Winon a casters promising a rapid easthigh was 11 and the low 3. 1 ward movement of the warmer
Two inches of snow was on the air t hrough Tuesday.
ground. The alltime high for
MOST P.VRTS of Minnesota
Dec. 30 was 55 in 1875 and the
low for the day -13 in 1946. The had clear skies early this mornmean for the past 24 hours was ing for the total eclipse of the
-3. Normal for this day is 17 moon although the early hours
probably limited the audience.
above.
; Rochester reported a morning
low of -10 after a Sunday high
of l above and La Crosse had
fi gures of -10 and 3 above for
the same times.
One of the coldest Decembers
on record in: WISCONSIN continued to smash weather marks
early today.
Gram Co., Racine , "Wis., had
More severe cold was predictsome motor damage from the ed for tonight but the weatherfire. The fire was out when dep- 1 man promised moderatin g temuties arrived. No injuries were peratures by Tuesday.
suffered by the truck driver
whose name was not learned. Tbe 11 below readings at MilSheriff George Fort also re- waukee and Beloit set recorda
ported a car fire at Twin Bluffs in both cities for any Dec. 30.
Motel , 15 miles southeast of For Milwaukee the previous
Winona , at 8:03 p.m. Saturday. mark was 7 below zero in 1837.
In the fire a car owned by Beloit's old record was 9 below
Trane Co., La Crosse, was de- in 1909.
stroyed. Deputies found that the Lone Rock , however, was the
car was driven by Virgil I..Pay- coldest community in the state
early today with 23 below. Eau
ton; La Crosse.
said,
Apparently, they
tlie Claiie and Wausau had 18 becar 's bTakes became overheat- low , Green Bay 16 below.
ed and a fire started in a rear
Racine reached the high Sunbrake drum.
day of 12 degrees , with other
The Dakota volunteer fire de- maximums ranging down to 4
partment had the fire out by below at Superior.
8:27 when deputies arrived.
WATERTOWN , N.Y., set th«
There were no injuri es,
low for the nation , except Alaska , with 32 below zero early
today and Miramar, Calif., topped the country Sunday with 89,

Change in
Good Samaritan
Listing Stock Burned in Fire
Prices Asked

But they are "retail" prices
for the public , as distinguished
from "wholesale " prices which
dealers themselves get and use
when buying and selling.
The bid price quoted is the
one at which the stock could
hare been sold. Asked is the
price quoted as that at which it
could have been purchased.
ST. PAUL (AP) - Highway
And there 's where the differPatrolman
Anthony P. Gais of
ence lies between the retail , or
¦
public , quotation and (he whole- Virginia , whose discharge, by
sale, or insider , quotation . The highway commissioner James
retail asked price is the whole- C. Marsh all was modified by a
sale one to which the NASD has district judge , was back at his
addled dealers' commissioners or job today .
Gais was dismissed on chargmarkups.
So the range between the bid es of conduct unbecoming an ofSandys said leaders of both
and asked prices given the pub- ficer
sides would meet daily under
lic by NASD is usually much
Flis discharge was described
One of two pickup trucks British chairmanship in an eflarger than that on the insider as "arbitrary and capricious "
which collided at East Howard fort to resolve differences that
list- For example , the retail by Judge Arthur O, Ansel mo of
and Hamilton streets at 11:48 pushed the eastern Mediterspread on an expensive stock Virginia.
a.m. today struck and knocked rean island to the brink of civil
may be as much as six points
war
and
heightened
internationover a fire hydrant.
The court changed the diswhi le the wholesale ran ge, is
Police said that the fire hy- al tension last week.
Victor R. Vaug hn , Ifl , Roll ing- onW two points.
charge to a 60-day suspension ,
Meanwhile,
Kutchuk
indicatdrant , loca ted on the northeast
retroactive lo Oct. 1. and orstone , Minn., pleaded not guilty
corner of the intersection, ed he believes peace can be as- in municipal court this morning
Also , it' s sometimes possible dered tha t Gais be reinstated in
if
it
is
only
sured
on
Cyprus
though knocked over, did not
to a charge of careless driv ing. for a buyer to get a bettor price his position and that he receive
leak. There was no damage es- partioned between the reek
The charge stemmed from a from a particular broker than any pay that had been withheld.
Cypriot majority and the Turktimate for it.
traffic
accident on East San- the asked price made availabl e Clayton Swanson . assistant
The trucks which collided ish Cypriot minority.
, about 60 feet west of to the public.
born
Street
highway commissioner , said in
Kutchuk said there i.s "no
were driven by George W. ElIn the case of the formal stock Marshall' s absence that Gais
Sunat
1
:45
p.m.
Kansas
Street
,
"
that
the
two
comliott , 306 E. Mark St. , and Ten- possibility
exchanges , prices quoted in the went back to work last Friday ,
live together aft- day.
ard C. An derson , 5335 (ith St , munities can
Police said (hut Vaughn 's car newspapers are the nctual ones the day the court's order was
er the past week of violence ,
Good view.
struck the rear of a parked car at which the stocks changed received .
According to police , Elliott
must
he
ma
scountry
"Each
owned by Mrs . Alice Maier , 274 hands. Hut in a sense they are
Judge Ansclni o said in a memwas traveling north on Hamil- ter of its own house, " he said. E. Sanborn St. Damage was wholesale rather than retail
also
stock
that evidence Gais '
since
the
buyer
of
the
orandum
ton Street when his truck was
The Turkish Cypriots de- more than $100 to each car.
struck in the left rear by An- manded partition of Cyprus
Vaughn was driving west on had to pay h i.s broker a com- visit to an apartment house
derson 's truck, which was trav- during the Greek Cypriot un- Sanborn Street when hi.s car mission — not quoted in the while in uniform and driving a
derground campaign that cul- struck the Maier car , which was press — and the seller had a marked patrol car occurred dureling east on Howard Street.
Elliott ' s truck spun after the minated in independence from parked facing west . Police ex- commission deducted from the ing Gais ' lunch hour and that
he was on union business. The
crash and hit the fire hydrant. Britian in 1%0. The Greek Cy- plained that Vaughn had made price he is quoted as getting.
fixed
by
Such
commissions
are
held that there was no
court
priots
reected
the
idea
of
pa
ra
right
turn
and
failed
to
drive
Damage to his truck was more
rules of the Securities and Ex- ne glect of duty.
back into the driving lane.
than $100. Anderson was driv- tition.
The present shooting Hint beJud ge John D. Mcfiill set the change Coin m ission , anrl the exing a truck owned by Univerthemselves ;»nd brokers
sal Studios , r.(tt Center .St. lt gan Dec. 21 subsided over the trial for Jan. 1 and set bail at changes
charge the precise sum
mu
st
weekend
.
$30.
Vaughn
posted
hail.
had about $50 damage.
unl ess actin g for themselv s as
floor traders or acting for other
stock exchange members.
The NASI ") was created by
Congress in )!).'!!) as a self-re gulnlor;y agency .Jo a' ci' in cooperaTwo , Fountain City, Wis.,
' SKC in some mat- youths , arrested In th<> same
tion
with
th
o
COSMOS , Minn. (AI M. - Fireters , lor the huge OTC marke t . car early Sunday mornin fi,
early Sunday destroyed an old
Thnt market involves some "1, 700 pleaded not guilty lo charges in
school building housing thedealers wilh nboul il 1,000 sales- munici pal court today .
Paly-bile Co.. mak ers of p icnicmen . And its busi ness grew •Charged wilh careless drivcool ers and plastic p.-icking mafro m $4 ,(1 In Hi on in t<M<l ot pi fl ing was Henry L. Wieczorek , 21 ,
terial.
bill ion in 1!»61 when 2.5 bill ion Fountain Cil y Rt. 2. Robert J.
Henry Horns , chief of the Lake
shares wore tra ded. The public 's Neumann , IB , was cited for perLillian fire department , estimatshyness
in im'osting in much of mitting an unlicensed driver to
ed the loss at $95,000 ,
l !IB :l prnb nbly has cut t rawlin g operate bis car.
Helping to fight the bUi7.«„
bel ow thnt figure
They were arrested by police
ak .ng wilh Cosmos and LakeLillian departments , was t he:
Thr NASI ) has Ihe respons i- at ftnsf 4th and Vine sf reefs at
Hector fire department.
bility of trying l<> prevent list ing 1:05 a.m.
of false prices. It also set s Judge John D . Met! Ill sot the
standards for ronipunies to be trial for Wierzorek for .Inn. 7
North Viet Nam ,
put on lists iivuiliihle tn tb e and set the trial for Neumann
for .Ian. fl. Wieczorck posted $;i(i
press.
Albania Sign Pact
; The (s'rciilor scope of Ihe OTC ba il and Neuma nn $15.
TOKYO (AP ) — Communist
I market , Ihe iihsenco of many of
J the rules which rest rict list ing
Nort h Vict Nam and Alhanln
Dan Foley, Famil y
.,<s,4mmav.
¦
¦a protocol on tr n<lr >
¦
¦n,immr-anmi mmHtemaamamm
¦¦
¦
¦
¦
¦¦
¦
¦
I
of sl¦
ocks
<m exchanges
such
have
signed
and payments for HUM in Hanoi ,
as requirin g more informal ii»n Leave for Rose Bow l
(iloria linden
Marilyn Trochlmkl
¦ anrl the
the New China news agenc y re1 abou t the companies
WAHASI M , Minn . ( Speei nl VWc had the ri ght girls and Ihe right names Sunday, but
ported Sat urdny.
present methods (if repo rting
f);m
FoU-y, nnt ional American
dispatch
from
Hanoi
salrl
mu
lched
up
wrong
,
we
had
them
bid.
and
asked
prices
lo
Ihe
genlis
Miss Trnehinski' s name
the protocol called for Norlh
appeared under Miss Hngon ' s pHiiac* in the Sunday News , «>r ; tl public all ht ive federal reg- hegion <-oniman <ler. flew to I.os
Viet Nam . to supply Albani a
nnd viee-vcisJ i, Tho two arc- entries In the 10114 Winona W in- ula tory bodies worn mending Angeles , Cal if., Sunday to be
wilh cinnam on, grnund-nut oil ,
tor Cnmivttl quee-n contest , The D-nily News, glad of any stricter policin g. Anrl (ho in 'ob- present for the rose par ade and
coffee , paper and oilier good s in |
lern could roiich Congress in re- lUisehowl name nt Pasuclena
,
exchan ge Cor Albanian Rood s in- : excuse to run pict ui os of |>rollv gir ls regrets the v.mw hut quests for wider federal super- N<-w Yo ;ir ' s Dny . He waff n<is happy tn make this co rrection. They ' re Harriot Koll oy vis ion ol III hi highes t securities mmpanicrt by his wifo and
cluding asphalt , cot ton fabric *
photos.
'
market .
nnd tobacco.
I M»ns,

Fire Hydrant
Knocked Over
In Accident

near total, right. The eclipse was viewed over the state from
4:28 a.m. to 5:47 a.m. when the ful l moon reappeared. (AP
Photof ax )

MADISON , Wis. W - Gov.
John W. Reynolds announced
the formation today of a Wisconsin for Johnson Committee
and cal led it the first volunta ry
slate organizati on in the nation
pledged to support President
Lyndon B. Johnson in next
year 's election.
The Democratic governor is
chairman of the 16 - member
group which includes the state's
entire Democratic congressional delegation and three Wisconsin men holding appointive posts
in Washington.
Louis Hanson of Mellen, Democratic state chairman , is vicechairman , and Patrick J. Lucey
of Madison , the party 's past
state chairman , is secretary- treasurer.
Postmaster General John Gronouski , Wisconsin 's former tax
commissioner, heads the list of
appointed Washington offici als
on the committee. Others arc
Ivan N"estingen , undersecretary
of health , education and welfare , and Norrnan Clapp, administrato r of the Rural Electrification Administration.

ETTRICK , Wis. - The board
of directors of the Ettrick Cooperative Creamery plans to
have its ' building in service
again soon , Secretary A, L. Ofsdahl , said this morning. Target
date is Feb. 1.
The building was heavily damaged Dec. 18 by a fire which
started in the boiler room. The
boiler itself is intact but gauges
and pipes were burned and the
room around it was destroyed.
Walls are being built up around
the boiler room now, Ofsdahl
said , and a new temporary flat
roof has been placed on the
two-story building.
Most damage was done to the
second floor. Most of the machinery was saved by quick action of Ettrick firemen , who
stayed on the scene until early
Thursday morning and were
called back twice when flames
flared up again.
Damages now are being exam ined for insurance payments
and an architect , engaged by
President , Melvin Solberg, ia
preparing rebuilding estimates.

Fountain Citians
Ask for Trials

Something out of place
in America
?

Vos . . . college shortages which h ave no place
in a country t h a t ' s dedicated to progress!
Wa noad top loaders in quantit y. Hi gh e r oduc ation develops them . But tho cost of leadership
h a s sk yrocketed , Colleges feel the rise. Many
lack c l a s s r o o m s , laboratories a n d competent
tflachors .
As a world loador wo cannot afford college shorta g e s . Collerj e is Amorica ' s bast friend .
HELP THE COLUEGE OF YOUR CHOICE NOW!
To find out how tho coll orj o crisis affects you,write to HIGHER
EDUCATION , Box 36,Timo s Square Station, Now York 10036.
PuMialiml «» • puMir noivn-* m rnonniiillon w i t h Tha Ac lvtrbv
rifl Ccih'ir il unrl lh« Npw»p«p «r M^»rh img l:.»firi j|iv «» M«or,n|ion,

They'll Do It Every Time

Berlin Wall
Opening May
Be Extended

virtual recognition of the Red Deco rating Contest
regime despite Western denials.
In an unprecedented move Winne rs Announced
which could be interpreted by
INDEPENDENCE , Wis. (Spethe Communists as further accategories in home
cial)—Two
ceptance of their regime, the
decorations
here were judged
West Berlin government Friday
night protested directly to the by members of the Whitehall
East Germans about the killing Lions Club Thursday.
of a refugee on the wall.
Winners in the religious
Until then , such protests were
theme
were Frank Kulig, first ;
made by the Western Allies to
By JOHN O. KOEHLER
the Soviet Union as the ultimate Edmund J. Lyga , second, and
BERLIN (AP)—German offi- authority in the Communist sec- Sylvester Halama , third . Traditional theme winners were
cials in twth parts of this divid- tor .
¦
Fred Sobota , first; Cliff Kampa ,
ed city voiced readiness Saturday to discuss extending past The bottom of the ocean floor second , and John Lucente ,
third.
the Jan. 5 deadline the agree- supports b a c t e r i a , sea anThe Lions Club sponsored the
emones,
mollusks
and
minute
ment permitting West Berlincrs crustaceans. Scientists believe contest. Because of cold preto visit behind the Communist- giant squid may also live there, Christmas w e a t h e r there
built wall.
sustaining themselves on food weren't as many decorations as
in previous years.
Both sides expressed the hope that floats down.
they could keep open the checkpoints which allowed Berliners
"THE SWORD IN
their first Christmas family re^ "J IW L*
1
l W FA W
THE STS NE"
union in two years.
I
.
l 1
So far 250,000 "West Berliners
have visited relatives in East
STARTS TOMO RROW
Berlin , the official East German
START THE NEW YEAR RIGHT, COME NEW YEAR'S EVE
news agency, A-DN , reported.
Altogether 840,000 permits for
oneway visits have been issued ,
the agency said.

By Jimmy Hatlo

j i t Happened,-tail Tli hL
^

Connie Francis
Hits Song Trend

By EARL WILSON
HOLLYWOOD — Connie Francis at the ripe young age of
25 has become not only a movie star but a bliint-tal Tun ' babe
who doesn 't mind telling you her last picture smellcd real bad!
and that what's happening now pop music is "animalisti c and
criminal. "
My B.W. and I have known Connie since she was a teenager
and are impressed at how eloquent and forthright she 's become.
We were lunching with her at the MGM executives ' dining
room. Joe Pasternak , producer — — — ¦'
of Connie's new one, - 'Looking j S j n gers don 't have a chance l>efor Love," was surprised that !cause of that anima listic apshe tooi time for lunch.
.. ¦ i
proach. "
"Usually instead of having
Connie 's unable to see any- i
lunch , she records an album ," .thing wrong with her recording !
Joe said.
jof "The Slimmer of His Years ," ;
"Albums!" cried Connie. ''Un- about the late President Ken- i
fortunately; the songs are get- nedy, already a tremendous sell- j
ting worse and worse. I think er. Was it not- good taste to rethe F.C.C. should bar some of cord it now? Connie 's managers j
these barbaric ' things. Like, mention that a veteran Kate Novak. His press agents caution
'Louie, Louie,' and 'The Bird. ' !Smith and several others re- '; interviewers: "Please don't ask
Nobody can understand a word . corded it. Manager George ! him about it" . . . Bob Hope is
of 'Louie , Louie. ' One d.j . offer- i Shreck points out that they re- able to make mild jckes about
'
ed S10O if any listener could 1 ceived no money for ft.
i his eye ailment. A friend asked
give him the words. All trace
"What happens when you wear
of sensitivity, sentimentality and But Connie ' s willing to admit i those dark glasses?"' Bob anadmit—that
;
—even
anxious
to
sincere* ty are gone. Some of
swered: "People give rne
these songs are just animalistic she was thoroughly bered with i money ."
her
movie,
"Follow
the
Boys
,"
:
grunts ."
Hildegarde 's making moneyConnie declared .she was going which followed her firs t success- '
she has an interest in a handful
mov
ie
appearance
5n
Pasterto release a song from the pickerchief company, and as you
ture , "Whoever You Are, I Love nak' s "Where the Boys Ave. "
may have noticed , th is is the
"She
told
everybody
not
to
You," regardless of the sale—
handkerchief
season . . . Frank
see
it
—
even
said
it
on
the
"I don 't care if it sells three
Sinatra intends to take several
"'
radio
groaned
her
manager.
.
"
copies.
months off from acting, doing
We offered the usual argument
"I WALKED out on it my-; only some recordings , and , of
— that some songs of merit self!' " Connie told me. "Walking i course; being
an executive.
breakthrough the Wallers ' Wall. out on it was better than sitting:
TODAY'S
BEST LAUGH:
' "But not as much as the pubthere and gett ing to s.leep. Aftlic thinks!" Connie exclaimed. erward 1 sat reading the re- Koseland claims , to - have had a
"I Left My Heart in San Fran- views and howled at some of call from a man asking New
cisco ' and 'What Kind of Fool them. The one I laughed at most Year 's eve prices and saying,
Am I?' only went to 280,000 — started out saying, 'MGM's first "I won 't need any neiscmakers
about 18th in the charts . They mistake in filming tins picture —I' m bringing my missus. "
should have done greater than was when it started roll ing the WISH I'D SAID TILAT: "I saw
an unusual Italian
that!"
movie. The
¦
cameras. ' .
heroine wore a bra. "' (Marv in ,
"THE RECORDING , business "That was tru e." smiles Con- at the Polonaise).
hasn 't developed singers as it' s nie. "You see , the studio told, EARL'S PEARLS : Angela
supposed to do, . because the me 'We understand the movie Martin revives the "Prankish
singers make one of these songs business. Leave that part to us.', Preposition " game old-timer :
and they 're through . Paul Anka , Maybe the studio was right. The "My fa ther h a d a great trick.
Bobby Darin and I were lucky. picture made money."
He would walk down the street
Glenn Ford's very shy at tallc-i and turn into a saloon. "
iVe were able to become big
money-earners. But today ' new ing abou this romance wilh Kim] "They 're having the
'hell divers' at the NTew York World' s
Fair , " a chap was say ing at
Eata zzi's, and a customer barked, "Hell, we have tliose every
day on the Loi^g Islan d Expressway " . . . That' s earl , brother.
JVIAS02VS ELECT
PEPIN , Wis. ( Special)-Charles Ecelberger has been elected worshi pful master of Pepin
Lodge No. .9, F&AlUf . C. :VI.
Serene Jr. was elec ted senior
warden ; Dennis Schruth , j unior
warden : Raymond Hailing, sec. retary ; Henry McEuen . treasurer , and Carl .Averbeck: , trustee
for three years . Insta llation will
be held at the regular meeting
¦' Jan. 7, with an oyster stew
¦
¦¦ i
following.
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Holmen Republican
Urges Rockefeller
kun in Wisconsin
HOLMEN , Wis. wi—Anthony
Gruzka of Holmen , a former
member - of the executive committee of the Milwaukee County
Republican organization , made
public here a letter sent to
Gov. Nelson Rockefeller of New
Vork , urging him to enter the
Wisconsin presidential preference primary ne*t April.
Gruzka , who said he is a slipperier of "Warren Knowles for
gcvernor , was sharply critical
of the plan of Republican leaders to run. an unopposed favorite
son candidate with Rep. John
VV. Byrnes of Green Bay or
Knowles -as the likely choice.
"The best chances (or the Republican party is to invite an
open primary in Wisconsin , so
that the p«ople of Wisconsin can
make their proper recommendations , and resultingly create a
more healthy atmosphere for
the vehicle of Republican victory," said Gruzka.
"An all out effort should be
made by the people of Wisconsin
to preser-ve the righ t of the
people to make their choice
known / instead of having some
sort of deal rammed down our
throa ts by the wheelers and
dealers iii a political organization ," Gruzka added.

"Should that assumption be
wrong, then again we would
have to assume a substantially
lower increase in the Gross National Product. "
The forecast was in terms of
dollars having their 1963 purchasing power. If prices continue to rise at their recent gradual rate of about IVi per cent a
year , the GNP in 1964 would be
several billions , higher in terms
of current prices. The GNP is
a dollar measurement of the
value of all goods and services
produced.
The outlook is not wholly satisfying, Colm said , because unemployment will remain high.
Despite substantial economic gains during 1963, unemployutilities ,
producment held close to 5.6 per cent ing and
tion over the 12-month period
of the working force.
"In
manufacturing,
min- (ended Nov. 1) increased by 6
per cent while employment rose
by less than l per cent ," he
said.
Agriculture shewed a slight
gain in output but a 2.4 per cent
drop in employment , Colm went
on , so that the only substantial
increases in hiring were in the
retail , wholesale and service
trades and in local governments.

for 3 grand MEW >fea^...

^DANC E „

The planning association , a
privately supported organization
of persons prominent in business, labor , and education , estimated that the first round if
tax reduction scheduled for 1M4
would contribute , both directl y
and by its stimulation of the
economy, a $10-hillion increase
in consumer outlays.
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p iano w i t h your favorite old-time melodies.
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So far the East Germans have
maneuvered the West Berlin
government into direct talks
with them, hailed in the East as
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The East-West agreement Included only thos e West Berliners who have close relatives in
the Soviet sector .
West Berlin officials indicated
that in future talks Western negotiators would try to obtain
wall passes for West Berliners
who have no relatives in the
East.
In the interview , Abusch also
said his government was ready
to talk about other questions of
normalizing the relations with
West Berlin , perhaps reopening
telephone lines between the two
parts of the city cut by the Reds
in 1952.
Of course, Abusch said , these
talks must be held "in the spirit
of a policy of good will. "
Western officials interpreted
this to mean the Communists
may want to extract further political concessions from the
West.
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LIMA, Teru (AP ) - A slight
earth tremor lasting 12 seconds
shocked Lima Saturday but no
j ' injuries or property damage
.
; were reported.

By STERLING F. GREEN
WASHINGTON .f AP)—If taxes
are cut promptly the national
output v- ill rise by $26 billion
next year to a record ot about
$610 billion , the National Planning Association predicted Saturday.
The forecast of a 4VI> per
cent rise , which compares with
a S 1^ per cent increase from
1962 to 1963, was made by Gerhard Colm , NPA's chief economist and the former senior
economist of the President' s
Council of Economic Advisers,
Colm emphasized that the estimate assumes enactment of a
tax bill early in 1S64, retroactive to Jan. 1. His year - end
statement said:

Dcncing 9 to 1

The permits are good only for
eastward trips as was clea r
Christmas Day when two East
Germans trying to flee to the
West were shot by border
guards.
Despite the tragedy, a West
Berlin spokesman said , "The
Senate CWest Berlin governand the federal government of
West Germany) hopes that a
further easing of the situation
for the people in both parts of
the city should be achieved."
He was referring to a remark
made by East German Deputy
Premier Alexander Abusch in
an interview with-a Communist
newspaper that his regime was
willing to talk about the extension of the visiting period.
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Earth Tremor
Felt in Peru

Publlibi'd da lly excepf Sj l u r H ay and holidays by Republican iiniJ HITJIII I'ulill IIIrm Comnnny, 40) Fi anklln St., Winona,
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NEW Y EAR S IVE WIN A FREE TICKET
GOOD FOR ONE YEAR AT THE STATE!

You Too Can
Be Creative

By LESLIE J. NASON, ED. D>.
Professor of Education ,
University of Southern Calif.
Creativeness is golden , yet it
is often charged that school s
suppress ingenuity and inventiveness, and that conforming
students get the best grades.
That schools should encourage creativeness is agreed by
all, but I contend there is no
necessity to choose between
creati-vity and conformity .
Any student can cultivate
skill In creative thinking while
carrying out such required tasks
as reviewing for examinations ,
writing essay-type tests or
themes. Authorities on creativity say that it demands the ability to direct mental processes
toward an end. The creativity
of a scientist is closely related
to his work of observing, listening, questioning, reading, collecting data/comparing and analyziag.

time. The student's wind is no
longer burdened with remembering all of the things he plans
to say. He can now concentrate on explaining each point
with clarity and precision.
SHOULD NEW ideas occur
while he is proceeding with
step three, he should stop just
long enough to add them to the
list before continuing. Under my
supervision many students have
learned to use this planned
thinking in developing tleir
themes and term papers , as well
as reviewing for , and taking, examinations. In addition to higher grades there are fringe benefits. Even personal letters written according to this system are
more interesting. They , too ,
show the effect of increased
skill in organization of thoughts^

Galesville Light
STUDENTS CAN proceed in
a similar manner. They can de- Winners Named
fer organization and critical an-

Four Dead in HARRIS SURVEY
Wisconsin
Extremism
Auto Mishaps
Rej e cted

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Four persons were killed in
separa te automobile accidents
in Wisconsin during the weekend and a Waukesha County
woman died in a crash early today. The fatalities raised the
state's 1963 traffi c death toll to
896 compared with 955 one year
ago.
Miss Judith Garens , 24, of
Brookfield , was killed at 1 a.m.
today in a two-car collision on
Waukesha County Highway V,
a half mile south of Mencmonee
Falls. She was one of the
drivers
Miss Mary Diggins, 50, of Racine, was killed Sunday night
when struck by a car as she
walked along Highway 32 about
three miles south of Racine.
Victims listed previously were
Peter Netzhammer. 91, and Vernon Leslie Sr.,- 66, both of West
Allis, and John Frederiksen , 16.
of Antigo.
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Fun for One and All!

Graf New Year Greetings
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As the New Year bells ring out, we chime in with glad greetings
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Total
Nation
Percent
More against extremist
groups
55
Like you'd lost a member
of your own family . 54
More patriotic
. 52
More considerate of other
people's feelings . . . : .; 39
More religious
... 34
More against discrimination
30
M ore guilty about not doing more for tolerance 23
More for Negro rights
21
RUNNING through the replies across the nation , including the South, is a feeling on
the part of rough.lv one in every
four people that they should be
more tolerant of other people
— especially the less privileged
in society .
These sentiments were as
often as not accompanied by
overtones of outright guilt feelings. People now tend to associate the spirit of brotherhood
with patriotism than before the
late President was killed.
But the most direct impact
rests in people 's rejection of
groups which are spreading
hate and which advocate extremism of either the far left
or far right. Fully 55 percent
feel they have solidified their
opposition
to
t h e se extremist causes. Even here,
there are overtones of some
public guilt , that the nation all
too late came to realize just
how great a menace they are.
The cross-section was asked:
"Do you feel in the past few
years there has been an increase in the number of groups
spreading hate against other
people and other group s in this
country, a decrease in such
groups, or are they about the
same as before?"
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SUPPER CLUB
Galesville , Wisconsin

DANCE

New Year 's Eve Dec, 31sf
J Brands—Conti nuous Dnncing
Pl e-Mor opens at 7;30 p.m.
Live Music sta rts 8 p.m.
Polka Dots—KROC Trio
Advance Ticket* $2.00
New Year 's E ve price $2.50
New Year 's Nite , Jan. 1, 1964
Younfl Adults Rock and Roll
Part y and Dance
Hats—Horns—Dlowouti
8:39 p.m. to 11:45 p.m.
Admission 51 each
F ree Booths arid TablesMusic by Ti me and the
Galaxies
Stat., Jan, 4—Babe Wagner
Sun., Jan. 5—Leo Greco
Roc hester 's Plw Mor Ballroom
For Reservations Call
AT 25244

Attend
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Buffalo City, Wisconsin

> ^r FINE FOOD * COCKTAILS
{ • OPEN TIL 3 A.M, NEW
YEAR'S DAY
I
( + Dining from 12 noon io 8 p.m.
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It 's out with the old and

\

in v/ith the nevf , but not
before v/» extend our
very best wishes to one)
and oil for o happy ond
healthy 1964. Way your
year be- a prosperous one.
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Join us in our beautiful
now Country Kitchen for
you r f a v o r i ta snack.
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Erhard Back
In Germany

Total
Nation

Percent
Increase in such groups 64
Decrease
2
About the same
25
Not sure ..
9
Nearly two out of every three
people feel such hate activityhas been on the rise , mainly
due to heightened tensions over
race relations and the fact tha f
such extremists have been able
to gain more attention and publicity in recent years.
When asked to evaluate both
the right-wing and left-wing
group s, people described both
extremes as a lmost identical
menaces. The r esults:
In general, do you feci extreme right-wi ng i left-wing '
groups in this country are a
reall y serious danger , a slight
danger or no rea l danger? ''
Right
Left
Wing
Wing
Percent Percent
Serious clanger . 25
29
. 2«
25
Slight danger
No real danger . 1 2
10
Not sure
35
36
A majority of just ove r 50
percent in each case sec danger
today from th« extremes of
right and left hero at home. The
fact that both are viewed as
equal menaces to the republic
indicates the prevailing rnooci
of moderation and a renewed
dedication to tolerance of the
views of others. Tbe fact that
extremists would wi pe out the
rights of the individual i.s deeply re sented.

Masons Install
At Trempealeau

TREMPEALEAU , Wis. - The
i Trempealeau Masonic lodge ha d
' distinguished guests at installation ceremonies Friday night.
This is not hysteria or panic
in any shape or form. The pub- Van W. Harrod , commander
lic is in. no mood to conduct of the Knights Templar of Wisany persecutions even of the consin, attended. A flag preextremists themselves. Rather , sentation was made by officers
underneat h it all i.s a kind of of La Crosse Commandery 9.
deep dedication to the proposi- of which Charles Kowalke is
tion that perhaps it is true that eminent commander . Kowalke.
all men are created equal. This member o/ North La Crosse
then , is the basis for the new Lodge 190, was installing officer
and perhaps unprecedented na- and Paul Lehman. Trempealeau,
tional unity as the nation enters installing marshal .
the new year.
Officers installed were: Orrin
Leavitt , worshipful master; William Lehman, senior warden;
Lloyd Anderson , juni or warden:
:William Junghans, treasurer;
Harvey Nielsen , secretary ; Irvin Diamond, senior deacon;
! Robert Hayter , junior deacon ;
j Harold Hansen , senior steward;
' Robert Johnson , junior steward
BONN, Germany (AP ) — and Albert Towner, tiler.
Chancellor Ludwig Erhard re- Arild Engelien was presented
turned home today and said a past master 's lapel pin by
President Johnson is expecting the new master as a gift from
West Germany to come up with his officers. Lunch was served.
new suggestions for easing tensions with the Soviet Union .
County Attorneys
This , he explained , is because
Germany lies nearer Russia Elec t New Ulm Man
geographically. He did not say ST. PAUL CAP)
- Brown
whether President Johnson had County Attorney Robert J. Befspecified what kind of proposals ens. New Ulm, is the new presithese should be. Nor did he of- dent of the Minnesota County
fer any .
Attorneys Association Erhard and Johnson agreed in He was elected at the associaTexas that efforts should be tion ' s annual convention Saturpressed to ease tensions.
day, along with William Randall
Erhard said the United States of Ramsey County as vice
does not want the West Ger-7 president and Carl E. Erickson
mans to do anything to compli- of Crow Wing County as secrecate the Berlin situation . The , tary-treasurer.
main problem in Berlin now ;si Named trustees were Warren
what should be done to prolong A. . Saetre, Marshall County;
the holiday arrangement tinder : Malcolm MacKenzie, Nicollet
which the Communists have al- : County, and an assistant county
lowed "West Berliners t o make attorney, Chester Durd a of Hen brief visits to East Berlin.
nepin County.
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J Minnesota Man,
Plane Missing
In Ca lifornia

alysis- of ideas until quite a GALESVILLE, Wis. ( Special^
number are assembled. They — A Galesville man who deccan make the arrangement of orated his home between trips
ideas, together with their or- to the Veterans Hospital, Madiganization and development, a son won first prize in the Lions
conscious process.
Club sponsored contest during '
SANTA BARBARA , Calif. 'IP).
For example, in answering the Christmas season.
— The Civil Air Patrol planned
an essay-type examination ques- ; Roy Kindschy not only
did a to search the coast between Oxtion, the procedure is simply
( beautiful job on his house: He j nard and Santa Barbara today
this :
Step One. A student should :I has a hen that entered into the for a Minnesota man missing in
question himself , "What points spirit of the season , too . A ; a rented private plane.
Donald Hubert . Duluth , Minn.,
could I' make? What things |combination turkey and chicktook off from Oxnard airport
could I say?" Just as the brabn- ;en , it lays green eggs.
stornters do he should let these ;¦¦ William Baye received second Christmas Day in a Cessna 180
ideas flow , noting them on a ' prize : Robert Wheeler , third, he had rented earlier at Las
piece of paper as each comes |and Dr. E. P. Rohde, fourth. Vegas, Nev.
He hasn 't been seen since.
to mind, without ju dging them ! Mr. and Mrs. John McKeeth
i and Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Lippert j The CAP said it was assumed
as good or bad.
Step Two. As in all effective j from here judged the Hoi men . he was making a local flight because he did not file a flight
creative thinking, he must now decorations.
plan . They are hunting along
judge Oie value of tbe ideas on
his list. Some may be eliminat- j On Luzon 's Bataan Penniosula the coast because he had exed. Others should be numbered ( and Corregidor Island , in the pressed interest earlier in flyin the order in which they will j spring of 1*42 , United States ing over the area.
The CAP searched for him in
be discussed.
j and Filipino troops made heroic,
Step Three . The ideas can hopeless stand to halt the Japa- ¦.' the Las Vegas area Sunday but
now be developed one at a i nese invasion of the Philippines. I found no trace.

yi

By LOUIS HARRIS
The death of President Kennedy produced
a profound
change in the thinking of the
American people : A massive
rejection of extremism from
either the right or the left , accompanied by an individual
sense of guilt for not working
more for tolerance toward others.
In the loss of the late President, a majority of the people
felt as though they had lost a
member of their immediate
family .
In a survey of a crosssection of the American people
just completed , the public was
asked:
"As a result of President Kennedy 's assassination , do you
personally feel (or not feel )

¦

Humphrey, McCa rthy as
LBJ Running Mate?
(Editor '* Not«: Kdwin A. Lahey, chie f of
the Washington Bureau of the Knight Ne wspapers , exp lores, in the following editorial,
the chance* of Minnetota't two liberal senators a* possible running mates fo r President
Lyndon B. Johnson in tht 1964 political campaign..'
PRESIDENT JOHNSON will soon be
shopping for a vice presidential nominee
to run with him in 1964.
Mr. Johnson doubtless will pause for
a c l os e l oo k at the M i nnesota cou n t er ,
where two U.S. senators are ready and
willing to run with him.
Hubert H. Humphrey, the senior sena to r f rom M innes ota , an d Eugene J. McCarthy, t h e j un ior sen a tor , both have , in
addition to willingness, all the qualifications that Johnson will be looking for in
a running mate.
Both men are liberals, emotionally and
intellectually. They are authentic representatives of that Middle West populist
tradition which is strongest in Minnesota ,
for some reason.
HUMPHREY AND McCarthy hav« enjoyed good relationships with Johnson in
the past , when t h e President ran the Senate corral as majority leader between 1955
and 1961.
Johnson , a moderate and a Southerner ,
whatever his Kennedy-like phrases, will be
looking for a warranted liberal as his running mate next year. .
Humphrey and McCarthy both answer
these specifications. Humphrey is more
widely known as the proper liberal, since
he is serving his third term in the Senate,
and has had great publid exposure as a
candidate for the presidential nomination
in 1960 and the vice presidential spot in
:
1956.

JOHNSON TENDED to us* Humphrey

as a bridge to t h e liberals in the Senate
¦when he was majority leader.
Humphrey was born in Wallace, S. D.,
52 years ago. His father ran the town drug
store. Humphrey himself was trained as a
pharmacist. But his sharpest memories of
youth date from the depression which he
lived throu gh more than 30 years ago.
Humphrey is a florid faced , highly articulate man , strongly opinionated. Almost
always, his political opinions will find roots
in his experience as a child of the great
depression.

IN RECENT yarns In tht Striata Hum-

phrey has immersed himself in the problems of peace, as chairman of a disarmament subcommittee of the Senate Foreign
Relations Commi ttee. Some of the great
speeches on peace and disarmament have
come from Humphrey, and too frequently
have been lost in the cave of the winds
here in Washington.
As a campaigner, Humphrey is the hard
h i tting t yp e , who can convince any audience that he bleeds when they get cut .
Eugene McCarthy, the j un i or senato r
from Minnesota , has b een nourished in
the same populist political atmosphere as
his colleague, but in personality he is 180
degrees removed from Humphrey,

MCCARTHY , BORN 47 y«ar« tgo in

Watkins , IMinn., is reserved, wi th a qu i et
sense of humor , and an intellectual background that frequently puts his gentle remarks well over the head of the average
audience, who may miss the point McCart h y is making, b u t who feel instinctivel y
that it ' s a good point.
McCarthy was a teacher at St. Thomas
College in St. Paul when he took his first
fling at politics in 1948. He was elected to
Cimgrcss for five terms , and moved u p to
t h e Senate in the election of 1958.
M c C a r t h y emerged as a national figure
In t h e Democrati c convention of 1960 at
Los Angeles when he made an impassioned plea to the delegates to nominate Adlai
17 Stevenson , w h o had been twice defeated as the Democratic presidential nominee.

THE YOUNG Minnesota senato r didn 't

c hange a n y of t h e minds of the delegates
who wore then tied up . b y the late J o h n F.
K e n n e d y . But the television audience saw
a b r i l l i a n t new star rise that night in the
person of M c C a r t h y . And th e members of
I ho Stevenson c u l t , which still exists , have
an a f f e c t i o n a t e recollection of t h e electric
moment given to them hy McCarthy in
t h a t Los Angeles speech.
¦

HOW DO YOU STAN D, SIR?

Intimate Family
Questions Asked

As the result of a rather slick bit of parliamentary legerdemain , your children and
mine now may be forced to answer questions
concerning the most intimate farhily relationships and other subjects no adult American
could now be made to answer , even in court.
Even -worse , the e n o r m o u s taxes you already pay to support government bureaucracy
will go , in part , to finance this indirect inquisition into your most personal affairs.
All this came about recently during the
long and drawn out battle over extension and
expansion of the National Defense Education
Act (NDEA) of 1958. As finally approved , tha
measure calls for the expenditure or approximately ;>i.e onlion through fiscal 1967.
Actually, the cost will be
much greater , because the
amount called for would cover
only vocational e d u c a t i o n
through that p e r i o d. Other
phases of the program are covered only until June. 30, 1965.
The legislation concerns federal assistance for individuals,
~— — -—— scnooi construction , impacted
areas and other related matGoldwater
ters. Among these, in practice at least , is student "testing ," a word which conceals a shockingly-large variety of evils.
UNDER THIS heading, students have been
made to tell their inquisitors whether they
have had sexual relations , have ever broken
into warehouses , have stolen rnonfl^ have
fought p hysically with their parents . They also
have been asked which of their parents is
fairer in meting out punishment and whether
they wish their parents had as much money
and education as do the parents of their classmates.
Obviously, the replies to many of these questions could be self-incriminating, and any student would be well within his rights in refusing to answer them. But school kids whose
parents cannot afford to send them to private
schools are not likely to get involved in long
and expensive court fights to prove the point .
I long have opposed federal financing of
such personal probing and in 1961 unsuccessfully introduced an amendment which would
have outlawed expenditure of U.S. funds for
these purposes.
IN CONSIDERATION of ihe NDEA measure this year , an amendment similar to that I
had introduced two years ago was approved
unanimously by the Committee on Labor and
Public Welfare and then passed the Senate.
The amendment provided that no federal
funds "shall provide for the conduct of any
test , or the asking of any = question in connection therewith , which is designed to elicit information dealing with the personality, environment , home life , parental or family relationships, economic status or sociological or
psychological problems of the student tested."
Having already passed the House, the bill
was sent to conference for the purpose of compromising differences between the two bodies.
One of the few areas in which there was no
disagreement whatsoever between conferees
was.the amendment prohibiting expenditure of
f ederal funds on "psychological testing."
IT THEREFORE came as something of a
surprise when members of the Senate later
learned th at the member who headed the group
of Senate conferees had, for no apparent reason , voluntarily withdrawn the amendment. As
a result , it now is dead, and "psychological
testing " may continue — with federal financing
— until such time as the restriction again
may be written into the law.
In rationalizing his action , the chairman of
the Senate conferees said , in effect , that the
amendment really did not mean anything because the states themselves could finance such
testing out of their own funds if they so chose.
The trouble is that they can do it with
money they would have to spend on truly-educational subjects - except (or the largesse
our taxes provide.
How do von stand , sir?

IN YEARS GON E BY
Ten Years A go . . . 1953

Miss Lucille Streater , New York City, is a
holiday guest of her parents , Mr. and Mrs.
G. F. Streater.
Two Rush ford Hoy Scout s, John Pritv/ing,
and Peter Miller , will rewire the Hoy Scouts '
highest award, the Eagle Radge , at a special
court of honor.

Twenty-Five Year Ago . . . 193S

Plans for the observance of the theme of
the New York World' s Fair in l!):i!l . "Dawn
of a New Day, " at New Year 's celebration
throughout the nation were announced locally
by Mrs. G. K. .Maxwell, one of Minnesota 's
representatives on (lie fair commit tee.
Raymond Koehn, chemist al General Mills ,
Minneapolis , .spent Ihe hol idays wilh hi.s parents , Mr. and Mrs . (' . ,1 . Koeiin.

Fifty Years Ago . . . 1913

Manager II . M. How ard of Ihe Wisconsin
Railway Light & Cower Co. has gone ll > K l.
Louis to inspect the progress ol work on the
four new streetcars ordered for the Winona
system.
Fire caused damage amounting to nbout
$IO0 at Ihe home of Mrs. Victoria Klu/.ik..

linl now In Christ .Ipsus ye who sometiniM
\ M I <> far off are made nigh hy the blood ol
( lirist. Eplifsians 1:13.

Seventy-Five Year s Ago . . . 1 885

C. E. L INPKN
Business Mor.
<& Adv. Director

W. II , Pnsz , who has efficien tly occupied
the portion of nudllov of Winona County for
several years, has bought Ihe interest of W. It.
Brannan ol I lie firm of Sniil h and H iunnan .
Tho firm will be known as Snath & Posz and
wi ll continue in t h e i nsurance and real estate
business.
lee was running heavily in Ih e river nnd
sleighing Is reported good' on the Wisconsin
wagon rand .
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The Associated Pi ess is enlllled exclusively
to the use for republication of ell the local
news printer! in this JIOWNIMI IMT as well as nil
AP. news dispatches,
Monday . December 30. I9(i3

George W, Payne has removed Ills agricult u r a l warehouse t o :>.iv\ St., jusi above Johnson , where lie w i l l keep mi hand ev<>ry article
in his line required by the farmers . Mr. Pnyna
i.s himself JI I KJII I l o move lo Korlicfiter , where
he is engaged in opt>nitig and improving an
excellent farm in t h e iini nediiile vicinity of Hint
flourishing town , hut hi.s business here will go
on without Interruption.
P r e s i d e n t .I U I I M M I H calls on di p l o m a t s
to end t h e cold war. And if it ' s riniv e nionl
he 'd jtisl as M M I I I they 'd do it bef ore n ext
November ,

TODAY IN N ATIONAL AFFAI RS

American S ystem
Re latively Young

By SEN. BARRY GOLDWATER

The question of who 's n e x t in line for
t h o presidency worries c o m m e n t a t o r s ----and , from a slightly d i f f e r e n t angle , Republican politicians.
¦

WINONA DAILY NEWS

TWELVE BRIGHT NEW PAGES

By DAVID LAWRENCE
WASHINGTON — The American system of government
Is relatively young — not even two centuries old — but it
has rarely shown so consp icuously its lack of maturity as
it does today . To realize how little progress has been made
in the field of responsible government , all one needs to do is
to read about the prospective candidates for the presidency
being brought forward to serve, if elected, in the highest
office in the land.
Take, for example, the different men being talked about
for the Republican presiFor
dential
nomination.
serve efficiently the counmonths , attention centered
try 's economic and socioon two or three possible
logical requirements within
candidates. Then , as if these
the limits set forth by the
men had suddenly become
people under a written conpolitically ineligible, the
stitution.
search turned to persons
What America needs is a
relatively unknown — as
system that will insure the
if it would be easier to elect
selection of a competent
someone who hasn 't become
president of experience and
identified with any particunot just a candidate with
lar issues or controversial
personal appeal but without
questions in the national
prior train ing in the national
field. The fact that such
government . These are days
newly diswhen decisions can mean
covered perwar or national bankruptcy
sons of proor other catastrop he to the
m' i n ence
American people.
h a v e not
AS THE population inhad any excreases , the problem of govperience in
becomes
more
ernment
a position of
Can one man be
complex.
l e a dership
expected to rule* effectively
or m a j o r
in
the presidency? Wouldn 't
r e s ponsibetter to pick from the
it
be
b i 1 i t y in
capable men inside
most
either
the
the presidential
government
Lawrence
executive or
their respective
ncminees-of
of
the
branch
the legislative
put alongside
and
to
parties
federal government is reto
be chosen in
of
them
—
importance
garded as of no
election
— a cabthe
same
by their political sponsors.
inet of ten men also well
All that seems to count is
qualified in national govthat the prospective candiernment problems? Woulddate performs well on telen 't it be better to organize
vision or appears to be a
in this way an elected presiman of congenial and pleascouncil? These men
dential
ing personality. The quest is
then could appoint general
apparently for someone with
manageis for die various
no political liabilities. This
government departments, so
is not unusual. It has hapthat the cabinet secretaries
pened before.
themselves could sit at the
Our presidents have not
side
of the president in the
ablest
of
always been the
executive office building
public servants. Often they
available for daily conferhave had little background
ences, as is the practice in
but lots of courage Once a
so
many successful business
presiwith
man is endowed
enterprises of the country?
dential power , he feels a
Some change is long oversense of responsibility to be
due , and the stories about
honest and fair. Mistakes
the process of selecting a
usually come, however, as a
Republican presidential canresult of the special predidate emphasize the weakjudices of anonymous adviness in the present system.
sers who have no direct reOften the people vote for an
sponsibilty to the people.
incumbent
administration
HOW MANY of tWe men
because the alternative is no
elected to the highest office
better. This is a reflection
in the land have turned oti c
on (he
quality of men
brought to the fore under
really to be great men?
the syste m that prevails toAdulation and eulogy afterday.
wards are often emotional ,
¦
but in the perspective of
time the praise is, in fact ,
To Your Good Health
for the sincerity of effort
and devotion to duty rather
than for actual achievement. There is, of course ,
little time in a four-year
term in which to do a good
job , when the first few years
have to be spent in learning
the ropes. The record in a
second term is often better
than in a first term because
By JOSEPH G. MOLNKR ,
a president has acquired exM.D.
perience on the job.
Dear Br. M o l n e r :
But , it -will be asked , what
Should one use the same
difference does it make
pair of rubber gloves for
since the people elect and
washing dishes as well
re-elect — it 's their responsias o t h e r household
bility. Throughout history,
chores , including painthowever , some citizens have
ing? The paint is labelsought lo improve the ways
ed "do not take inlernalof free and representative
ly. ' -S.L.B.
government. Th ere is no
There 's no danger if you
convincing reason , for inw ash the gloves with soap
st ance , wh y candidates for
and water belwccn different
the presidency should not be
chores, just as you 'd wash
•selected only from those
your hands after painting
men who have had substanand before doing the dishes.
tial experience in leadership
posts in either the executive
NOTE TO M R S . J. F.:
or legislative branch of the
"Gold sails ," or injection of
government. The constituchemicals containing gold ,
tion can be amended at any
hnve not been discarded as
t i m e lo require this.
an arthritis treatment. They
help soni c patients , not
IT ISN'T sufficient that a
others. Whether to continue
prospective nominee should
tliem or resort to aspirin i.s
h a r e merel y been a goversomething th at can be denor or even a member of
cided , in your case , only
Congress or the cabinet. He
by you and your physician.
should have risen to the top
Dr . Molner welcomes all
rank through hi.s work In
m ail from hi.s readers , but
either the executive or legisbce. '.iise of the great volla tive brunch of (he nationume rec eived daily lie is
al Moverninont . He will nut
unable to answer individual
necessarily make a good
le Iters . Dr . Molner uses
president because he has
readers ' tellers in his colbeen elected lo some office
u m n whenever possible.
in a stale or city or because
he is impressive on the
st ump. Making .speeches Is
FUN and FOOD
one Ihi n g hut executing pulicics is quite nn ofher. A
DANCING TO
president must he able lo
understan d the consensus of
LOUIS SCHUTN
public op inion in the nation
and to further important proORCHESTRA
grams dial are pra ct ical and
enn become offc-il ivc , \
president who phiys politics
may, unfortunately , win an
election , hut he may fail lo
~

THE WASHINGTON MERRr-GO-ROUNP

Congressmen Squaw k
At Johnson Economy

'(¦Editor 's . JVoJe; The
Washington
Merry-GoRound today is writ :en
fay Drew Pearson ' s associate . Jack Anderson.}

By JACK ANDERSON
WASHINGTON - The
congressional c l a m o r
against closing more military bases, like a French
fish market in full cry ,
hasn 't died down a decibel.
The loudest squawks, ironically, are coining from
champions of economy who
are against federal spending
everywhere except in their
own backyards .
Some of the bases should
have been shut down 100
years ago. But the generals
who command them have
held off the taxpayers more
savagely than they once
fought off the Indians who
attacked those same ^orts.
Here are some of the aged
bases which Johnson wants
to close :
Ft. Totten on Long Island ,
NY., was first used at a
recruit depot during the Revolutionary War. It stood
against the Indians and the
French , fell once to the British. But not until President
Johnson 's determined attack
on waste were the taxpayers
to defeat it.
MOST FACILITIES at Ft.
Totten , including the gun
placements , date back lo
1868. The buildin gs are old ,
inadequate , costl y to maintain , expensive to heat.
The
Port
Washington ,
N. Y., naval training device c e n t e r is actually
l o c a t e d in a medieval
castle , its functions scattered among guest houses ,
stahle.s, and servants quarters. Indeed , some functions
are located as for away as
Mcehanicsburg, Pa., Minela , N. V., and Garden City,
N. Y.
The castle , though of ancient vintage , was built in
more modern times by the
late railroad tycoon , George
Gould. It is as ex pensive and
impractical to
maint a in ,
however , as if i t had been
built for Kiii£ Arthur ' s
round table.
Result: President .Johnson
has ordered , the Navy lo
move out of t h i s museum
and consolidate ils training
device activities al near b y
Mltehel Air Force Base.
FT. SLOCUM. N. \. Another military relic in Ihe
same area, was finally closed by the liih* President
Kennedy earlier this ' year.
Located on Dav id' s Island
in Long Island Sound, it
miiv h ;ive Leon ideal for

OPINION-WISE

holding off British sloops.
But in its modern role as
an Army school, it was not
only obsolete but out of
the way. The Army was
obliged to operate a fulltime ferry to haul 450 military men and civilian workers back and forth.
Yet the idea of closing
these ancient fortifications
has brought screams of anguish from Long Island congressmen more terrible than
any Indian was whoops of
the past. Such economizers
as Steve Derounian , Frank
Becker . John Wydler , and
Seymour Halpern , all New
York Republicans , seem to
think our security will be
jeopardized
by
shutting
down these defenses against
the redcoats and the red
men. All of the above , incidentally, opposed Johnson
in his recent foreign aid
fight. He is not likely to
help them now.
Mobile — The President' s
economy order has also
caused dismay in Mobile ,
whose
erstwhile
Cong.
Frank Boykin is no longer
around to fight for federa l
handouts. He was convicted
earlier this year.
Over the objections ol
Cong. George Grant and
other Alabama politicians ,
who believe economy should
begin anywhere but home ,

the President has ordered
the inactivation of Theodore
Army Terminal and the Air
Force facilities at Bates
Field .
The terminal has been
maintained to handle ammunition, though the channel
isn 't deep enough to allow
ammunition ships to dock
there . It would take frequent and cosily dredging
to keep the channel open ,
but safety regulations would
prevent the ships from loading or unloading ammunition anyway, because of the
civilian
construction
all
around the area.
In other words , the politicians want to keep open an
ammun ition terminal that
is unable to handle any ammunition. As for Bates
Field , the Air Force found
it was costing 40 percent
more to base a reserve
squadro n there than elsewhere.
CAMP C.ARY, south of
Austin , Tex , not far from
the LB J ranch , is supposed
to be ' used to train Army
pilots in case of emergency.
But the air traffic over Austin is so heavy that it is no
place for student pilots.
As a result , Camp Gary
not only has no peacetime
mission but couldn 't even
be used for its wartime
mission.
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"W ell , if r u s h i n g a pizza pic home before il get s
e o hl i sn 't, an c i n o r g e n c y , I'd l i k e to k now what, is?"

Answers
To Your
Questions

By Sakr.n
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NEW YEAR'S |
EVE
and Every
Saturday

THE
OAKS

/Care/7 Gislason ,
James Harders
Exchange Vows

Rolvaag Recovering
From Virus Attack
ST. PAUL (AP ) - Gov. Karl
F. Rolvaag, confined to his
home for a week by a virus
pneumonia , was expected back
at the capi tol Thursday.
The governor 's aides said he
was up and around the house today and that his fever and chest
pains are gone.
¦

Miss Karen Gislason , daughter of "Victor T . Gislason, 116
E. Broadway, and James H . L.
Harders, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Elmer Harders, 574 Wilson St.,
were married Dec. 21 at First
Congregational Church.
The Rev. Harold Rekstad officiated. Miss June Sorlien was
organist and Milton Davenport
played violin solos.
The bride wore a floor-length
gown of peau de sole with a
train. It was styled with long
MR. AND MRS. DUANE LOESEL are sleeves and appliques of the self
at home at Cream , Wis., following their fabric in 'the front and on the
marriage Nov. 30 . at St. John's Lutheran train. Her veil was caught by a
fabric flower worn over tbe
Church , Alma , Wis. The Rev. Gerald Kuehn forehead. She carried a cascade
officiated and attendants -were Miss Nancy bouquet of white roses , centered
Kuehn, Alma , the bride's sister , and Bert with a white orchid.
Schaffener, Cochrane , Wis. The bride is the
MISS DONNA Harders, sister
AT HOME IN RUSHFORD , MINN., folformer Miss Sandra Kuehn, Alma , daughter of the groom, was maid of honlowing their marriage Dec. 14 and "a wedding
of Mr. and Mrs, Melvin Kuehn. The or and Miss Joyce Yaedke,
. trip to N«w Orleans, La., are Mr. and Mrs.
groom 's parents are Mrs. Albert Reidt, Alma , Minneapolis , was bridesmaid.
Cortland Elliot Humble. They were married
and Howard Loesel , Fountain City, Wis. The They wore street-length frocks
at Rushford Lutheran Church by the Rev.
bride , who attended Alma High School , was of cranberry velveteen, with
M. - Eugene Foehrirger. The bride is the
employed in Minneapolis prior to her mar- bell-shaped sk irts and threeformer Miss Laurel Bonnie ' Peterson , daughriage. The groom attended Cochrane High quarter-length sleeves. Their
ter of Mr . and Mrs. Palmer Peter son, RushSchool and works for the Buffalo County headpieces were matching velveteen poinsettias with small
ford. The grpom 's parents are Mr. and Mrs.
Highway Department. (Haefner Studio)
veils. They carried white mums
Lloyd Humble , Rushford. Attendants were
tied
with cranberry-red bows,
Northwest
Underwriters
InsurMiss Louann Peterson , sister of the bride ,
employed by
ance Company, Chatfield/ Minn. Her hus- sprayed with iridescents.
as maid of honor and Charles Pfeifer , St7
Mary Sue Harders was flower
Louis, Mo., as best man. A reception was held
band , a graduate of Rushford High School girl.
and Winona State College, is affiliated with
after the wedding in the church parlors.
Best man was Steven Wally
The bride is a graduate of Rushford High.
the Humble Oil Company, Rushford. (Cam- and groomsmen were William
I Ferguson, Minneapolis, and
School, and Winona Secretarial School and is
era Art Photo)
Kent S t e v e r , Bloomingtita,
Minn. Ushers were Richard
will
price
the
items
in
the
hasDorcas Club Stars
iDakota Sock Hop
McMahon , Fred Heyer Jr. and
ket and deposit a like amount
Gary Baab.
of
money
in
a
bank
.
The
basket
,
For Teenagers Set
Fund-Making Basket
A RECEPTION was held in
is circulated among members
PLAINVIEW , Minn. (Special) with the bank remaining in the DAKOTA , Minn . (Special) — the church basement.
—Dorcas Club of Inimanuel basket. At the end , the money A New Year's Eve party Tues- The rehearsal dinner had
Lutheran Church met at the is added to the club's fund. (day -will be the next Sock Hop been given the night before at
home of Mrs. Ralph Stoltz re- 1 A motion was made to have !
Wally 's Supper Club by the
cently for its annual Christmas j secret pals again. Christmas j at the Village school in Dakota . ' groom 's parents.
observance meeting. Gifts ' were i greeting cards were mailed to , It will haye a special theme j Pre-nuptial events for the
exchanged between the mem-¦ ; shut-ins instead of sending fruit j "Ushering In The New Year."! bride included showers given
i baskets this year. They will be! ,Jolly Rogers will supervise mu- by: Miss Dorna Harders at
bers.
sic for students from Grade Six Lake Park Lodge; Miss Yaedke
It was decided t to start the remembered at Easter time.
¦
through age 19. Dancing in the and Mmes . Keith Beach and
tr aveling basket again. The basket will originate with the pres- St. Thomas in the Virgin Is- gymnasium is from 8 to 10 :30 Kenneth Nelson at the home of
ident, Mrs. Walter Plbof . Upon ; lands was formally colonized by |p,jtn. All those attending can Mrs. Edward Yabnke; Mmes.
expect to receive favors and Mark ThorseLl and Priscilla
receiving the basket , members; the Danes in 1672.
Sondegaard at the home of the
latter in Bloomingtoii; Mmes.
Edwin Spencer , Gordon Addington and Norman Indall at Mrs.
'flHB ttCB^
^^1
^^^^^^E«Bh^_
.^i^^.
Spencer's home.
BOTH YOUING persons arc
graduates of Winona Senior
High School. The bride was
graduated from Winona State
College and the groom from
University of Minnesota.
the
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GREETINGS TO OUR MANY FRIENDS

AMD BEST WISHES ,N THE YEAR AHEAD

A bright new year looms before us . . . and we sincerely
)r
to you and your loved ones
ope f la
^
' ' " ' ' n Ss success
H
¦
irl every n_.]_ 0f endeavor. We are grateful for your
m kind patronage In the past and look forward to serving
H you in the future.
H

Delicious
Batter-Fried Chicken
Jumbo Shrimp
Lobste r Tails
Home-made Soups
_

_

.

Carryout Orders
Quickly Prepa red
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PARKING AT

I
¦

MARK and

¦

will be OPEN HEW Y EAR 'S DAY
frfln i n,o0 fl ^ fa 7 ,30 p |n

Shorty's
Bar-Cafe and Hiawatha Room

Ukrainian Named to
Vatican Congregation

TOKYO (AP )—A heavy snow
storm disrupted train and bus
service in west coast areas of
Japan Saturday. Twenty-one
passenger trains and 87 freight
trains were canceled in northern Honshu and others ran up to
5Mz hours behind schedule. A
two-day snow fall in some
places totaled 36 inches.

VATICAN CITY (AP ) — Pope.
Paul VI has named Archbishop
Josef Slipj i , primate of Catholic
Ukrainians , as a member of the
Vatican Congregation for tha
Oriental Church.
Archbishop Slipyi was released from Soviet confinement
in Siberia early this year. He is
now living in the Vatican.
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Mr. and Mrs. James II. L. Harders

(Carrier* Art Phc»o)

Lake City Girl
Leaving for
Missionary Post

J
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_4 SPECIAL OFFER!
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LAKE CITY , Minn. - The
second person from Lake City
to be assigned to a mission
field within a few months will
leave Jan. 9 for Northern rj igeria, Africa .
Miss Kirsten Flesche will be
a lay missionary in Our Lady
of the Lourdes Hospital operated by the Sisters of the Dominican Order. Sister Gratia , who
i
, . . ¦ 7.
had taught in ' McCahill School
MR. AND MRS . Robert here five years, left last fall
Wheeler , Galesville. Wis.,
for assignment in South Ameriannounce the engagement of
ca.
their daughter , Mis? ElizaMiss Flesche received a debeth Jane Wheeler , to Le- gree in nursing from the College
Roy Tranherg, son of the of Saint Teresa in 1961 and had
late Alvin Tranherg, Et- two years of nursing in the
trick. They plan a spring contagious ward an Ancker Hoswedding. Both are graduates pital / St. Paul. She is the first
of Gale-Ettrick High School. missionary from St. Mary 's parThe bride-to-be works in the ish . She says she has been
Gunderson Clinic, La Crosse. dreaming of being a missionary
since she was in fourth grade
Her fiance is with the Tranat McCahill ' school here.
berg Feed Mill , North
She and Miss Gloria Holko,
Bend, Wis.
Warren. Ohio , will travel to¦
gether to Montreal , Canada , Milan , Italy, and Kano. Nigeria.
Fund for Tippit
The hospital is south of the
Up to $423 ,774
equator in Yelwa via Zingery
(AP
)
DALLAS, Tex.
- The ! Miss Flesche is the daughter
fund for the widow of Dallas I of Mrs. B. A. Flesche, Lake
Policeman J. D . Tippit amount- City, and the late Dr. Flesche.
ed to $423,774.17 Saturday.
| Miss Beverly Hocft , 1957 LinPolice Lt. Verne Hipskind coln High School graduate and
said a few more bags of mail j friend of Miss Flesche. is with
remain to be tabulated but the ; the Peace Corps in Africa , 100
count was near the end.
I miles distant from the Nigerian
Tippit was slain trying to ar- ' hospital.
¦
rest Lee Harvey Oswald , accused assassin of President Pines are favored for bonsai ,
John F. Kennedy . The money , but many other trees can be
which came from all parts of dwarfed , including maple , elm ,
the country, is for Tippit' s wid- . cherry , cedar , cypress and weepow and their three children .
I ing willow.

ST. CHARLES, Minn. (Special) — At home now on the
groom 's farm in rural St Charles
are Mr. and Mrs. Morris Frederich Timm , who were married
at Inimanuel Lutheran Church ,
Plainview , Minn., Dec. 6
The Rev. Rodney Riese officiated and attendants were
Miss Janice Haessig, Minneapolis , as rnaid of honor , and Allen
Timm , Utica , TMinn., brother of
the groom , best man.
A reception for 300 guests was
held in the Plainview Community Building .
The bride is the former Miss
Karen .Ann Haessig, Plainview ,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Delbert Haessig. The groom 's parents are Mr. and Mrs. Henry
Timm , St. Charles.
Mra Timm is a graduate of
Plainview Community School
and her husband , of St. Charles
High School, He is engaged in
farming.
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''' mis-s-s-st-i-fier '' '

You ha-vc a date to gtt acquainted •with that
famous name in perfumes —Carven ? Now ,
for just a short vhile, you ran buy " Carven 's
popular "mis-s-s-st-i-fier '', thr original spray
cologne , IVi fluid ounces for only $2.00 !
In crystal bottle , with gleaming golden top.
Your cloice of Ma CrifTe , Robe d' un Sohv
et
de
Vert Blanc and £au
Tetivcr (for men).
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Meredith Plans
Trip to Europe
WASHiiNt iiiJN (AF)-James
Meredith , first Negro graduate
of the University of Mississippi ,
plans to leave next April for a
trip through Europe , the Middle
East and Africa , then enroll at
Nigeria\s Univ ersity of Ibadan
next fall for graduate studies.
He made the announcement in
Washington Friday.
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wear New Yea r 's hats.
Chaperoning
the teenagers
will be Mr. and Mrs . Harry
Foust , Mr. and Mrs . Darryl
Witt and Mrs. Otto Dob-run*.
Dancing is o pen to all young
folks of the. Dakot a , Nodinc ,
DreHhneh and La Crescent nre ii,
as well as that bordering the
Richmond district. There i.s n
small a dmission charge ,

DANC ING TO

6

ROME (AP)—Fireworks are
very big in Italy for New Year 's
although they are illegal. To
take the bang out of many an
Italian celebration , police hav«
seized ;)7 ,000 fireworks tor pedoes in raids around the country, 15 ,000 from one clandestine
factory near Naples.
¦
.

Heavy Snow
In Japan

Miss Kare n Haessig
Is Mr. T'i mm 's Bride

FUN and FOOD

will ba OPEN Tomorrow, D»ibor 31, from J fl.rn, to 1 .a.m.
Jrtosday (gr a at place to stop for

Italian Police
Seize Fireworks
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• Shape- maWng lining for na tural control
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• Outlines your curves ,
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• Easy-care polyester , cotton and nylon blend (
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? Style 286 in A3? to B3B
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INFLATION
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• Pr»-sbap«<) shell pads art part of tho bra
• Completely natural line
• Cot too broadcloth
• Stylt ?M in A32 to 838
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A Pe aceful House tor

By JULES LOH
Any homeowner has those two
housing problems : How to bring
the inside outside in summer
and what to do with the children
inside in winter.
An imaginative answer is provided by architect Lester Cohen
in a versatile, all-weather hous e,
H-fl in the House of the Week
series.

\\ ITH AN' eye to balmy outdoor hung in summer , Cohen
has designed the dining room to
face out through full-length
glass doors onto a patio so in a
jiffy mealtime can be moved
outside.
He 's taken further advantage
of the gentle seasons with a living room-size porch that shares
the privacy of the backyard.
And the porch is the key to
more relaxed wintertime living
¦when the children are inside arid
underfoot . The porch not only
can be converted to a family
room but its location away from
the living and sleeping 'areas
means greater privacv for Mom.
and Dad when they're entertaining and more peace when
they 're resting.

LIFETIME HOUSE: The separation of the bedroom wing
and living roam from the activity centers of the kitchen and
family ^ room make this a restful home for indoor living.
. -- ..

..

THOUGHTFUL planning continues into the kitchen , handy
either to the dining room, patio
and porch and is even provided
with a hooded barbecue that

t Heme Building
— 1 • Cabins Work
I # Remodeling
a

BUILDING CONTRACTOR
Phone 8-1059
J04 Lake Street

The basement lies under, the living, dining
and- sleeping areas. Note the separation of
living, sleeping and utility centers.

How to Build, Buy
Or Sell Your Home

Building in Winona

Full study plan information on this architect-designed House
nf the Week is included in a 50-cent baby blueprint. With it in
nand you can obtain a contractor 's estimate.
You can order also, for $1, a booklet called "YOUR HOME—
[low to Build , Buy or Sell it. " Included in it are small reproductions of 16 of the most popular House of the Week issues.
Send this coupon to the Daily News or you may. purchase
the plans or the booklet at the information counter at the Daily
HOW MUCH PAINT?
News.
Enclosed is 5ft cents for habv blueprint on design H-9.
n
paint
Finish coats of house
. . ' D
i normally can be applied to about Enclosed is $1 for "YOUR HOME" booklet
J 500 square feet of surface per NAME ¦ .
j gallon. Primer can be applied
...'
I to about 4S0 square feet per STREET
i gallon.
CITY
STATE 7
¦ ¦ ¦

BRUCE McNALLY

FLOOR PLANS : The living area covers
1.320 square feet plus an additional 325 square
feet for the laundry and porch family room.

.

A well - planned ranch
7
house with three bedrooms,
j two baths, two-car garage,
j living room, dining room,
I porch-family room , laundry
room, kitchen, patio and
center hall.
Main level contains l.rnh
square tee t as does the ba sement. The p o r e h - family
r
room and laundry add anj
other 325 square feet. DiI
mension s are 70' by 32'4"
.
'
'

For Complete Personalized
Building Service Contract

The family room and dining room , however, can be easily
converted for outdoor summer enjoyment. Architect is Lester Cohen.

Property Transfers
In Winona County

H-9 Statistics
¦
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WINONA BOILER & STEEL GO.

Left 6ef Swimi
By A. F. SHIRA

<

Another New Year

With the advent of another day we will be face to face
163-167 Wert Front Street
Phone 5^65
with a New Year. It should be a solemn time for self-examination and thought , thorough and penetrating . And . in order
to get a proper perspective , this should be done more appropriately after the frivolities and follies of the New Year celebrations have passed and the head has cleared .
To many of us, the end of an old year brings a sense of
relief with perhaps mixed feelings of discouragement and defeat. Also , there may be a feeling that our shortcomings and another with few regrets , and
failures can be left behind to wilh no doubt in hi.s
mind that
ICOMMERCIAL • INDUSTRIAL • RESIDENTIAL
some extent as we grasp for flowers will
appear under the
the hopes held out by the New warm breath of spring, any
Year. There is an old expression that , "Hope springs eter- more than the question will
come up as to whether the sun
nal in the human breast " , but will rise.
realization will not follow with
the passing of mere resolutions , 1 The gardener can produce
Electrk
il
Contracting
Co.
slyy^tf
soon to be broken and dis card- greater results in the new season by devoting more diligence
ed.
"LICENSED BONDED ELECTRICIANS"
IL_t/mJLJ^
lo
good cultural practices. It i.s
he,
Time is t
essence of all
living things , yet we dr> not thnt simp le. If the planted seeds
(s=>
i—HHHHHBHHHHHHHHHH
seem to understand its brevity, did not germinate as well as
Time is our life , and its passage desired the past season , better
is our death. The moment we seeds and additional care in
begin to live , that moment we p lanting them will produce
be<;in to die, just as the flow- greater results in another seaers bloom, fade and perish. son.
If the soil did not produce
Death i.s no respecter of per¦ as well as it should have , it
sons.
can be improved easily for inj TUI.; (; A IU)ENKH Is ever a ere ascd returns. Hotter plnntj person of faith in the planting, h'i ing. more intensive cultivation.
! cultivating and the care of [
|along with adequate insect and I
plants, and this is as it should I!
disease control is certain to
be. Accomp lishments in the produce more rewarding re1 past justify faith in the future.
sults.

fi. BEST

Phone 8 - ,0C2

i/Vr|/ t A*-628 Wain s*

B&t/ARE/

INADEQUATE WIRING
SPELLS F-I- R-E
IN YOUR HOME OR BUSINESS

In spile of some failures the
,' pardoner can look ahead to

KVK KV D.X V of winter (lint

1963 dollar volume $5 ,440,388
Residential . . . . . 789,926
Commercial . . . .
466,685
Public (nontaxable ) . . . . . . 4 , 183,777
New houses
52
Volume same
date 1962

S2.614.835

passes brings the time much
nearer when the gardener can
be back again working the soil.
The ' Wonders , of the growing
year have a great influence
on what we do and what we
think and this does not apply
only to workers in the soil.
Looking deeper into the winter
season, we all should be able
to see in it a period of recupera tion for greater growth, a year
of usefulness, a year in which
we can help to make the earth
better. Vie can formulate our
own life patterns, each to his
own abilities and desires.
With the approach of the
New Year we wish all gardeners
a greater joy in their hobby
and increased fulfillmen t of
their dreams during the growing months that lie ahead.
To the Winona Park-Kecreation Board we express the appreciation of all lovers of flowers for the past beautification
of Lake Park and extend our
best wishes for its continued
development.
WE BELIEVE we express the
feeling of all flower lovers in the
area in extending congratulations to the Winona Flower and
Garden Club for their accomplishments in tbe past and sincere hopes for continued growth
and service to the cul tural life
of the commun ity.
And. of course , the Winona
Rose Society has contributed a
notable service to the area in
extolling the beauty of the rose
and advocating its greater use
in gardens .
While lhe Hiawatha Valley
Bird Club is not directly interested in flowers and other
plants , it does make s.tudies of
birdlifc that is so intimately
related to gardens. Therefore ,
our best wishes are extended
to this worthy organiz ation for
its continued growt h and usefulness.
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IT COSTS LESS TO BURN THE BEST!
Cash orders receive a 50fl per ton discount up to 3-ton
lots. $1 00 per ton discount on 3-ton lots or more.
If you don 't have cash - ask about our popular
BUDGET CIR CLE PLAfl . 7. 6 months to pay.
*

Pocahonrai
* Furnac.-Si»
-

Petroleum
Briqutti

-k Southern Illinois
Furnace

¦k Zenith Cok*
*

East Kentucky
Stoker Coal

*

Southern Illinois
Stoker

ic East K»n1ucky Block or Furnace Sire

Prompt , Efficient , Clean Delivery Service

S TANDARD
aXLuxnber
Call 3373 in Winona

H

PATRONAGE! "'"^5^8
1963 was a year of good business for us, thanks
to y o u . . . and a year of good buys for you, thanks
to V & S buying power. We are one of over 1000
affiliated stores in 2? states . . . co-owners of a
master warehousing and distributin g center.

M
*¦
J
^J
JJ

Over 1000 independent V k S hardware stores hdve a
developed buying power equal to large chains , which
means you buy for less, -while retaining the advantage of
» friendly, personalized indepcnd<nt-store ser\ice .

2»
j _\
j
^m
MM

You 've shown your appreciation of our lon er prices and
friendly service this year. We'll continue to siiow our
appreciation by giving the best service and best values
you 'll find smywhere ! Sin cere •wishes /or a Happy and
Prosperous New Year to all of our friends

m
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ROBB aa I

SH E. 4th St.

Since 18B2

Phone 4007

"

-LICENSED
BONDED
ELECTRICIANS"

PLATE GLASS TOPS
A' . ;i |>ro(crlivc surface , yon c;in'i lx.it custom cul p lulc
;'.Inr-.s tor cli'iir , I'.lnmiii'uus <lnr;ihi!it y, Idi'nl for ;ill types n(
l.ililcs , desks , ' I V sets , dir.v.rrs, chest:.. Our i:l;i/icrs will
iln :ui expert juh
all vv.' need is a p;ipcr JK ttl * ¦¦" ¦) or nieav
nreim ills nl any flat surfrieo you w.'tnl lo proved or heuulily
u iih pj.'i.vs , Set* us sue II .

LOiUumis GLASS HOUSE

71-73 East Su cond Slr«el

Phone- 2513

1

Can YOU
Identify This House?

I^IAICET

^B^.*

H. J. Kramer
Pluinbint) & Heating
520 Center St. Phone: 7336

G00D
SOUND
ADVICE

\
J
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Homeward Stops al tho enlrancf of n lionse immediatel y
exemplify t hf* owner as i\ person of smart , stylish anil
practical tastes .
These top quality Steps hare proven
themselves to he a wise invest moot because they need
no ordinary maintenance , even after yours and years of
wear. They're constructed to a full 2" thick reinforced
concrete.
This is important to you . because there are
some "skimpy " steps now on the market that are onl y
n little over half as thick ' nnd nnlurnlly can ' t he expected
to hist as lonf! nor he n?s strong 1 .
Homeward Steps are easier to install , loo , hec ause they
are separate sectional const ruction instead of i\ enmhorsome , awkward entire unit lo wrest le into place. II is also
important to reniemlier that should a stop he damaged
(perhaps a (nick bucks into it or someone drops a heavy
object on it i il is practical to replace ONLY the damaged
sect ion NOT TIIF WHOLE F.XI'FV SIVK I ATI"
'1'hvoiinh extensive leslins iinil nationwid e research it lias
lie on found that Homeward li-inch risers are the ln-st walki ng
ami cliinhini: height for elderly people and eliiUh'en
with patented non-skid surfaces for increased safety
INSIST ON TIIK FINRST - insist on t' nion-Made ilOMIv
W A1U) STEPS. THEV COST NO MOHI7 Phone II )M;| f„r
a Free estimate

IMPORTANT — No Salt or lo-c/d lod k*
Removed ihpuld «y«r be mod on Homoward Step* or any other concrete product.
Good smiml ,'ii lvice do esn't romr from a passing trerlop, (ioqd
sound ddire oonies from reliable , repiilnhle inrrclmnl s witli
years ul esnef ieiire :ui«l tlcpeiidiiliilily heliinil them. For electrical iu.sliillnt ions or alU'i nlioiis yon can di'pcwl mi, cull oi*
IIic Licensed, Bonded Klrrlricinns working for

BAUER

225 Eost Third St.

3

You
set I^^^HH
ONE dial with ^K^fe
the new
^^B_

Christmas Gift Furniture With

wiring »urve y nowl

IKEF
\
T\
¦V
I HII^
IH

Ej^HD

^TTave a Warm Itow Year^)

Protect and Bcauhf y Tour

Don 't re-fuse , r«-wirc! When fuses luiep
going out , that '* a »i»ro si gn you n«ed modern wiring. Insure safe electrical living end
appliance

WARRANT? DEED
Harry Bess et ux to Raymond Benedett et al—Lot» 5 and 6, Block *,
Blrge'j 1st Add. to St. Charles.
Jerome S. Baker tt ux to Lawrence
Ready et ux—SVj of NE'.i and NEV. ol
NEV.!, Sec. 26-105-5.
Palmer Erickson *t ux 1o Ray J.
Kelberer et ux—E'ly Vj of Lot 10, Block
13, Plumer 's Add. to Winona.
Joseph Galewski to Henry C. Jezewskl
—Lot 7, Block 7, Hamilton 'i Add. to
Winona.
Oscar Hanson to Kenneth Markeaard
et al—NVi ot NEVi of SW'i of Sec,
36-105-9.
Marie Markeoard to Kenneth MarkeBard et al—N'.i Of NE>.» of SVC* of Sec.
36-105-9 .
L. J. Casper et ux to Oscar F. Horner
et ux—Lot 4, Westdale Sutxt. In Winona.
Merfon Unnasch et ux fo Donald Unnasch et ux—Els ol SHI* and S. 30
acres of SE' < of NE'/i of Sec. 35 and
WVa ot Sm-J, Sec. 34-105-6.
Clarence B. Haefel et ux to Russell
A . Fisk et ux—Lot 5. Block 9, Chute 's
Add. to City of Winona .
Wolter Lumber Co., Inc.. to Henry J.
BarJel et ux-Lot 11, Block 1, Smith 's
1st Add. to St. Charles.
Otto F. Rumstlck et ux to Carlton
Elllngson et ux—Lot i . Block 8, Belmont
Add . to Winona.
Meta AA. Nienow to Emi! A, Nlenow—
E'-i - of SE' «, Sec. 21; E' J of NEU,
Siec. 3B-106-9.
Ralph E. Seeman et ux to R . P.
Axtman et ux-N . 200 ft. of W . 470.4 ft .
of Lot 5, Limits of City of St. Charles.
Martin K. Boyum et ux to Karrol R.
Boyum— E' I ol SW' < and W i of SE'.i
of Sec. 59-105-9.
Henry Pasklewicz to Leonard A. Slaggie—EVi of Lot 10, Block 6, E. C.
Hamilton's Add. to Winona .
Mary V. Wally . et al lo Alois W .
Schneider et ux—Lot 6 and WVj ot Lot
S, Block 156. Laird' s Add. to Winona.
OUIT CLAIM DEED
Esther Kelberer to Martha Buehs—
E'ly ' I of Lot 10, Block 13, Plumer 's
Add. to Winona.
Martha Buehs to Esther Kelberer et
al-E'ly > z of Lot 10, Block 13, Plumer 's
Add. to Winona .
Kenneth Stresrnan lo Vernon O. Fischer et al-Lofs 5, 7. 9 ana 14, Block l,
Wlncresf 1st Add.
Orville W. Fischer et ux to Kenneth
Stresrnan—Lots 5, 7, 9 and 14, Block 1,
Wincresf 1st Add.
Harold W. Hostettler et al lo Rebecca
S. Fuhlbruegge—SWVJ and S'.J of NW'i
and SW' < of H E V . and W. 30 acres ol
W!i df SE'a of Sec. 11; NE 1* of NV/' i
and NW'.i and NE'i of Sec. 14-107-9.
Charles A. Radatz Jr. et ux to Denn is
A. Chalieen—SW'.i ol Sec. 19-106-8, except W. ?2 rods 5 It . of N. 11 roefs 3
ft. thereof.
Rebecca S. Fuhlbruegge to Harold W
Hostettler et ux—SW'.i and SVi of NW'<
and SW'i of NE'i and W. 20 acres of
W'j of SE',4 of Sec . 11; NEU of NW' i
and NWV4 of NE' .i of Sec. 14-107-9.
Charles Radati fo Charles A. Radat:
Jr.—SW' i of Sec. 19-106-8, except W. 22
rods S ft. of N. U rod» 3 ft. ther eof .
Dennis A. Chalieen et ux lo Charles
A Radat* Jr. et ux—SW'i of Sec . 191 06-8, except W. 22 rods 5 ft. of N. II
rods 3 ft. , thereof .
CONTRACT FOR DEED
James Miller to David Glddings—E' ? ol
NE':., Sec. 24; S E' i of SE"<, Sec . 13105-5.
PROBATE DEED
Ambrose Fix, decedent, by sdmlnKtmfrix, to Richard W. Schulti—Lots
15
and 16, Plat of Subd. of W.i of Sec.
19 and Sec. 301O6-9.
FINAL DECREE
John
Holmay.
decedent, to
Marie
Ruhnke—Fractional Lot
3, Block
IB,
Hamilton 's Add. and Lai rd 's Add . to
Winona.

Electrical Installation Li

&
bolter

The one building permit Issued at the city engineer's office during the last week of
1963 was for remodeling at
Country Kitchen, 1611 Service
Dr.
Robert Massie, 554 W. Lake
St., owner of the restaurant,
obtained the permit for $200
worth of remodeling. Ralph
Scharmer is the contractor.
The 1963 dollar volume is $5,440,388. Last year's final figure
was $2,614,835. There have been
52 new house permits issued
this year and only 24 .last.
Gas-fired installations :
Quality Sheet Metal Works,
for Raymond Grulkowski, 1054
E. Sanborn St.; Nick Deones
Motel , Sugar Loaf , and Bambenek Hardware ,"" 429 Mank ato
Ave.
¦

(

backs up to the living room fire- \!
place to give smoke-free indoor
broiling.
The laundry room not only offers ample space for the washer
and dryer but there 's room left
over for a freezer beneath the
built-in cabinets .
Special features abound in the
bedroom wing. There 's a builtin vanity in the master bedroom :
plus a stall shower bathroom. ;
Two other bedrooms , another
ADDIN G TO the graciousness full-size bath and linen close t
of the design as well as helping open convenientlv off the core
to tone down too much together- hall.
ness is the large center hall di- THE HALL also gives access
viding the bedrooms from the to the storage attic through a
dining-living-play areas.
scuttle. There 's also that big
The living area and basement basement available for fun ,
each measures 1.320 square feet work or storage and additional
and the family room-porch and room in the garage For tool storlaundry room are another 325 age and a work bench.
square feet. The two-car garage Built-in space is generous with
is 421 square feet and the house 6-foot closets in each bedroom . '
over-all measures .70" by 32' i". and , for those cold winter nights!
By means of the center hall there 's a TV nook next to> the
and separate dining room Lhe fireplace.
living room is out of the traffic
flow and can be kept companyfresh.
i

Restaurant
Every Season Permit Only
One Issued

EL

C

K"

Phone 4578

HOMEWARD
STEP COMPANY

IMS We» l Fiflh Street

Phono 8-1533

LOOK AT YOUR STEPS . .
. EVERYONE Else OOESI

Achievement Day

8 Fillmore Co
4-H ers Cited

LANESBORO, Minn. - Eight
Fillmore County 4-H'ers received gold 4-H Key awards here
this afternoon at the county 's
4-H achievement day program;
They were Jeanne Buross,
Peterson ; Terr ance Yust, Chatfield; Deanna Merrill, Spring
Valley ; Richard Rustad , Peterson; Charlotte and Tom McMahon , Chatfield ; Ralph Carter , Stewartville, and Juliane
Wold, Mabel .
Sandra Brown , Fountain , was
named winner of the $50 savings

Khrushchev
Hopeful for
More Pads

MOSCOW (AP)-Soviet Premier Khrushchev said today
there are reasonable prospects
for agreement between the
United States and the Soviet
Union in 1964 on "a. broad range
of measures aimed at slowing
do-wn the arms race and further alleviating international
tensions."
Replying to questions submitted by Henry Shapiro of United
P r e s s International , Khrushchev said such measures include:
^teductions in the armed forces of states , cuts in military
spending, the signing of a nonaggression pact between the
North Atlantic Alliance and the
Cammunist Warsaw Pact nations, agreement not to . disseminate nuclear weapons and establishment of zones free from
nuclear weapons.
He also called for reduction of
foreign forces on foreign territories.
Khrushchev 's replies to Shapiro's questions were published
by Tass, the Soviet news agen'. .
' .¦•
cy/
The premier said the Soviet
people are entering 1964 with
grandiose plans of peaceful construction, and "the American
people, we believe, do not want
war either." He continued:
"The stated intention of the
new President of the United
States, Lyndon Johnson , to continue in foreign affairs the policy of peaceful settlement of international problems , of improving relations with the Soviet Union and calling a halt to
the cold war, has been met/with
gratification in this country.
We , too , are in favor of this. "

NSP Denies
Hiring Bias

bond for* her frozen food project.
The top club in the county
was the Empire Builders. The
other nine top clubs, in order:
Norway Go-Getters ; Root River Rabbits ; Preble Pioneers;
Summer Sunbeams ; Wykoff
North Stars; Jordan Jacks &
Jills ; Mabel Busy Bees; Challenging Champs and Harmony
Liners.
Other 4-H'ers and clubs who
were honored today :
HOME ECONOMICS

Brtadt: Margaret Hlr\9«veld, Spring
Vall«y; Ellen Keyes. Founta in; Mar lam
HocKema, Spring Valley, and Nancy Winaert. Fountain.
Canning: Sandra Brown, Fountain; Barbara Mangen, Chatfield, and Annette
Burkholder, Preston .
Clothing: Jullanne Wold, Mabel; Dlani
Tangen, Fountain; Karen "Oahl, Peterson,
and Tereka Nelson, Canton.
Dairy Foods: Jan* Olstad, Lanesboro.
Fosdi t Nutrition: Annetii Burkholder,
Preston; Bonnie Erdman, Wykofl; Linda
Holsapple, Wykoff, and De-lores Lerol.
Home Economic): Jeanne Buross, Peterson ; Karen Larson, Mabel; Kathy Conn,
Preston, and Dianna Merrill, Spring Valley.
Dress Revue: Diane Tansen, Fountain;
Mary Wlebke, Prosper; Annette Burkholder, Preston; Marcla King, Stewartville;
Connie Wlnslow, Fountain; Lelfha Olson,
Lanesboro;
Linda
Hendrlckson,
Lime
Springi, Iowa; Carol Brernselh, Preston;
Marie Redalen, Fountain; Bonnie Erdman, Wykoff; Carolyn Frank , Prsston;
Carolyn Baker , Wykoff, and Loretta Marum, Mabel.
Clothing: Jeanne Buross, Peterson.
Food Preservation:
Sandra
Brown,
Fountain.
Home Improvement: Nancy Amundson,
Chatfield, state winner; Caroline Frank,
Preston; Theresa Nelson, Canton, and
Deanna Klomp, Harmony.
AGRICULTURAL
Agriculture: Glenn Vanderplas, Daniel
Cutler, Vincent Mongen,
and OenMj
Plank.
Beef: Ross Goldsmith, Chatfield; Larry
Milter , Mabel; Willa Blesle. Peterson , and
Pamela Miller, Mabel.
Dairy: David Terbeest, Harmony; Keith
Evers, Wykoff; Dwight Ward,.Mabel .' and
Gary Agrimson, Peterson.
Beet Showmanship:
Danny Will iams,
Mabel.
Champion Angus Heifer: Willa Blesle,
Peterson.
Champion Angus Steer: Larry Miller,
Canton .
Champion Shorthorn Steer: Susan Michel, Harmony.
Champion
Shorthorn . Heifer:
David
Johnson, Peterson.
Blue Group Brown Swiss: Jerry Wangen, Lanesboro; Diane Penne, Lanesboro;
Brenda Larson, Mabel; Robert Anf lnson,
tVh alan; Darrell Jacobson, Harmony;
Rosemary Anflnson, Whalan, and Steven
Redalen, Fountain.
Swine : Robert
Holmen,
Lanesboro;
Charles Johnson, Harmony ; Richard Rustad , Peterson, and Donald Barnes, Harmony.
Hog Showmanship: Lyte Rustad, Peterson.
Sheep Showmanship: Danny WlUlamt,
Mabel,
Horticulture: Key Maloney, Sprlngj Valley .
OTHER AWARDS
Achievement: Marcia
King, Stewartville; David Terbeest, Harmony; Diane
Serllinu, Harmony, and Larry DrJnkall,
Whalan .
Electric: Jerry Foster, Fountain; Tom
Ashton, Preston, and Gerry Agrimson,
Peterson.
Entomology: David Larson, Mabel; 'Warda King, Stewartville; Peder Fagerholm,
Spring Valley, and Steven Heuslnkveld,
Spring Valley.
Field Crops: Steve Tessum, Preston;
Kennelh Hove, Rushford; Jim Hiohum,
Rushford, and Richard DeBoer, Sprlna
Va Key.
Forestry. Philip Goldsmith, Chatfield ;
Curtis Scheevel, Preston, ond Wesley
Peterson, Harmony.
Garden: Vincent Mangen, Chatfield; Anthony Snyder, Spring Valley; Ron King ,
Snrlnj Valley, and Keith Flaby, Lanesboro.
Health: Barbara Erdman, Wykoff ; Sandra B rown, Fountain; Ronnie R Ichler ,
Chatfield, and Karen Briggs, Sprlno Valley.
Leadership: Jeanne Buross, Peterson ;
Ross Goldsmith, Chatfield ; Margaret Hlngeveld. Spring Valley, and Charlotte McMahon, Chatfield.
Poultry: Dennis Plank, Chatfield; Mark
Blelfuss, Spring Valley; Ranoy ErcJmann ,
Wykoli, and James Christie; Sprln* Valley.
Recreation: Linda Kuehnast, Lanesboro;
Jullanne Wold, Mabel, and Willa Blesle,
Peterson.
Certificates to Clubs: Lanesboro Live
Wires and Bloomfield Clover Leaves.
Safety: Marilyn Coe, Chatfield; Terry
Yust, Choilield ; Michele Drewes, dialfield, and Sherle Holsapple, Wykoff
Certificates to Clubs: Preble Pioneers
and Jordan Jacks & Jills.
Ten Dollars Cash Awa rd : Preble Pioneers.
Tractor: Ross Goldsmith, Chatfield
Play & Music Trophy: Pilot
Mound
Troopers.
Certificates of Recognition (stat a hono r ) : Trip to national
4-H congress '
Nancy Amundson, Chatfield, and Jeanne
Buross,
Peterson.
.
Junior Leadership: Nancy Amundson,
Chatfield, and Richard Rustad, Peterson

NEW YORK (AP ) — A Jewish
leader accused 50 big utility
companies over the weekend of
discriminating against members
of minority groups in picking
executives,
One of t h e companies is
Northern States Power Co., Minneapolis , which promptly denied
discrimination in hiring.
Boston industrialist A, M. Sonn abend , president of the American Jewish Committee , said the
utilities "maintain a personnel
practices climate that discourages Jewish cand idates and
members of other reli gious and
ethnic minority groups ."
NSP President Al lan S. King
said hi.s company 's payroll includes members of all minority
STILLWATER , Minn. (A P ) I>w;iine K , Weber , 47, rural
groups.
Paynesvill e (armor sentenced to
up to five yea rs in prison in the
alleged beat ing of his stepson ,
is free on $5,000 bond pending
an appeal.
Weber was released from
Stillwater Prison by order of
the Minnesota Supreme Court
Saturday less than a day after
his sentencing at St, Cloud.
He was convicted last month
of second degree assault against
J immy Newmen , 7, in August.
Weber claimed the boy received
hea d injuries from n fall in the
f:\niily car.

Bond for Man
Accused of
Bea ting Stepson

<2

Two Children
Killed in State
Crossing Crash

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
A Great Northern passenger
train smashed into a car carrying four suburban Twin Cities
children near Melrose Sunday,
killing two and — . with other
weekend fatalities — raising
Minnesota 's 1963 road toll to 780.
Four o t h e r w e e kend deaths, including a double
fatality near Cook , set the toll
89 above one year ago and 56
above the previous high for a
single year. Two other Minnesotans died in Kansas.
Officers said Majy Noel Korf ,
18, New Brighton, was driving
two sisters and a brother in the
family car when the train hit at
50 miles an hour.
Mary and Cheryl , 7. were
killed7 Gary, 13, "was listed as
serious at Melros« Community
Hospital and Kathleen , 10, was
transferred to University Hospitals in Minneapolis, where she
was listed as criti-cal today.
Officers said the^- were listing
their grandparents, Mr. and
Mrs. William Wiechmann .
Residents said the crossing
was the scene of fatalities about
one and three years ago Vincent James Schwartz, 20,
and Rosemary PistilH, 16, both
of Hibbing were lcilled late Saturday night w li e n a car
smashed into a rock wall at
Minn. 73 and U.S. 53 about eight
miles northwest of Cook.
Dr. G- David Dixon , S( 7 Louis
County deputy coroner , said the
car , going north o:n 73, failed to
stop where the road de-adends
into 53.
Clayton Doyle Claffey, 28, Kilkenny, died Saturday night
when his car ran off Minn. 3
and. overturned two miles north
of Faribault. A passenger , Kenneth J. Weber , Kilkenny, escaped serious injury .
Verna Peterson , 74, rural
Alexandri a, was fatally injured
when a oar driven by her husb and , Arthur , 77, collided with
one driven by Ed die P. Nelson ,
21, Minneapolis, at an Alexanandria intersection late Saturday.
Six of the seven occupants of
Nelson's car wer« hospitalized ,
including Gary JOler , 19, Alexandria , listed as critical.
George Beatty, 79, St. Paul ,
and his wife , Jes.sie, died after
two cars collided near Pratt ,
Kan., ab out 75 7miles west of
Wichita.
They were riding in a car
driven by Helen E. Smith, 46,
St. Paul. The Highway Patrol
said the auto apparently skidded in attemptiag to pass an^
other.

Birders rind
37 Species

Twenty six members of the
Hiawatha Valley Club of Winona took part in the annual
dawn to dusk bird census Sunday desp ite below zero weather
which prevailed most of the
day.
They identified 37 species in
the7 ',2 mile radiii.s circle around
Winona.
The number o f species seen
was by no means a record , according to the club's field chairman , Francis Voelker , 416 W.
Mill St., who directed the census. Considering the temperature , it was a commendable effort , he s;iid. Tli e local record ,
established two years ago , i.s
41 species.
The census Ink intf was followed by ;t report dinner al the
Oaks , Movies on "Tlie Bald
EatfU'" and "NT ew Br unswick
Without Fishing " were shown.
¦

3 Buildings Bum
In Manly, I owa , Fire

MANLY , Iowa (AP ) — Three
buildings were Jestroyed and
four families routed by a blaze
that did an esti mated $100,000
damage early Sunday. No one
was hurt .
A restaurant , pool hall and
tavern were destroyed , along
with apartments vipstai rs. The
Odd Fellows Hall was damaged .
The enuxc wns not determined
immediately . Ma yor M. II . Earlier made the damage estimate.
Chief John U arta sj iid the
dozen fire departments battling
the blaze were h; impcred by low
water pressure in the subzero
cold.
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By GRETCHEN L. LAMBERTON
HEUE it is , two days away from 1964, and how 1963 got
to be so short is a complete mystery. One realizes
with a pang that as one gets older each succeedmg year
gets shorter. I think back on those endlessly long leisurely
childhood summers on my grandfather 's farm , and they
have no relation to the brief hectic summers of the past
few years. What is this strange foreshortening process that
happens to time as one grows older?
Well , last Thursday, the day after Christmas , our daytime grew one minute longer. There were eight "shortest"
days, from December 18 to 26 when there were only 9 hours
and 6 minutes of daylight. Then on Dec. 27 the sun set
one minute later so we had 9 hours and 7 minutes of daylight. By the time you read this there will be 2 extra minutes
added to our day.
And so it goes. Each day will be slightly longer until
by the end of January oui days will be 51 minutes longer ,
and tliat's very noticeable. In January I always have the
ridiculous feeling that spring is practically here, and when
below zero blizzards strike I feel aggrieved as though the
weatherman or someone were cheating on us.
Looking back over this
brief year , we Winonans
were treated to a tfood stiff
winter, a lovely spring, and
a diabolically hot summer.
In addition to unbearable
heat there was a droutn that
made pastures and hills dry
and dusty. During the worst
of the sultry heat 1 simply
holed up with my fine oneroom air conditioner and
practically never emerged
for air — hot air. Because of
the drouth there were very

few mushrooms this past
f all, and that was a blow to
people like me who love to
roam the hills and valleys
looking for mushrooms.
Then we had a glorious
fall , with brilliant coloring
and air like vine. If lasted
until December when winter
arrived , and no matter what
kind of winter is visited upon
us we should have no gripe
because we had more than
our share of beautiful autumn weather.

One of the memorable things about lflfi3 was the wonderful new Guthrie Theatre in Minneapolis which many
Winonans went to last summer and which many more undoubtedly will atten d ncit summer. Four plays were given
— a Shakespearean play, a French play, a Russian play
and an American classic — and each one was more fascinating than the last. I saw "Hamlet" three times and should
like to have seen it again : a number of Twin Cities people
saw it from three to seven times.
Winonans had a special thrill when Winona State College was invited to produce "Ghosts *' at the Guthrie
Theatre. This they did , and beautifully , with New York
actress Judith Evelyn in the lead role. I also saw a very
well done rollicking St. Mary 's College production of "Taming of the Shrew " and an outstanding Winona High School
play "Goodbye , My Fancy", I. hope that we can manage a
Winona Summer Theatre here next year.
In addition to the trips to the Guthrie Theatre I enjoyed
the usual spring morel mushroom hunting tr ip to my son 's
farm , as well as Thanksgiving there. My sister and I had
a wonderful . August trip to the Tetons , to Colorado and to
Glacier Park . The ancient Mesa Verde Indi an cave dwellings were intriguing beyond words , and so were the old
silver and gold mining camps set in massive pink, violet
and Wack granite mountains. Glacier Park was a revelation
of wLld beauty, an unforgettable experience.
And so, a Happy New Vear to you all !

Apparently Not

Do-lt-Y our self
A Dy ing Hobby?
By ANDY LANG
j Don 't you believe it! More
AP Newsfeatures
\ persons are making or fixing
At least once a year , some- J things these days than at any
where, somebody rhakes a time in the past. And since a
speech or writes a magazine j fad is something which excites
article about a diminishing in-!
terest in what he calls Ihe do- | only passing attention , you can
hardly call something a fad
it-yourself fad.
which began in the 1930s, moved into high gear in the '40s,
and has been coing strong ever

Mrs. Anderson
Is In Vermonl

REE> WING , Minn. Wl-Mrs .
Eugenie Anderson, U.S. minister to Bulgaria who was in the
United States -when demonstrators attack the U.S. Legation
Friday, is vis iting her daughter in Vermont.
Friends in Red Wing said
Mrs. Anderson and her husband , John had not planned to
visit Red Wing where I hey still
maintain a hone.
The Andersons¦ are visitin g
their <laughter , Mrs . Soninath
(Ihie who lives at Winooski ,
Vt .
Cont acted by telep hone in
Winootsk i, Mrs. Anderson refused to comment on the demonstrations or whether the incident would liurry her return
to Sofia.
Mrs. Anderson said she expected to hav<! add itional consultati on with state department
officia ls in Washington later in
the day.

Houston Hunter
Becomes III

HOUSTON , W inn. < Special VA
Houston man suffered n coro Today fewer t linn 20, 000 bi gnary
Saturday noon wh ile hunthorn she-op range from western
(ox
ing
in the Brat she rg area ,
Canada to Mexico.
\Vhe-n Donald Otis , «. was
taken ill , he was rushed , unconscious, by his roinn nni on s ,
Lloyd Vix .1 r. and Norman
Erickson , Houston, to Ihe Rushlord clinic. A doctor there had
him t ransferred to Community
Memorial Hospital , Winona.
His mother-in-law , who i.s
staying at Ihe Otis residence
while Mrs . Ol Is spends part of
the time with her husband , said
• Building?
this morning he is improving
although still receiving oxyRon.
• Repairing?*
Ho
hud not hud heart troub le
Remodeling?
•
previously nnd was accustomed
to out door life , the family said,
GEO. KARSTEN
Otis- is plant , operation superG-enoral C ontractor
visor
for Ace 'fck'p lxino Co ,
Phont 7446
here.
¦

875 VW.
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since.

DO-IT-YOURSELF . Indulged
in by a small percentage of
the population as far back as
you care to go , really came into
its own during the depression.
Everybody was searching for a
way to economize. And even
though help could be obtained
in those days for small fees,
householders did it themselves
solely for the purpose of saving
money.
When thin gs began to get
prosperous in the '40s, the necessity to cut financial comers
was no longer urgent, but another obstacle a rose. Mos t skilled workers were engaged in
wartime activities of one sort
or another , and it became difficult to get help at any price.
These days , a combination of
factors has kept the average
home owner doing-it-himsclf ,
Ho has learned the personal
.satisfaction of creat ing and fixing tilings.
And he has discovered , from
sad experience , that lie can 't
always get professional help
when he needs It.
ALSO IT isn 't easy to gel
a plumber or electrician or carpenter for a small job. The
professionals may deny it , but
you .simply cannot get a workman to give you as quick service on a job Ihiit will cost $5
as ynu can on one that will cost
J7.n.
TI K' skilled worker i.s usually
n busy individual t hese clays
and -lie can 't spare the time
to mnlie a small repair at a
smal l cost . He has to charge
for his tr avel ing time , usunlly
referred to as a service charge ,
and he may feel that you will
resent pay ing for more than just
the labor and materials ,
IT'S NOT difficult to fi gure
out, llicrctore , why so many
persons are doing so ninny repair Usks around the house.

Those who think do-it-yoursulf
is slipping haven 't talked to the
maiui fnt'turcr.N of materials nnd
prod ucls used by the householder . They will all I ell yon ¦¦- and
show you figures to prove it (hat tho curve on tlie do-ityourself chart is still going up,

New Mass of
Arctic Air
Covers State

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
A fresh mass of arctic air
spread across the North Central
region today, dropping temperatures to sub-zero levels, with
freezing weather in many sections in (he East and South.
Snow and sleet pelted deep
into Texas. Six inches of snow
was reported at Sweetwater
while snow mixed with rain
spread southward as far as
Waco and eastward into the
Red River Valley. Highways
and streets were ice-coated in
the Panhandle region.
Light snow also fell from the
Dakotas southward into western
Oklahoma and hazardous dr iving warnings were issued for
southern Oklahoma and northwestern Texas.
Clear weather prevailed in
the frigid Midwest. Sub-zero
marks were reported in Minnesota , W i s c o n s i n , Michigan ,
Iowa , the Dakotas and Illinois,
Low marks ranged from 20 below in International Falls,
Minn., on the Canadian border ,
to 11 below in suburban areas
northwest of Chicago.
Below-zero cold also was re'
ported in ' sections of northern
New England.
Areas outside the freezing
belt -were the far Southwest , the
Pacific Coast states and in
most of Deep South.

Rockefeller,
Nixon Support
Seen for Judd

MINNEAPOLIS (AP ") - Supporters of Walter H. Judd said
Saturday that Nelson A. Rockefeller , and Richard Nixon have
indicated their support of the
former congressman as Minnesota 's favorite son candidate for
the presidency.
Statements from the two leading contenders for the Republican nomination were obtained
for a Judd brochure which is to
be distributed by the Minnesota
Judd for President "Volunteer
Committee.
Former President Dwight D.
Eisenhower heads a list of GOP
notables quoted in the brochure.
Other comment includes that
from Sen. Barry Goldwater and
Gov . William Scranton of Pennsylvania as well as national
GOP heads.
Eugene Tiumble , Hopkins,
and Mrs. George S. Pillsbury.
Wayzata , are chairman and
chairwoman of the Judd organizational effort.

Arcadia Cafe
Owners Retiring

ARCADIA , Wis. ( Special) After the end of this year
there 'll be no more coffee break
"bull sessions" at Kamla's
Cafe, Arcadia. Instead they 'll
be held at the Tallyho in the
same building.
Andrew and Frances Kamla
are retiring and have sold the
business to Mr. and Mrs, Gerald
E. Myers, who operate bakeries
here and at Independence. After
taking possession Wednesday,
they 'll remodel extensively,
Myers said , and reopen the popular eating place next Monday.

¦63 WINONA DAILT NEWS >

Deadline Nea r
For Plainview
Fa rm Nomination
PLAINVIEW , Minn. (Special)
— The search is on for the outstanding farmer in the area.
The contest , spons-ored by the
Plainview Jaycees, will name
an area farmer as the outstanding one in the community.
He will be eligible for competing in the state contest at
Faribault in February. The local winner will be named at
the
Plainview
Community
awards banquet in January.
Nominations should be sent
to Melvin "Walters , Plainview.
Farmers must be between 21
and 35, not becoming 36 befor e
April 14, 1964; must be owners
or renters , and must make twothirds of their living and income
from the fa rm. Tuesday is the
deadline for nominations.
Last year 's winner was William Leisen .

Graf Spee Pa inting
P resented to British
LONDON (AP)-A painting of
the German pocket battleship
Graf Spec, scuttle d in World
War II off Montevideo after a
battle with the British at the
River Plate , has be-en presented
to Britain 's National Maritime
Museum . by a group of German
officers.

King Paul to
Call Elections
For Parliament

ATHENS , Greece ( AP)-King
Paul today ordered election of
a new parliament on Feb. 16 in
an effort to solve the political
crisis plagu ing Greece at the
same time it faces trouble on
Cyprus.
The king decided to dissolve
the Parliament elected Nov. 3
after leaders of the nation 's
two major
political parties
couldn 't form a government
and refused to work together in
a coalition .
The palace announced the king
had asked loannis Paraskevopoulos, 63-year-old deputy governor of the Bank of Greece, to
head a caretaker cabinet and
hold the elections.

Bobby Vee Wed
At Detroit Lakes

DETROIT LAKES , Minn, .fl
—Rock 'n ' roll singer Bobby
Vee was married Saturday to
Karen Bergen , 20, of Detroit
Lakes.
Vee , also 20. said he and his
bride will honeymoon in Aca¦¦
pulco, then stay in Hollywood
for a month before moving into
New Russian
a new home in Moorhead, Minn.
j A couple of dozen teen-aga
Tanker Launched
' fans waited in subzero cold to
MOSCOW (AP)-Tass, the So- toss rice at the couple after tha
viet news agency, announced a wedding in Holy Rosary Cath62,O0O-ton Soviet tanker was. olic church .
Bobby is the son of Mr. and
launched at the Leningrad shipyards Saturday. Lt is named Mrs. Sidney Velline of MoorBelgrade , for the cap ital of Yu- ! head ; Karen is the daughter of
' Mr. and Mrs . LeRoy Bergen.
goslavia.

Dr. 1- %V. driller

Phone 4417

331 . 'Choate Building

Modern Chiropractic
and Electrotherapy
Mon day thru Friday 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Open Friday Evenings 7-9 by Appointment
Closed Saturday
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Flatwark & Shirts
Laundered at Leaf's
(Four Deuces)

FLATWORK . . . 15c Lb.
Free Pickup and Delivery
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Andrew Kamla
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I

BANANAS^!!
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Kamla , who was a cook with
the lintli Field Artillery In
France during World Was 1 , now
is going to do some of the
NORT H DAKOTA RED
things he never has had time
(or before .
"I mi ght erai try golf now I
^
^
that the course will lie in my
NEW CROP rWOIST
hack yard ," The K amla home
is in Ihe converted Hurr Oak
tavern in Mast Arca <lia. He and
his wife operated the tavern |
from i!):t:i to \Wi.
\ CRISP , TENDER
After two years as cook nt
Tom Kdwin 's Cafe , now Ralph's
Cafe , he and his wife opened
thei r cafe in 194-1 ,
)
WISCO NSIN RUSSET or NORTHERN R«>
All Ihe Kaml a children arc In
tlie area. Richard and Mrs .
.lames (Doris ) Ki)li;in teach in
the Arcadia public schools, The
Killiiins live in Winona . All
others are Arcadia residents.
Mrs , James ( MarR j irct ) Crowley 's husband also is n teacher
here. The other three , LnVcrne ,
James and Navy Lou , are employed at Arca dia Industries ,
Inc .

POTATOES

10 »' 29c
.
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CARROTS

2.t l9c
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The Daily Record
Winona Dea ths
Frank J. Lelwica
Frank J. Lelw ica. 67, 64 Laird
St.. died at 5.25 p . m. Sunday
at Community ^Memorial Hosp ital after an illness of six
months.
He was born here March 8.
1896, to Mr. and Mrs. John Lelwica. He married Martha Stanislawski. He . was employed by
Peerless Chain Co. until his retirement two years ago. He was
a member of St. Stanislaus
Church.
He was active in baseball ,
playing left field for the Peerless Chain club and for the
Schellhaus ball team.
Survivors include his wife :
his mother. Mrs. Catherine Lelwica. Winona : one son , Lawrence. Riverside. Calif.; one
daughter. Mrs Edward (Dolores > Harbour , in Germany;
nine grandchildren ; three brothers . Joseph. Andrew and Edward. W i n o n a , and several
' nieces and nephews.
Funeral services will be at
R:30 a.m. Tuesday at Watkowski
Funeral Home and at 9 at St.
Stanislaus Church, the Rt. Rev .
Msgr. .\. F. Grulliowski ' officiating . Burial will be in St.
Mary ' s Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral home after 4 p.m. today.
A - Rosary will , be recited at
,7:30 p.m.
Mrs. Raymond Dexter
Mrs. Raymond Defter. 81 .
1741 W. Broadway, died Saturday at 11:30 p.m. at Community
Memorial Hospital after a long
illness .
.The former Caroline Broun ,
she . . was born to .Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Brown at Embarrass.
Wis. She was married to Raymond Dexter May 26. 1904 . at
New London. Wis., and they lived at Marshfield and Ri pon ,
Wis., before coming here 51
years ago.
She was a member of First
Congregational Church , Royal
Neighbors ¦ ¦• of . America and
Knights of Pythian Sisters. She
was a past grand chief for Minnesota of the Knights of Pythian
Sisters .
Survivors are: Her husband ;
two daughters. Mrs. Frederick
( Irene ) Seidlitz . El Cerrito.
Calif., and Mrs. Henry ( Verna.)
Chappel . Winona; three grandchildren ; seven great-grandchildren: three brothers . Charles Brown , Gresharn, Wis.; Ira
Brown , White Lake , Wis., and
William B r o w n ,
Lafayette ,
Calif., and tw o sisters. Miss
Eleanor Brown , Clintonville ,
Wis., and Mrs. Mayme Christensen , Milwaukee.
Funeral services will be Tuesday at 2 p.m. . Laird Chape l
of First Congregational Church ,
the Rev. Harold Rckstad officiating. . Burial wfll be in Woodlawn Cemetery
Friends may call tod'av from
7 to 9 p.m . at Fawcett Funera l
Home and at the church Tuesday after 1 p.rn .
Miss Barbara Steffes
Miss Barbara Steffes. 85. died
Sunday at St. Anne Hospice ,
where she had been a resident
three months. She previously
lived at 875 W. 5th St.
She was born Dec. 17, 187ft .
in RoIIingston e . daughter of
Bernard and -M argaret (Winkels i Steffes: She attended St.
Joseph 's School here. Km ployed a -numbe r of years at H.
Choate &; Co.. she also had operated her own .store. She lived
in this area ;ill her- lift ' .
Miss Steffes was a member
of the Cathedral of the Sacred
Heart and the Catholic Daughters of Ameri r - a.
Survivors arc: One M Mei-inlaw , Mrs K(K V ,- II -( I P. Steffes .
Winona , and nieces and nephews , inclu din g Arthur C . Steffes
Sr and Robert Steffes. both of
Winona.
Her paren t s awl four b r o t h ers have rlnvi
Funeral MT \ ices will he al |0
fl m. Thursda y at Cathe dral of
the Sacred He art , the li t. Iti -v .

At Community
Memorial Hospital
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I Two-State Deaths

Casper S. Johnson
WHITEHALL
. Wis . (Special)
Vl<it ing hourf Medical »nd iurplc«l
pfltientv. ! lo 4 and 7 to 8:30 p.m. (No —Casper S. Johnson , 81, died
children imder 1 2)
Sunday morning at the TriMaternity orients- 1 to 3:30 and 7 to
County Memorial Hospital a fi8.33 p.rn. (Adults only. )
ler a long illness. He had been
SUNDAY
i a resident of the Golden Age
ADMISSION'S
: Home here three years.
He was born Aug. 17, 1882.
Micheal'J, Englerth. Port Hurin the town of Pigeon, son of
on . Mich.
Roman Butchers. 221 E. 4th Stener and Karine Fjeld Skjellerude. He was a construction
St.
worker. A member of Pigeon
Archie I. Welch Jr., 466 St.
Creek Lutheran Church, Pigeon
Charles St.
Falls , he never married.
Mrs. Lucille Sulla, 811 E. 5th
Survivors are 15 nephews and
St.
nieces.
Donald M. Mulholland . LewThe funeral service will be
iston. Minn.
Wednesday at 2 p.m. at Pigeon
Mrs. Fred Krause. Lewiston. Creek Lutheran Church the
Rev. O. G. Birkeland , WhiteMinn .
John P. Kenney. 956 Ciillmore hall: offici ating. Burial will . be
in tbe churc h cemetery .
Ave.
Friends m a y call Tuesday
Mrs. Susan M. Lambert. 454
from
. 2-5 :30 and 7-9 p.m . at
Junction Ave.
Funeral home and at
Johnson
Mrs. Ingvald Dahle. Houston.
Wednesday after
the church
Minn .
12:30 p.m.
Mrs. George 0. Church. Minnesot a City.
Mrs. Walter Bensend
WHITEHAL L. Wis. (Special 1
Henry E. " Benke. 631 W. Bel—Mrs . Walter Bensend . 58, died
leviesv St.
Hopkins , Saturday at 8 . p.m. at Tri-CounJohn
17 Curtis.
ty .Memorial Hospital after a
Minn .
short illness. She had been a
DISCHARGES
patient at the hosp ital since
Mrs. Rudol ph Hornb erg, 572 Friday.
E. Sanborn 'St.
The f ormer Argot Lebakken.
Mrs. Maude Nagle. 4-06 Man- she was born at Holmen Oct.
19. ' 1905, - daughter of Mr. and
kato Ave.
Ma urice C. Howard. 672 01m- Mrs . Oscar Lebakken. The family moved to Whitehall when
stead St . .
she
was a small child.
Mrs. Barn- Kelson, 677 E.
from
She was graduated
Mark St:
Whitehall High School in 1921
Bradley Hajicek: Wmona. Rt. She was married to Walter Bensend May 5 , 1925. at Winona.
Mrs. Raymond G. Fawcett .
She was a member of Ivy
381 Druey Court.
Chapter , Order of Eastern Star ,
Mrs. Lavern Bothering and of which she vas secretary at
the time of her deaih. She had
baby. 129 ' ? E. "2nd St.
about 24 years.
Mrs. George Mielke and baby , been an officer
member of AmeriShe
vvas
a
,
Utica Minn.
can Lutheran Church Women
Gretel
J. Meier. 1129 W. Mark and of the LAMPC Club,
¦
St.
Survivors are : One son, RobMrs. Elizabeth Kane , 123 E. ert, Whitehall ; two daughters .
Sanborn St.
Mrs. George ( Betty i Schaiisberg. Milwaukee, and Mrs. RichBIRTHS
ard ( Suzanne ) Moriarty. Fond
Mr. and Mrs. John H. Kin- du Lac, and seven grandchilstler. Lewiston . Minn., a daught- dren. Her husband died in 19€0
>
er.
and her only sister , Mrs. Tilman Haug. Oct, 28.
B IRTHS ELSEWHERE
Funeral services will be Tuesat 2 p.m. at Our Saviour 's
day,
ETTRICK. Wis. ( Special) — Lutheran Church , the Rev . O.
Mr . and Mrs. Myron Bryhn G. Birkeland officiating. Burial
a daughter Dec. 23 at St: Luke 's will be in Lincoln Cemetery .
Hospital,
Milwaukee.
Mrs .
Friends may call at Johnson
Bryhn is the former Shirley Funeral Chapel today from 2Oslev.
5:.?0 and 7-9 p.m. and at the
¦'
PLAINVIEW . Minn. ( Special ) church Tuesday from noon. A
— Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Han- family service will be held at
na a daughter hv adoption.
the chapel today at 8.
WAUKESHA , Wis. — Mr . and
Miss Selrna O. Oksnee
Mrs. William Jambois . a son
today. Mrs . Jambois is the
ROCHESTER , Minn. —Funerforme r Nancy Younger, daugh- al serv ices for Miss Selma O.
ter of: Dr. and Mrs. Levris I. Oksnee ,'7b , Rochester , will be
Younger/ -Fair Oaks , Winona. held Tuesday at 2 p.m. at Ranfranz Funeral Home , Rochester ,
Ihe Rev. John P. Trelstad , ZumTODAY'S . BIRTHDAYS
bro Lutheran Church, officiatWill iam Mullen. 1740 W. Wa- ing. Burial will be in Woodlawn
¦
basha St.. 6.
Cemeterv . Winona.
Steven Rockwell. 8, and TimMiss Oksnee , a registered
othv Rockwell . 2, 79 Fairfax St. nurse , died Sunday at Rochester
Methodist Hospital . She had
been ill since July.
FREE TB X-RAW *
She was born Sept. 14 , lf!8fl ,
(Mon. - Wed. Fn., I 5 p.m.
Room 8 . City H a l l )
to Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Oksnee ,
W' lnonn Co. residents f r e e ,
W iota , Wis., and had lived in
others . SI each.
Rochester since 1918. She was a
member of Zuinbro Lutheran
Tak en last week
44
Church . Rochester.
Since March 9. 1953 50,453
Survivors are: Three brothers ,
Henry A, Oksnee, Winona; HarI M P O I N D E D DOGS
old Oksnee , Galesville , Wis., and
Minard Oksnee . El Cajon . Calif.
No. 19ftfi — Female, brown
Her parents and one sister have
beagle pup, fourth day.
died.
No. 1 9B7 - Male, black LaFriends may call unti l time of
brado r pup. no license, first day .
services.
Register ed
nurses
Available for good homes :
from Methodist Hospital will L»r
Three.
honorary pallbearers.
Ms|>r Harold .1, D i t t m a n offiMrs. Mary Dilworth
ciatin g . A preliminary, service
"
BLAIR , Wis. (S pecial) —
will be held at 9:.'«) a .m. at
Alary
"Duxbur y " Di lBurke Funeral Home . Burial Mrs.
,
will be in Holy Trinity Come- worth 7::, fo rmer Bhdr res ident , died Saturday afternoon
lerv . Rollincst 'onc ,
at Trempealeau Count v HospiFriends may call at Ihe funetal , Whit ehall. She had been a
ral home Wednesday from :\
resident there many years ,
until S p.m. and after 7 p.rn .
Funera l services will be at
.Msgr. D i t t m a n and the Catholic
2 p.m. Tue.sd:iy at Frederixon
Daughters of America will say Funeral Chapel, the Her. L
. H.
Ihe Rosarv at fl p.m. Wednes- Jacobson
. Zion I. u t h e r a n
day .
Church . offirKi t ii i f !, Burial will
lie in Z ion but liei ;m Cemetery .

IP 1[*'(

CLEANERS
UUNDERERS

Happy New Year

5 SHIRTS
00
$1
ONLY
Free Pickup and Deliver)

CALL 4 DEUCES
(That's 2222)

Christians and
Moslems Look
For Better Times

I
'

Mrs. Albert Ihde
MABKL , M inn , i Special ) —
Mrs Albert Hide, 50, formerly
nf Mabel , died suddenly Saturday night at I. ;ike Helton , Wis.
The former Margaret Larson,
she was born here Oct . Id , HH :i,
daiighl iT of M r. and Mrs. () . II.
Lar son. She w;is graduated from
Mabel High School in iii::o. Slie
w orked for her fallier as bookkeeper in the Mabel 1 .umber
Vard for a Ii me. later for the
Holsfonl Lumber Co ., Hush ford.
Iheii moved t o Winona , w here
she was married Nov. '.» .'] , I!i.">7
Only cousins survive. Her husband died Oct . ;'fl . She had no
children or brot hers and si sters , and her fiarenls have died.
Tbe funeral and burial se rI'ir es w ill lie at Luke Dcllon
Tuesday.
Mrs, Anna Peter
C.M.KDOMA, Minn. (S peciali
Mrs. Anna IVIer. III. died -il
a Ibu-hoMer hosp ital at -1 pin
Salurday
alter
suffering
a
st roke Frida y .
She was horn on SI Josep h ' s
Kid ge, near La Crosse . Sept.
at . IHT it , to Nicholas and Cathe rine Neisuii She was married
In Join) IVIer Jul y 21 . l!IO»i.
i'hev farmed in Ihe Culci loiu ii
ill'Cil .

Survivors

include

one

son.

WEATHER FORECAST . . . Cold weather
will continue tonight
from the Mississippi
valley east and in portion s of the southern
Plains while it will be warmer in the north-

ern and central Plains. Snow flurries are expected in the Lakes area, in the western
Dakotas and in Idaho. (AP Photofax Map)

DAY IN WASHINGTOI

Clarence, Warrens , Wis.: four
daughters. Mrs . Anton (Bemiqe )
Hosch , La Crosse :7\liss Flossie
Peter . Winona, end Miss Eva
Peter and Mrs. Nicholas (Helen 1
Konzem, Caledonia ; II grandchildren , and several greatgrandchildren,
j
Funeral services will be at
9:30 a.m. Thursday at Steffen
Funeral Home , the Rt. Rev .
WASHINGTON (A P ) - I n the
Msgr . Alfred Frisch . St. Peter ' s
Catholic Church , officiating . news from Washington ;
Opinion poll: The U.S. InforBurial will be in Calvary Cememation Agency says a public
tery.
-'- ¦ ' '"
. '
Friends may call at the fun:
. ¦
eral home after 7 p.m. Tuesday _ ....
*
and after 2 p.m. Wednesday.
The Rosary will be recited at
8 p.m. Wednesday.

Vote to Break
Filibuste r Seen

Peter Peterson
RUSHFORD , Minn ; (S pecial )
—Peter Peterson , 81. died Saturday at 5 p.m. at Community
Memorial
Hospital , Winona,
where he had been admitted
earlier in the day7 He was the
Rushford city superintendent of
municipal water and light systems.
He was born Nov. 25. 18K2 , at
Duluth to Fred and Marie Peterson and had lived .in Rushford
42 years. He married Caroline
Thirigelstad Jan. 21 , 1914. The
couple lived at Columbus. N\ D.,
and Alberta, Canada, prior to
moving to Rushfo rd . H e . w a s a
member of Rushford Lutheran
Church. Lutheran Brotherhood
and the Izaak Walton League.
He had been water and light
superintendent many years .
Survivors are : His wife ; one
son . Wilton. Rushford ; three
daughters. Mrs. Asrnund CMargareH Highum and Mrs. Lowell
( Orvildal Tennis . .Austin, and
Mrs. Raymond (Norma ) Aakre .
Rushford: nine grandchildren:
four great-grandchildren; three
brot hers. Edward, Columbus.
N . D. . Hjalmer and John , Tucson. Ariz,, and two sisters, llrs.
Henry ( Anna ) Ryning. Calgary.
Canada, and Mrs. Iyer ( M a r y )
Bjerke, Northwood, N\ D.
Funeral services will be Tuesday at 2 p.m . at Rushford Lutheran Church , the Rev. M. Euofficiating.
gene Foehringer
Burial will be in the church
cemetery.
Friends may call at Jensen
Funeral Home today from 7 to
9 p. m. and Tuesday afternoon
Pallbearers will be city officials : A. J. Miller. D. T. Rollefson . Vernon Burke . Forrest
Smith . George Woll and Alfred
Cordes.

Munici pal Court
WIVONA
David E. Torgeson , 19, MO)
Wilson St,, pleaded guilty tn a
charge of speeding . He was
sentenced to pay a fine of %'&
or to serve eight days. He was
arrested by police at Wesl
Broadway and Grand Strei-l at
KV.'.'.O n.m. Sunday for dri ving
40 m.p.h. in a :I0 m.p.h. xonc.
He pa id the fine.
W illiam K. Sty ba , 21 , 217 \V.
Broadway , appeared in court
on a charge of speed iw,'. The
charge was dismissed pending
amendment of Ihe comp l ain!.
He was arrcsled by polic * at
Mast Broadway and Franklin
Street at 7::W p.m. Thursday .
Forfeits:
Ken neth
17 Breitspre cher.
Canton HI. 1 , M i n n . , $2.r> on a
charge of speeding . 40 m.p.h.
in n 30 m.p.h. zon<> . He was
arrest ed by police at AVest
Broadway and Kwing Street nt
9::»0 urn . Suridav.
IL - idwin I.. H e n r y , 2(1 . Stm -k ton, Minn.. $25 on i\ charpe of
speeding, 40 m.p.h . in H HO
m . p . h . zone. He w a s arms! ed
h y police at Fnsl Broadway and
Zurnbro St reel nt IO :4() p.m .
I'Yic hi y.
Way ne A. Willfo rd , 22, I,a
Crescent Rt. I. Minn ,, $'2n nil
a cha rge of dri ving loo fast for
ronrIII ions, He was arrested hy
police al Hast Howard and

top inion survey shows that television programs , movies , books
;ind magazines leave more fairorable than unfavorable im' pressions
of U.S. life on West
I
7Europeans.
But jazz , according to the poll
conducted in the summer of
ISR2 , leaves a - g e n e r a l l y unfavorable impression .

Battling Parents
Denied Custody
Of Little Girl
i

!A, J. Liebling
Dead in N.Y.

NEW YORK (API - k. J.
Liebling, a writer for the New
Yorker magazine best known
for his criticisms of "the wayI ward press ," died of pneumonia
I Saturday at Mount Sinai HospiBy WILLIAM L. RYAN
' tal. He was 59.
AP Special Correspondent
Leibling. whose friends called
A noted Moslem scholar hopes him ",Ioe. " worked on several
Pope Paul' s pilgrimage to the New England newspapers be7
New Yorker. He
Holy Land next week will pro- fore joining the .
of more than a
:
was
the
author
mote more sympathetic underdozen books , including a recen t
standing among Christians and one about Earl Long]s last
Moslems , linked by many com- years a governor of Louisiana.
mon beliefs but separated by
wide gulfs .
Weather
Mohammed Zafrullah Khan , a
,
preIslam
leading authority on
EXTENDED FORECAST
dicts the pontiff will be received
MINNESOTA — Temperaby Moslems with deep respect , tures will average from near
because sayings of the Prophet normal extreme west , to 5 deMohammed enjoin his followers grees below normal extreme
to honor those who are honored east. Normal highs 15 to 20
among their own peop le.
north 20 to 26 south . Normal
Zafrullah Khan , former United lows 6 below north to 1 above
Nations General Assembly pres- to 9 above south. Warmer
ident and former foreign minis- Tuesday. Turning colder mid
ter of Pakistan , is now a mem- week . Mostly traces of snow
ber of the International Court. about mid week.
He believes the great religions
WISCONSIN - Temperatures
gradually are drawing closer will average 5 to 8 degrees beand he hopes the papal visit will low normal. Normal high 19
help that process.
to 26 north 23 to 31 south . NorPope Paul will travel through mal low 1 to 10 north 9 to 15
Israel , which regards itself as south. Warmer Tuesday 7 and
the national home of all Jews, Wednesday.
Turning
colder
and through neighboring Jor- again later in the week. Total
dan , whose population, while precip itation less than one
containing many Christians , is tenth inch. Chance of a little
predominantly
Moslem
and snow late in the week.
ruled by a young king claiming
OTHER T E M P X R A T U R E S
descent from the prophet.
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
High Low Pr.
Islam, the religion of the Mos. . . . 25 5 ..
lems, comes from the Arabic Albany, clear
word Aslama, meaning submit. Albuquerque, clear . 48 22 ..
Moslem comes from, the same Atlanta, cloudy . . . . 4(1 29 ..
4
root, and means one who has Bismarck, cloudy .. If)
submitted. The Koran. Islam 's Boise, cloudy . ; . . : . 3fi 23 ...
bible , is the body of revelations Boston , clear . . . ... 31 16 ..
from- God to his prophet , Mo- Chicago , clear . . . . . 21) 3
hammed. But Mohammed was Cincinnati , clear . . . 30 0 ..
6 01
mortal. Moslems do not consid- Cleveland, cloudy . . 2 0
34 16 .03
Denver , clear
er him divine.
17 6
What separates Islam and Detroit, clear
3 T
Christianity, both cradled in the F airbanks, cloudv . 1 9
Holy Land? Zafrullah Khan says Fort Worth , rain . .,. 46 36 T
the greatest difference is in how Honolulu , clear . . . . 82 €7 ..
¦
Indianapolis , clear . 21 -4 ' ..
they regard Jesus Christ.
,
cloudy
58
44
Jacksonville
,
To Christians in general.
Jesus the Messiah is the Son of Kansas City, clear . 30 7 .01
God , one of the Holy Trinity of Los Angeles , cloudy . 83 62 . - .
Louisville , clear . . . . 36 7" ..
Father . Son and Holy Spirit.
To Moslems, Jesus is an hon- Memphis , cloudy .. 4! 19
ored prophet , but not the Son 'if Miami, cloudy . . . . . . 78 66 .26
God except in the sense that all Milwaukee, clear .. 6 -10
T
men are God's children. To Mpls.-St.P., snow . .. . fl -14
.
Moslems, belief in a trinity is New Orleans, cloudy 5R 40
to impl y that there is more than New York , clear . . . 33 19
one God.
Okla. City, cloudy . 40 20 .06
18 4 ..
Omaha, cloudy
Both Christians and Moslems Philadelphia, clear . 31 17 ..
revere the Jewish prophets of Phoenix , clear . . . . 74 40 ..
the Old Testament. Both believe Ptlnd, Ore., cloudy . 48 39 ..
in a judgment day and life after Rapid City, cloudy . 35 18 ..
death , both believe Jesu s is in St. Louis. •>-• lear
26
5
heaven ant has access to God. Salt Lk. City, cloudy 31 19 ..
But there are differences.
San Fran., cloudy .. 58 48 ..
The Moslems have no priest- Seattle, cloudy
. 44 37 ..
hood. Islam has imams—lead- Washington , clear . 37 19
ers, and teachers, but it is the Winnipeg, snow . . . -6 -19 T
most secular of religions.
(T-Trace)
To Moslems, the emphasis is
on a god of power. The idea of
a god of love is less evident than
in Christianity.
Islam is based on the five
pillars : faith , prayer , alms ,
fasting and pilgrimage to Mecca
in Saudi Arabia. TheRe are the
ROCK SPRING
duties of a Moslem,- and every
Moslem hopes to become a hadj,
one who has made the p ilgrimage.

The poll was conducted in
[Jreat ; Britain ,' ' France , West
Germany and Italy. It found
hat the most favorable reacions were in Italy, while .reLOS ANGELES (AP I-Three- ,sponses in France were evenlv
year-old Sancie Ann Moreland, jiivided .
center of a bitter custody battle between her divorced parFilibuster: Sen. Jacob K. davents, will be given to neither, jits predicts the Senate will vote
Juvenile Judge Bern ard Jef- t o ' break a civil rights fili :
ferson ruled Friday that the imuster " for the first time in hischild will remain a -ivard of the .( ory in 1964 .
court. He said both parents
Javits said the move to cut off
were irresponsible and guilty of e^tended debate would be part
character assassination.
(if the drive to enact "a civil
Jefferson said Robert J. More- ' ights bill, the first meaningful
land. .10, had portrayed his for- ')ne in 80 years. "
The Mevv York Republican
mer wife. Carol . 25, as a '-sexual
deviate who had no interest in :ilso-said in a program taped for
Sancie Ann.
'elevision use in New York . that
Mrs.
Moreland . the ju dge f i tax cut will be approved early
said, had described Moreland 'n the new session .
as violent and said he kept her
in constant fear.
Chamber-politics : Edwin P.
Sancie Ann 's case attracted I^eilan . president of the U.S.
wide attention this fall when her ("hamber of Commerce, has infather took her from a hospital <licated many businessmen are
ward Sept. 22 and kept her hid- 1rapp ier with President Johnson
den nearly two months. . The i n the White House than they
child had been suffering fro m \,vere under the late President
encephalitis — sleeping sickness .John F. Kennedy.
—and he said he was convinced
In a television-radio interview
she needed his love to make her <Sunday on ABC's "Issues and
well. Doctors said, however , )Answers ." Ncilan said Johnson
that the child was already past \lad g e n e ra I e d confidence
danger and convalescing when _imong businessmen "by the exhe took her from the hospital. (cellent fashion in which he took
Child-stealing charges against c>ver Ihe presidency. "
him were later dismissed.
Teachers pay: Alaska has
Judge Jefferson ordered that t he highest average pay scale ot
¦
state 's public elementary
the child be kept at McLaren <'my
¦
secondary school teachers,
Juvenile Hall until a foster '<ind
¦
to the Nation al Eduhome can be found for her . <'iccording
Both parents may visit her c-ation Association.
F I R E RUNS
there , but may not take her
The NEA said today the averfrom the home , he ruled.
rige teacher 's salary in the 50
Sunday
¦
¦
L¦t
4:47 a.m. — Mechanical false
ates and the District of Collumbia is $ri.ll(>:i for the current alarm at Fiherite Corp., SIR W.
Bowling Green's
;chool year , up $2,11 over last 4th St., no fire , nothing used.
¦
Key Is Missing
j¦ear.
Consumer
expenditures
for
'
Ranking behind Alaska s top
BOWLING GREEK. Ky. (AP )
riverage of $8,150 in giving food have increased almost r>0
—Any distinguished visitors t o [
eachci s their highest salaries percent since 1950. though farm
Bowling Green currently must i
ire California . S7,.'t7f> ;
New receipts for the same food inmiss one ceremony. The key to \r' ork $7,200
; C o n n e c t i c u t , creased only 20 percent .
the city i.s missing.
jifi ,77r>: and Illinois. $fi .(!4,r). MisMayor Robert 11. Graham ;i .ssippi was listed
as lcwe.sl
said the
symbolic , foot-long ^sv i t h $:i ,8:io.
brass key may have been borrowed and misplaced . It hung in
(ioverninenl workers: T h e
the mayor ' s office in Cily Hal ] ,lumber of federal
^k "" v rf ''' r( '<' rri/m : social KrM u r i t v is n I
government
^JiBlL.
' l. ]<M voir 11vo I
about 40 y e a r s .
bu t,
iwno n d e r f u l hrY-Jo|>,
jjj|| &flH&bL
u ciui uitu adocsn
vorkcrs dropped more than 25 ,comfort .
m n t r c p -xiv 'n r e t i r e - |
jrt|PsPPl|$Sl!l$^
Chest nut street s at 8:20 p.m . l IO0 during the past year— with
\ m e n I i nennu; w i t h life i n s u r a nce. T b c s o o n - j
¦iome 1, 007 being lopped oil durt'r you plan for it t b e less it. cosl .s, .so cM i
Sunday.
lip
f
of w r i t e ;
vf
Web*"'"
Raymond B. Martin , lO.W 17 'rig November alone.
Civilian employment in No- I
s IL
ROGER B. KEMP
.'!nl St ., $15 on a charge of driv)
|
174 E. 5th Street , Winona , Minn.
i
ing with no driver 's license. He ^.-ember was 2r ,49:i r, llif! , com- %J . f «-\ ,
uirecl
wit
h
2„
>lll
.ll,
July
1,
>ll
was arrested by police nt Wesl J
;t art of the current fiscal year ,
¦{
WSf.
fit h and Winona st reets at *i::«l ,'
\ ~r«ROUP HEALT H MUTU AL, INC. M*^ /
f h e ligtrrcs were in a emigres- , I " " W
2 S raar, Strong
) 1
p.m. Friday.
/|*<fi| (
dona l report released tod:i y .
¦
¦
_\\
«
L
OfficeHorn*
StTPoTii. Mllii TI/ ^OCP' \
I.enore K. Duval , Cochrane ,
"
Wis ,, $10 on a charge of failure
to slop for a stop sign. She
was arrested by police nt West
Stli nnd J ohnson .streets nt 'CSa
p . m . Sunday.
Ciiistav M. Holrncn , Austin ,
Minn , $10 on a charge of failu r e lo stop for a stop sign , Re
was arrested by police al Winonn SI reel and' the Milwauk ee
Railroad tracks nl ft;07 p,m,
Sunday.
Mc lvin P. Peters . Bense iiville ,
111.. $10 on a charge of failure
lo slop for a traffic signal . He
w a s arrested by the Highway
Patro l on Highway 1451 at pn 'o
a in, Saturday .
Arclia K. Degnnn . I,a Crosse ,
% 10 on a charge of failure to
Mop for - a t r a f f i c signal . She
was ai re sled by police ;il litb
C o n l i n t i r s v i t h nuiny netted w a r e h o u s e iion^ ,
II H
a n d Main st roots at f>:H 5 p.in
S unday,

CORRECTION
BEVERAGES
2 ^ 39c

Old age existence—or
comfortable retirement?

{
{
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|
I
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Aksel Ande rsen

|l

Storewide Clearance

H I
H
|
|

0 rK N FUWULAn HO U R S HH 7S 7 t o 0 p m , M O N D A Y
A M) TIU ' l l S D A V . F R I D A Y 9 a .m . to «l p„,.

f i iI
j i$| H

Sprr inl salo prices on i l r i m nnt in stock t h a t h a v n In l>n
onlcrcd ,

il

pDr. K. D. Barcel

SALE

Chiropractor

AT 2 68 IAFAYST7E
dn Hie for mer off ices of Dr. Drier )
Lj

All DC"

' A.m. to 5 p.m. Daily Mond/iy-FrlriAy.
PHONF. 3? 17

]
j

|

|
I

Aksel Andersen Furnit ure

-
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Chicago Robs Tittle 5 Times, Wins NFL Title for Papa Bear
Wade Gets
Both IDs
On Sneaks

SHERMAN PRAISES TITTLE

Papa Bear Says: 'Th ank You

CHICAGO (AP) - The old defeated the New York Giants
man 's twinkling eyes were 14-10 for the championship.
watering. He raised his arms in ] Linebacker Larry Morris and
gesture of celebration and then e-nd Ed O'Bradovich were
hopped around the dressing ^ among the heroes, Their interroom congratulating his beloved ceptions set up short plunge
Chicago Bears.
! touchdowns by quarterback Bill
"It was great boys , thank s a , Wade.
million ," shouted 68-year-old
"We started the season with
George Halas who overcame ; the No. 1 defense in the league
waves of criticism in recent and ended it with the No. 1 deyears and once again led the fense ," gloated Halas. "I never
Bears to another National Foot- had any doubts about this team.
ball League championship.
"This has to be my biggest
The Bears—their splendid de- personal satisfaction ," said Halfense controlling the game—had , as.

Spry and cagey, Halas sidestepped questions hurl ed at him
about the possibility of his retiring from the league he helped
org mate m ore than 40 years
ago .
Morris, who rambled 61 yards
with an interception staging the
Bears' first touchdown , was by
far the club's most valuable
player. Not only for hi.s interception but for hi.s harassing
charges at Tittle and his deadly
tackling of Giant runners..
"Sure I was trying to go all
the way with that interception ,' 1

said Morris. "I' m no halfback
but I was afraid of being hit. "
Allie Sherman, the youthful
Giant coach who has guided his
team to three Eastern Division
titles , had nothing but praise for
his 38-year-old quarterback.
"All this talk about not being
able to win the big ones is a lot
of bunk. " said Sherman. "Tittle
has played in more big ones in
the last few years than anybody
around and he has won more
than his share. Most men woul d
not have gone out there in the
second half but he did.

State Eyes 2nd Tourney
Winona H igh
Resumes Play

Fy BOB JUNG-HANS
Daily News Sports Writer
With one weekend of holiday
tournaments out of the way,
three of Winona 's basketball
teams go back into regular season action while the fourth goes
after another tournament this
weekend.
Saturday night, Cotter High
successfully completed its first
annual holiday tourney at Memorial Hall by taking the title
with a close fought 32-28 overtime
win
over Rochester
Lourdes, and landing its two
stalwart guards on the all-tournamert team.
Rick Starzecki and Gene
Schultz , who spearheaded the
Rambler drive to the trophy,
were honored , along with 6-5 Ed
Nixon of consolation champion
Minnehaha Academy. Classy
forward Jim Gillespie of St.
Paul Cretin was the fourth man
on the squad , while Lourdes'
back court ace Jim Galuska
was the fifth man on the squad.
COTTER WILL play host to
Austin Pacelli in its next encounter at St. Stan 's gym Friday night.
Winona State finally broke the
Ice Saturday, and brought home
the consolation title of the Beloit Holiday Tournament. The
win boosted the Warriors ' record to 4-6 on the season, and
it was their first triumph on the
road , after losing four previous
encounters.
Five cagers went all the way
for Winona State and Coach Bob
Campbell said. "I think we
might have hit upon a combination that wants to get the job
done, although we did still have
our lapses. "
The Staters used a zone for
the first time this season, and
committed only eight fouls
throughout the entire game.
This coming weekend , they go
back into tournament action at
Sheboygan , Wis ,, in the Lakeland Holiday Tournament. Friday night, the Warriors will battle Northlan d College, which
thev have beaten once M-B9 lhls
season.

Winona Ilip li , the only local
quint et not in lourney action ,
Sets back to work after a twoweek game layoff Friday night
when the Winhavvk.s journe y to
3,a Crosse for a battle with Central.
Winona High will try to shake
oft a two-ga me losing string ,
which saw il drop two games
(Continued on Page 12)
STATE
"Vi,,

KOKBER MAKKS IT PAY . . . Chicago
Bears ' defensive end Ed O'Brado vich. top .
reaches up to intercept a New York Giants
pass in the third quarter Sunday in Chicago. The pass from quarterback Y. A. Tittl e

( 14 . right ) was aimed at hack Phil King, top
left. - O'Bmdovich ran the 'ball lo the Giants '
M — and set up Ihe winning touchdown . (AP
Ph otofax )

t

MANKATO WINS CROW N

Gophers Shoot
For
Tourney
¦
¦

]f
l
\l
j y/^mw.
^

¦

Title Tonight

'

Bustling Bowl Season
Hits Zenith Wednesday

the Red River with a 97-92 decision over Parsons.
A Missouri team, Lincoln University, copped honors in the
Paul Bunyan Invitational at
Bemidji , defeating North Dakota
78-75. Avista Kelly led the winners with 20 points. INorth
Dakota had a 40-33 halftime
lead but Lincoln scored 13
straight points early in the
second half.
.Augsburg won third place in
defeating Bemidji 82-737
IVIankato S t a t e
whipped
defending champ ion Empori a of
Kansas in the title clash of the
Neb.
Invitational ,
Hastings,
77-58 : Emporia had won the
meet in 196 1 and 1962.
Four Mankato players scored
in double figures , led by Jim
Tetzloff ' s 24 .

Durand Falls
To Edison

ELLSWORTH , Wis.-Durand
dropped its s e c o n d straight
game in the Ellsworth Holiday
Tournament Saturday night to
Minneapolis Edison 94-35.
The Panthers trailed 43-13 at
Ihe half. Damon h?d IS and
Ashley 16 for the Twin Cities
school.
¦
TOP RANKING
MEW YORK (AP ) -Darlene
Hard of Long Bea ch , Calif , is
I lie choice of the United States
Lawn Tennis Association ' s ranking committee to head its woman 's singles rankings fo>r the
fourth straight
year. Miss
Hard' s selection must he approved at the USLTA's annual
meeting to he held in Corpus
Chri. sti, Texas , Feb . IS.

COVER ALL [ y our bills

Elliott Tongue-Lashes
Lackadaisical Mini

Celebrate the

• NEW YEAR

f ^JJP*
y ^ \~m_\

¦

Basketball
Scores

\\\___ \
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In a daring, dayligh t caper
before 45,801 fans in the deep
freeze of Wrigley Field, and
! many others watching television , the Bears' Jesse James
; boys robbed big money man
jY. A. Tittle blind.
1 Five times they stole passes
from this bald , 38-year-old pheI nomenon , who crippled a knee
• in the second quarter but coura; geously returned after halftime
treatment to play the rest of the
game.
: Two of Ihe interceptions net
up Bear touchdowns , in the first
• and third periods.
I

Two others were filched in the
end zone as Tittle, the NFL' s
top passer this season , desperI ately tried to hurl long scoring
i
i bombs in the fading minutes of
i
! a tense last quarter.
!
j Putting the final clamp on the
Giants hopes were the deep
interceptions by Bennie McRae
( as Tittle opened a siege from
: the Giant 36 and by Rich Fettibon as the master quarterback Monday. December .'ill . I 9fi3 11
'; unleashed a shot from the
i
I Bears' .17.
I' But the best frisking Tittle
: and the Giants got was by right
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
linebacker Larry Morris , a 230The Minnesota
basketball
: pounder , and mountainous right
team goes after the most imporend Ed O'Bradovich.
tant victory bid of its monthMorris , voted the game 's
ALL-TOURNEY TEAM . . . Following
From left are: Cotter ' s Gene Schultz , Jim
long competition
tonight —
Galuska of Rochester Lourdes , Rick Star- ; most valuable player , heisted a
against the Villanova Wildcats
Cotter 's 32-28 overtime victory over RochesT 0'U R N ' A M E N T S
in the finals of the Holiday
ter Lourdes in the First Annual Cotter High
zecki of Cotter , Ed Nixon of Minneapolis ;: Tittle flip in the first period and
galloped 61 yards before run(C—Championship)
Festival in New York .
Minnehaha Academy and Jim Gillespie of i ning
Invitational Tournament Saturday night at
out of gas on the Giant LOS ANGELES CLASSICThe Gophers hope for a better
St. Paul Cretin. (Daily News Sports Photon
Winona State 's Memorial Hall , these five
UCLA S3, Illinois 19 (C).
five. ' :
start
than they made in gaining
Michigan
95,
Pitl
l«.
boys were named to an all-tournament team.
NYU 70, Soulliern Cal. If . .
:
victories
in the first two games
With eight seconds left before
W. Virginia il , Yil« M.
the first quarter ended , Bill ECAC HOLIDAY FEST1VALI of the tourney. Against St. Jo| seph s Saturday they dropped
Vlllanova 81, Utah 75.
Wade went over from the two
Winn. 49, SI. Joseph' s (Pa.) SI.
back to a 13-7 deficit at the
on a qiu rterback sneak.
Providence 69, Cornell 43
one-quarter mark but rallied
St.
John's
(N.Y.
IM.
Osyton
7t.
Bob Jencks added the extra
sufficiently to take a 31-25 halfCITY—
point and the game was tied 7-7. QUAKER
LaSall* 80. Georgetown (O .C. ) ft.
time
lead.
The Giants had scored the
St.' Bonaventure 64 , Drlka 12.
Chicago Loyola IB, Northwestern II.
first time they got the ball.
Sparked by sophomores Don
«, Bcs-ton Coll«9« *B.
Wade , who played the entire BIG Temple
Yates and Lou Hudson and
EIGHT—
game, was shaken from the ball
Oklahoma Stale 45, Kansas 5* .
junior Mel Northway , the
Kansas Stale 14 , Missouri (7.
when Dick Lynch and Sam Huff
!-Gophers built up a 38-28 advanIowa Stale 73, Colorado 45.
hit him. Erich Barnes recovered
Oklahoma 7S. Nebraska 4i.
tage and seemed to have an
it for the Giants on the Bear 41. ALL-COLLEGEi offense jelling that would coast
Wichita 80, Okla C ity 47 (C).
1 to an easy victory. But St. Joe 's
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS Cotton Bowl at Dallas. Unbeaten
Two missed extra point at- In seven plays , New York
Texas A&M I I , Wyoming «7.
scored on a 14-yard pitch from
Houston 56, Montana State 55.
Texas
will
have
to
fend
off
the
tempts
the
frustration.
helped
came back to go ahead at 56-55.
80, Idaho 19.
With Texas and Navy ready East's
Tittle to Frank Gilford. Don FARWashington
best
to
remain
firs
t
in
Pete
Beathard
of
Southern
CaliIt took another Minnesota
WEST CLASSIC—
football'
to battle for college
s the minds of the nation '
Chandler converted.
Oregon State S3, Colorado State SI.
fornia
booted
his
trv
wide
after
streak,
with Mel Northway scors
fans.
Brigham Young 10, Oregon 70.
championship, the
unofficial
Early in the second period
ing the last six points , to take
LSU 93, I owa 81.
Illinois faces a relatively Baylor ' s Don Trull hit Willie Tittle 's arm zeroed in on anoth-.
bustling bowl season reaches its
Seattle 81, Washington State 7».
Brown of Southern California
a commanding lead again .
peak this week as fans get the weak West Coast representa- with
INVITATION—
er goa l ward thrust. The Giants VANDERBILT
¦ Yates dropped in 20 points to
a
25-yard
scoring
pass
in
Vanderbilt 104, s. Carolina 71 (C).
chance to put aside their annual tive , Washington , in the Rose
Memphis Slate (!, W. Ky. 11.
I pace Minnesot a , while Hudson
third quarter. Pitt fullback moved 59 yards as the Bald
hangovers temporarily in favor Bowl. Bi g Eight champion Ne- the
CLASSICEagle brought up the blood pres- MILWAUKEE
'
Rick
Lceson
s
kick
was
blocked
i added 19 and Northway 15—1 1
Wisconsin 104 , Georgia Tech 14 .
of the bi g four post-season braska meets Auburn in the following a 10-yard touchdown sure of 68-year-old Halas with a
At.-irguetle (8, Dartmouth t9.
of them in the second half.
Orange
and
i
battles
^Mississipp
clashes.
36-yard aerial to Aaron Thomas. H U R R I C A N E C L A S S I C
'
scoot
hy
Michigan
State
s
Villanova sports a diversified
Alabama in a neighborhood get
Syracuse 8i, Miami (Fla.) 85 (OT)
The Cotton Bowl has by far together in the Sugar Bowl.
(CI.
Shenn Lewis in the final period.
offense and a puzzling /one
,
But
the
Bear
s'
defense
the
Army 40, Princeton ii .
the biggest and most interesting
defense, a combination which
best in the league matched MOTOR CITYIn a prelude to the big <lay .
attraction for New Year 's Day,
Pcnn State 81, Detroit J) ( C ) .
gave the "Wildcats a 82-75 vicagainst
the
No.
1
offense
in
this
Southern
Methodist,
lone
conHoly Cross »1, Western Mich . II.
but it still must share the spotSPORTS
STA
NDINGS
tory over Utah in the other
,'
SUN BOWL—
sin . j wn , held.
light with the Rose , Orange and queror of Navy, plays Oregon in
Texas Western 74, Clcmson 55.
semifinal game .
Chandler
eventuall
y
booled
a
the
Sun
Bowl
on
Tuesday.
FinalDenver 70, Baylor 51.
MIL
Sugar contests. Four other
13-yard field goal and the Giants E V A N S V I L L E TOURNEYW . L. T
PT
GF GA
Villanova is K-l for the season
how ls help conclude the college ly, Ihree all-star contests—the Chicago
20
I 7 Al
US H
Ariiona 78, Evansv i lle 41 (C ).
clung to a 10-7 edee.
Senior , the Hula and the South- Montreal
and the Gophers. 7-2.
season this w eek.
11 10
a 41
110 19
Maryland I!, Columbia 74.
With eight minutes remain ing , P O I N S E T T I A C L A S S I C —
west Challenge bowls-- round Toronto
11 10
4 «
12 11
Here were results in other Detroit
1! IS
4 30
74 II
Oiiothcr quartet of games had out Ihe schedule Saturday.
Tittle slipped going back to pass
Citadel 47. Furman 41 (C).
holiday
tournaments involvin g
New York
I 30
« 1!
17 111
70, Alabama «S4 .
and was hit by the charging G U LTCU
thei r fling last Saturday. North
Boston
7 19
7 31
45 11
area teams:
F SOUTH CLASSIC—
North
Carolina
supp
lied
the
SA T U R D A Y ' S R ESULTS
Morris. He limped from Ihe
Carolina walloped Air Force 35-0
Tenn . 70, Centenary 4] (C).
past
SI. .John ' s squeezed
Dftroil 1, Montre.it 1 (lie).
76, Miss. 4,1.
field and Glynn drifting re- Q UAiC Ek.insos
in the Gator Bowl , the Kast and bi ggest surprise last Saturday
(H -liO to win the Red
Toronto 1, Boiton 0
Moorhead
N CITYwhile
the
Shrine
game
in
San
SUNDAY'S RE 5ULTS
placed him.
the West fought to a ii fi tie . the
DePaul 84, Xavlor (Ohio) 10 (CI.
River Classic at Moorhead . The
fv '.onlf dtl t>. Now Y o r k 1.
4 1, Miami (Ohio) 57.
Titlle returned at the st art of R E DCanisrus
Gray look the Blue 21-14 and Francisco provided a p icture of Chicago
1, Toronto 0.
Johnnies had a (iO-50 m argin
RIVERutter
frustrat
ion.
Detroit 1, Boston 1 .
the second half. The Giants
Western Kentucky had an easy
SI John 's 41, Moorhead 40 ( C ) .
with :i0 seconds to go when they
SI Cloud I I . Parsons II .
The Tar Heels , considered
seemed lo he on the move
time with Otto Graham 's Coast
put
reserves in and Moorhead
Norlh Dakota State 77, Concordia 14
NBA
again , as Hugh Mc Klhenney ran
Guard in the Tangerine H owl, just a sligh t favorite , eusily
Hamlinc 71, v .ayvllle 15.
generated a scoring hi it/., tnr t it
E A S T E R N DIVISION
PAUL 0 U N Y A N trampled Air Force at Jacksonback (he kickoff -17 yards!
winning 27-0.
fell one field go»l shy.
W.
L
Gl\
I'd
l.lncnln 78, North Dakot.i 75 (C).
But iJa v ev Whitsrll picked off
Boston
IS
J
.J',3
Auqiburg (2. Brmldil 7],
R oger Slaiibach and his sec- ville , Fla. Powerful halfback
St. Cloud took third place in
Cincinnati
14
13
M9
«' i
Tittle ' s pass near the Bear '2r> H A S T I N G S I N V I T A T I O N A L —
ond-ranked Middle males in- Ken Will ;.rd and nuarterbacks
PhiltdelpllU
H
11
.413 10' ]
Mankato 71, Emporia Stale %t (C).
and from there the Bears drove
10
31
.143 )»
; wide the lair of Ihe Texas Long- Junior Kdge and c !ar\ Black N iw Y o r k
Nnsllnqt 91, Illinois Normal 10.
W E S T E R N DIVISION
sparked
the
North
Carolina
off>!)
Worn nqsldt 44, Bethany (Mo I 41,
yards.
i horns , the country 's No. 1 team
LoiAnqelti
11
I]
ill
Omaha 19 . Southern (S . D ) 45.
With 2:12 left in the quarter . BE1.0IT
SI Loull
II
II
,S53
J' ,
in the regular season , for the fonsp while the defense stymied
INVITATIONAL—
17
1]
.531
Falcon
quarterba ck
Terry San Franciico
3' i
Tittle ' s screen pass was hugged
Bo ' nit 101 , Cirlelon t4 I O T ) (C),
B,iltimor«
II
3!
.33 ] 10
Winona 71 , Carroll (Wlv l 70.
Is;i;ic.M ) ii,
in
by
Ihe
2f>f>-pouncl
O'I'radoDetroit
1
73
.733
IJ' i
INVITATIONAL The Fast and Ihe West sti .rt oel
SATURDAY'S RFSULTS
vic -h , who rummer I 10 ya rds tu L A laCROSSE
Crosse »l , Luther 45 (C )
Bo-Ion 107, St . t-Oirlt I OO
their HiHh annual c-onlest with
tlieGiant
1-1.
W'nde
speared
Ripon 75, SI. Mary 's (Minn ) 41.
PhiltclelphK 1*4 , Lo\ Ani)tl«» 100
an even amount
of points
San FrnncKco 104 , Bolllmon 104
Mike Ditka for 12 yard s nnd
OTHER S C O P I I
DAY'S RESULTS
scored- '1.15. When it was ov er , CincinnatiS U N101,
Ihe decisive TO. Jencks a gain
New Yor k It.
Kentucky 101, Moire Darn* II.
thev were si ill even
added Ihe point.
Loi Annr - ks 140, Detroi t 178.
Cincinnati 34, Tulsa 57

m
m^
j

^

CHICAGO CAP ) - The cheerevoking bandits of the Chicago
Bears have made their biggest
haul.
They made the main contribution in the Chicago Bears 14-10
victory over the New York Giants Sunday for the National
Football League championshi p.
It was the Bears eighth , but
the first for Papa Bear George
Halas since 1946. when the Giants again were beaten.

With Us!

Get n party of
together

and

friend*

como

in

f °r • • •

OPEN BOW LING
NEW YEAR'S EVE
*
• NEW YEAR'S DAY
Starting ot 1 p.m.

HAL-ROD LANES
403 W»»t Third S»r«»1

PASADKNA , Calif. ( A P I - .
Coach I'ote F.lliott Rave his Hip,
Ten champion Illinois footb all
I earn a tongue lashing wilh lime
running out befor e its New
Year ' s Day Hose Bowl £nni c
wit h Washin gton 's Huskies.
The verbal fireworks came
during ii Sunday drill in which
K ll k t l said he thou ght the lllini
performed "soil of dead and

NOTICE
The Winona
Athletic Club
MEETI NG
has been changed to

Thursday, Jan. 2

listless. "
Fur about six minutes , Pole
peppered his p layers with n
sharp criticis m of w h/il lie said
si ruck him as a nonchalant aliiludii toward preparation lor the
Hose Howl game.

During hh blast off. I Jli o ll
suggested pointed ly thai any
player nut reads- for an nil mil
effort New Year ' s Hay s hould
stay in his hotel room.
Klliol t ' s outburst appeared to
most observers to be mainly a
psychological jah lo keep hi.s
lllini from viewing Washington
- owning it lackluster fi 1 season
record- us a soft Hose Howl
touch .
Pete told writers lie was keen
ly aware of Ihe Huski es ' giant
killer lalenl In Ko.se How l compel it ion.
Klhott was referring to Ihe
upset triumphs scored h\ Jim
Owens ' Huskies in Ihe HHIO Hose
Howl game over Wisconsin and
in tho Him game over national

champ ion Minnesota.
Much has been made of the
play of All-America center Dick
Hulku. s in tho lllini parade lo a
7-1-1 record and !\|o, :i ranking
in the final Associated Press
poll.
Kllio d scoffed nt Illinois ' seven-point favoritism to score the
.school ' s third vict ory in as
many starts since Kay Flint ' s
lllini launched tht' current Big
Ten-lug Six Hose How l f eud in
lii- 17.

In (hat series »|ieiirr . "niiwiinted " Ill inois I riunpeil I ' CI .A
•Fi 11. Ill the l!if>:! game , Flint ' s
lllini belled Stanfor d -1(7,7
Flliotl , w hose California Bears
bowed lo Iowa 's Hawkeyes :ilt-l2
in the l!i ">!i Hose Howl game ,
seems must iin pressed w ith
C|Uin 'U'ibi\ck Hill Dougl as as
chief Washington men ace lo his
lllini.
On defense , Flliotl sa id, the
Huskies hnvo "real speed mid
quickness. "

St Louis BO , Btailley 11.
Utah Stale 11, Ohio Stair 14.
Wakt Foreil 71, Navy tf .
Mlchioan Sf,tle 74, Butler (5.
Crclqhtnn 7S, South Dakota 54 .
Stanford 10. SMU 70
Pacific Sub Date 11. California 41

/
/ 8IA.ONAL
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FUN nnd FOOD
DANCING TO

LOUIS SCHUTH
ORCHESTRA

NEW YEAR'S
EVE
and Every
Saturday

THE
OAKS

i

/

M ED I CA L

BILLS

/

HOME

/ CAH
PAYMINTfl
» APPMArMC««

LARGER LOAN
$100 TO 52,500 OR MORE

When your family needs a personal loan , obfiilii on« large
enoug h to solve ya ur money problem , not arid lo it . In ona
convenient transaction ".» larger loan " (ro>n Mii\n«soti» Loan and
Thrift can cover all your bill* — reduce present payments at
much »• 50° o or morr nnd give yo«t extra canh loo, il necessary I
Get the advnntage ot onl y one p lnco to pay — one payment a
month tl\»t will leav e you more money Ironi e-ach pay clitck
(or current expenses anil pimihle emergencies , S«e or call Minnesota Loan and Thrill today (or further Information.

MINNESOTA LOAN
AND THRIFT COMPANY

I6« Walnut ( Between Third and Fourth)

P|>on» B-29T4

Open Frida y 'tl| B, Saturday 'til Noon

WINHAW K COACH
IMPROVED
W in J n a -High basketball
Gpaeh : John Kenney , who was
admitted to Community Memorial Hospital Sunday after
suffering ah '- tysthma ':' attack ,
was resting more comfortably
today^ according/to his wife.
His physician said this
morning that Kenney was -improved , but would be hospitalized . .for several . days 7 and
would not be able to resume
his coaching duties this weeki
In Kenney 's absence, assistant Coach Kobert Lee will
be. handling the . Varsity..- :

Badgers Nail
Down Classic
Championship

'
'/7MAftK TR*i^

1 P M . New York
Stpck Prices

All'd Ch 7 54& Int'l Ppr 3i»i
Als Chal 15?i Jns;•' & L7 67
Amrada 69% Kn 'ct
73
Am Cn
43^4 Lrld
ii^k
Am M&F 19*'8 TMp Hon imk
Am-M 't. " '. 18 TNln .MAl
65
AT&T 7 338% . Mn &: Orit 21*fe
AmTb
^Vs Mn - P&L 43
¦'. 46% Hii ' .-Ch 'm ' . 61vk
Ancda
Arch Dh 41 Mon Dak¦ 35V4
Armc St . ' 65*4 Mh Wd '" ' . 33^«
Armour . 46 . Nt Dy
65%
¦MILWAUKEE , M7— Wiscon- Avco Cp ^/i TN :Am Av 48!«
sin basketball . Coach7 Johnny Beth Stl
30% Nr N .Gs 50
¦A WiSWER'S SMILE-7. VCotter forward , received the trophy for defeating Rochester
¦ ¦Lourdes 32-28 in overtime7 Saturday right.
Erickson , who is' long on '. mem- Bng Air : 36V4 7Nor Pac 51%
receives
displays
;
a
smile
.as
he
Bob Judge
ory ' -but - a little short of tall Brswk ¦ 11% No St Pw 35»i
CDaily7News ;Sports ;photo.)7 7
. the Cotter High Tournament trophy from the
players, hopes the Badgers^ vic- CtrTr 7 7 47% 7NW Air 7. mk
¦ . meet's general . chairman Bill Ward. Cotter
5214
tory in 'the. .. Milwaukee 7Classic Ch MSPP l SVi 'Nw Bk
Tournament isn' t an omen .
C&NW
' 26V4 Penney . 46%
49Vi
Wisconsin took its . second Chrysler 83^ Pepsi
SMHL W IN NO. 1
championship iri the tournament Ct Svc 7 62% Phil Pet ^8
:53»i
49% Plsby
by beating Georgia Tech. 104-84 Cm Ed
' \i Plrd •. "'• 7 165^.
Ch
Cl
7'54
hon"-7.
Consolation
night;
Saturday
42% : Pr Oil . 42 7
ors went to Marquette , , a 98769 Cri Can
58% RCA
7 94^
Dartmouth. Cnt .Oilover
winless
victor
103% Rd Owl
23V'«
'¦'¦ The Badgers won the inaugu- Ciitl D
' 69% . Rp Stl
39%
ral tournament a; year ago by Deere .
;
]
beating Marquette ,' and. that was Douglas 21 ,4 Hex Drug - - '38^
a s u bj e c t - . in TErickson 's Dow Chin: 68% Rey Tab 42
. John Cisewskl. slapped .526, thoughts,. : /
97%
. ¦' . ; ;7'"' du Pont 239 Sears Roe
.
Shell,-O'il ,' 46%
East
Kod
116%
and
Marvin
F
enski
tagged
195
.
and
then
home
again
Sunday
to
'
The addition of , four veterans .
"Naturally; I'm liajppy as a Ford Mot 50\k Sinclair - 44'.4
four goals fforir Brian Trainer play host to Albert Lea, .
j as the. pair led Fenske-Cisew- coach can b3 when . his team GenElec . 84%<SoC6ny.; . "¦. 7iVs
and bat tricks from three others ; With &¦ Trainor .hitting . three j .'sfci to. 747-2jl59 iii the Guys and does: all he's, asked and more. GenFds : 88% Sp Rand 795» a
paced Winona 's . Hornets to of his goals ,in the first . period, ' Dolls League at'"Westgate Bowl But we have, to .guard - against Gen MUls 39>/4 St Brhds. 72y8
Southern .Minnesota THockey Winona caught the scoring fever [ Sunday night to top light local optimism; This is similar to last Gen Mot 78% St Oil Cal 69%
League victory- No: .1. . at West in evening¦ its SMHL ¦rfecord at j pin action . Lebna Lubinski, came season - -when 7 we- played such Gen Tel ; 31% St Oil Ind 64V4
7
1-1. :¦ -¦..- . .: ¦ '-:¦• ¦.,. '.. ¦• • ¦
End rink Sunday afternoon, ::
! up with 516 in the same loop. great bail m the Classic; Actual- Gillette ,7 3l /s St Oil NJ- 74%
. The Hornets humbled Austin Ed Ratajczyk ,. Rbg Munson and I High 7 single game for ¦ the ly, we didn 't play that well the Goodrich 51'A, Swft '&¦ Co 43%
18:2777.7
Lance Carroll each turned in weekend" came frohi theTPark rest of the way. 1 hope that Goodyear A l Vi, Texaco
, 69%
|
Gould Bat 36% Texas Ins UVt
Winona builtj up a 7-0 lead at a hat trick for the winners with Rec.7Jr , Boys League at7Hal- won't be repeated."
j
But Erickson sesmed to brush Gt No Ry 5^* Vn Pac . 40%
the end of the first period and Ken Nelson and, D. Trainor ! Rod Lanes, where Mike . Weigel
George
and
: two-game set to aside his worries when he said Gryhnd
46. IT S Rub .44%
never was troubled the rest of scoring: twice each
ripped
210-380
j
52%
his7current squad is made up Gulf Oil 46«V U S Steel
the way as , seven players broke Muth chipping in ' with , a goal. j pace A-Rabs' 806-1,499. : . :
into the scoring column.
Munsoh7took the assist cham- ' W E S . T G ATE: Kiiigs7 and mostly of sophonn6i .es. "and you Homestk 44%:7Westg El 33%
'
74%
Now-for the; Hornets. It' s • . . » pionship for the : afternoon with j Queens — - Maurice Neitzke lac- expect {arid hope sophomores IB Mach 497^4 . Wlworth
abetter. "
better
arid
*
£
wilt
get
Int
Harv
59V
4
?
g
S
&
125%
'
goals;
'
Thursday
to
Austin
five
passes
that
led
,
trip
to
fetum
led 493 for 4-Aces , .while Don
"Things, will , be v different
Ehmarih had three assists, D^ j Schubert Was hitting 188 for C
¦'
as he
Trainor , Brian Trainor and : and S'ers.. Double O's cracked now ," . said'7 Erickso iiening
PRODUGI
of
to
the
c
ahead
looked
Lance Carroll : two each .
j. 738^2.046, Verna . Otis , cracked
Ohio
ith
ten
/season
v.
the
-Big
CHICAGO (AP ). - Chicago
The - four returning veterans , !' 197-507 to lead' the group highs.
T4e also
night.
Saturday
State
Mercantile
Exchange — Butter
who saw their iirst action Sun- Junior Keglers —; Vicki Kpw.:V BRAVES I-SQUAWS'
will be toug \er, ex- steady ;- wholesale buying prices
W. . L. .
Wtstoalr
day, are Carrol,7 Murispn, Rog alczyk . blasted"'' 121-219 for Blue said things .
.:,:.,. M l *
Knopp ' ' Lubinskl
plaining : "The coaches know unchanged;: 93 score AA 57% ;
Neitzke and Wayne Nqeske.
1' :
Pabjt • Heftman . . . . . . . . : . Jl
Bells, -while Bowlerettes j ve're each other and .the teams' styles 92 A 57*4; 90 B 57; 89 C 56;
....:...;. ; » : 15
Olson - Tutlle
calwere
Only
two
penalties
hittihg : 641-1,222. 7
Brandt - kerfiman: ....:;,. JS' j '!». '. 4'
and the players, are familiar cars 90 B ;57%;' '•.•89' 'C . bl Vt. . :
'.- 38-V1914
led iri the contest , .•;
Strens - Kuhlman
Boys
HAL-ROD:
Sienior
High
¦
with ' each other. ''
'
Eggs sfeadj' tp firm ; wholeClenan • Wlczek ........... 37 J). .
•' ; Austin scored once in the secHickey sale buyijig prices unchanged to
JH-4
Ed
Vogel
sparked
Finks
to
Coach
.
—Bill
Kohner : - Glrtler . . . . . : . , . . J*"j
Marquette
ond period .as Jirri Erickson hit 715 with , his 534, : white . Ren was understandably pleased by
i -.MVi ll'.i'
Hazellonj Variety
or better
;.,..;... 33- 35;
Ahrini - Walsh
the
nets with 18 minutes' gone Schreibe'r's 205. was good enough his team's third victory in eight 2 higher; 70 per cent
¦
'
33
35
: 42Vz ; mixed
Pnypylikl - Wicrek ..
grade
A
.vhites
and again in the . third period to lead Knights to 2,003;
Hblubir - Fakler ,. .
...:' 32 li 354
games but he wasn 't about to 41%; mediums ;36;7 standards
7
J»','i
Brisk - Thelen . . . . . . . .- . >TTB'i
¦
asRomey Watiers .flipped the
i
30'
t
Senior High Girls — Wendy forecast that one game would 36; dirties 32% ; checks 31%.
:
./.:.
,
17'
Bauer - Melhka . . . .
disk into the nets on an assist Wold powdered 161-441 : for make a season for the Warriors ,
Schawl - Knutson .../ .... 16 33
31.
, . . ./ . , . . . . 1*
W»yn« • Funk
from Gaty : Majerus.' .
CHICAGO (APV- (IJSDAX—
Strikettes. HeCats nailed 681,
Worcester • Bockenhater .. IJii 3314
'- . ' '• ' LAKSSIDE :. - '
¦'. Winona held a 14-1 lead going and Powder Puffs toppled. 1,853.
"Third place is better than Live poultry : wholesale buying
.
¦'
.
"
'
Polnls
Weilgitt. .
. '• '.
fourth place,", he said. "Against prices unchanged to % higher;
into, the final period. .
Kline Electric . . . : .......... . . . . . 53
Dartmouth•
; there vvere spots roasters 23-24; special fed white
Winona. Printing Co.. .. . . : . . . .... - 50.
Wlnoni—
PERIOD
SCORING:
,
FIRST
.
Dutchman's Cornier . ........-. '. .. . *< 1 4
B. Trainor .(Ehmann) 5:00 ; B. Trainor
.we
ran
when
. as well as we rock fryers 18-19. .7'
*Vi
Trainor)
Enrttl'i Manswear .. -.,...:
(B
.
(unassisted),5:30; R ataiciyk
ever, have; , although we were inWally'i Bar . . . . - . . . . : . . . .; . ...;. «' »
ID, Trainor) »:00; B. Trainti
li
;
Nelscn
:.. ',- .......:.....: . iV I
L-Covt No. 1
NEW YORK- (AP )— (USDA)
or (Ehmann) 10:30; Rataiciyk (B. Trainconsistent. " .
Dale 'i Shell I . . . . . . . . . . ., . . . , . . , : 3<
or) 14:30; Munson (D, Trainor) 1)1:00. .
-Butter offerings increased.
still
talking
was
But
Hickey
L-Cove No. 1 . . . . ., , : . . ., . . : . . . . . 33'4
Winona
SCORING:
SECOND
PERIOD
,
-.¦ . ". ,¦•
Bob's 4-Mile . '., ' :•.. '.'.. .i. ' i . . . . .' .',-':.3] i
Demand
good.
i:00i Muth (Car—Rataiciyk [Ehmann).
'
84-83
loss
to
Warriors
about
the
¦¦
Sprlngdale Dairy
. .:. . . . .. 38
roll) !:O0; '. B. Trainor. . (Ehmann) . 11:00;
Wholesale
prices
on
bulk
carj
Georgia Tech in Friday, night' s
.37'.'
Keller Construction Co.
Carroll (Muth) l2:O0r D. Trainor (Mun( fresh). Creaniery, 93 score
Black Horsa Bottle Club .... ..;.. W i
tons
ion, Carroll) 13:30; D. Trainor (Munjo n>
when
Wisconsin
,
first
round
.37
. , . . . ;.
Jen's Tavern
Austin—
13:00 )' Carroll (Munson) 18:30.
(AA) .59 14-59:!4 cents;-92 score
beat Dartmouth 94-68.
Haustr Lamp Studios . . . . . . . . . .:. 35
PenalJ: Erickson (unassisted) l!:0fl,
. . . . . 30' ,
(B): SSV'aWinona Industry
lies:. Austin—Waters (tripping); Winona
"I thought we. could win that (A). 59-59W; 90 score
¦
. .. .. . . . . . . . . H'.>
' ; ; 7" '-. "¦
GMdlll Co.' ' ,"
—Neitzke - ' (holding).
'7
,
-,'
.
..
58%7
¦
;.
"We
had
.
Hickey
said.
¦
77 ' .
game ,"
. . . . MAJOR
THIRD PERIOD SCORING: Winona—
.;. . , ' :V CITY LEAGUE
U,
- 'Athletic-Club
W.
Cheese offerings adequate. DeCarroll tMunsoh) 3:30; Munson (Noeske)
brilliant ball handling against
¦
¦
'
».
¦
'
Nelson Tires . . . . . .. . . .. . . 35
'
¦
•
• w ;u - .
S:30; Munson (Oap less/ski) 12:30; Nelson
-. . - , w L Tech. " Getting . back to the man good. 7
13
Home - Furnlruro _ ¦. . , . , . , ,:.. 30
Austin—Waters (Ma(Munson) 14:00.
Miller salvage 4 1 Weslgale .
3 3
It
Peerliii Chain . , . . . , .. . .: , 17
Wholesale sales. American
ierusl ' lrlO..'
Guard
3 3 Dartmouth game , Hickey said ,
Watkins
3
J
Nal'l
. . . . . ; . . . . . . : . H 1?
Taimilers
¦
..
H
.2!
17-M
STOPS; Mallory (A) / .
(whol e . milk). Single
Slandard
Oil
3
3
Rolllngstdne
0
4
Cheese
more
aggres^
"Our
boys
were
13 31
J, R, Watkins
Czaplewskl (W) . 11 11 H—40
' ... " U
32 '
41-43% cents, sindaisies
fresh
Mlssiislpplan
sive
on
the
boards.
"
'
Miller Salvage took a hel ping
PIN DUSTERS
gle
daisies
aged
49-52, flats aged
L.
Hal-Rod :
W.
hand from Westgate's defending
¦
1
Winona Rug Cleaning
3
48 - 53Va ', processed American
champ ions in stride Sunday and
|
Crahirri t McGuire . ; '. . . ; . 3 . 1
pasteurized 5 lbs , 39'/2 -42 , do1
Teamsters .
.
3
moved into . sole possession of
2
1
mestic Swiss (blocks) grade
Blanche 's "
.
r
.
first place in the City Basket1
Seven-Up
:........ 1
"A" 48-50, grade "B" . 45-48,
1
...... 3
Siebreehl' s Roses
ball League,
J
Viking Sewing Machine . . . . l
grade "G" 42-47.
The Salvage group knocked off
• 1
3
Corn's IGA
Wholesale egg offerings short
3 - ;
Prochowlt: Contractor . . . . .
1
Natio nal Guard 64-45 and took
of
needs. Bernard active. ;
1:
3 .
Stave ' s Lounge . . ' . , .
first place as Westgate man; 1
J • ¦
Schmidt' s Beer •
, s- e- 11 ing prices
(Wholesale;.
'
1
.
.......
1
,
Shorty's .. .
. "
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS handled Watkins . '53 T ?.4.-. 7
and other
exchange
based
on
LEGION
In the other game, Standard' s By T1IK ASSOCIATED PRESS volume Sales.)
Poinh
The Los Angeles Lakers have
Hal-Rod
'
'
">¦
The Chicago Black Hawks
Watkins Pills .
produced their highest score of Oiler s ri pped past Rollingstone
Mutusl Service
.,
1'
tailfeathers were dragging a NeW York sp»t quotations folthe season an<l boosted their 54-39. ' ¦ . . ' .' :' 7
15
Winona Plumbing . , . .
low: mixed colors : extras (47
15
NSP
• . ..
lead to 2*2 games in tlv West- ' Miller Salvage built ' up a 35- week ago hut. thanks to Glenn lbs. min. ) 43-44; extras medium
Williams Annex
: . . . . . . ' . . . . .- I S ' .
f rn Division of Ihe National ' 15 halftime lead and then coast- Hall' s hex on Toronto , the (40 " lbs. average ) 36%-37%;
Hamernlk'i Bar
. 14 ,
are winging
again
First , National Bank . . . . , . . . , . ,. ¦ U
ed in to victory. Tom Th.aldo.rf Hawks
Basketball - Association.
standards 38%-40%; checks 33. . . . . . . ., - , • '3
Hamm 's Beer
'
toward
their
first
National
j'
points.
topped
the
winners
with
39
21
Je
iU'
West
scored
points
'
'
11
Mayan Grocery .. . . , , ;
34. H
League
title.
Hockey
'
BUnK« APCO • •
Klgin itaylof .scored :t2 and the and Morrie Miller had lJi . Steve
Whites : extras (47 lbs. min.)
¦ . 7°
Bud' s Bar
Chicago 's goalie star shut out
Lakers-Jscored HO to 12J) oyer Wallv led the Ouardsmo rt with
. *
Bauer Electric
44-46; extras medium (40 lbs.
t
hedefending
champ
ion
Leafs
CLASS A
10.
IX'troit Sunday night and lengthaverage) 37-.') !!!j ; top quality (47
.
Red Men
w , L.
ened their lead over .second- Wes.t gate broke hard from a for the fourth time this season lbs. min. ) 45%-4li ; mediums (41
1*
Dunn's Blacktop
7'
. . . . . . . ' . 37 , 31
2R-2- 1, lead at halftime to hand- Sunday 2-0 as the Hawks hit the lbs. average) 38-40; smalls (36
Winona Milk Co,
place St. Louis.
30 31
Winona Boxcra'l Co. . . . .
cuff Watkins. Four Westgate I!i(i.'i-(i4 midway mark with a lbs. average ) 30-31. .
In
the
only
ot
her
game.
Cin. . . . 30 31
Kalmcs Tires
N I T E OWL
cinnati held on for a |()5-!ii) vic- players hit in double fi gures. five - point le;id over second
Browns: extras (47 lbs. min. )
L,
W.
Athletic Club
tory over New York after al- Hob Larson led the pack with .place Montreal .'
13
. 1 1
Walk cws ki'i
4:1-44;
-top quality (47 lbs. min. )
13, Mike Sawyer and lioti Cv.a- The Canadions kept pace with 43%-45%; mediums (41 lhs. avLosing a M-point lead.
Coiy Corner
U "
¦most
13
17
Coca-Cola
(i-2
romp
over
New
York
iri'
a
,
;
a
The Pistons moved to within plewski had 11 each and Boh
I
31
f
erage) 371 i-39 1 a; smalls (36 lbs :
Curley 's Floor Shop
two points , of the Lakers three llazelton had 10. .lofin Koprow- game marke d by (wo full-scale average ; :i0-:it.
WESTGATE JR . K E G L E R S
W . L.
Westgate
¦brawls - nnd Detroit boosted its
times in the third quarter, he- ski paced Watkins with 11.
•'
Bowlerelles
•
3
fore West, Haj lor anil Rudy LaWillie Wincrest
i
Boy Cyert hit N points and playoff hopes by edging Boston
CHICAGO (AP ) -(USDA ). —
Blue Bells
5
HI as Gordie llowe registered Potatoes arrivals 135; on track
'
Riisso
started
a
sin
ge.that
gave
Rich
Brown
12
as
Standard
top¦
i
,
.
,
.
.
.
.
4
Four Aces
*
Los Angeles a commanding 109- ped Rollingstone after leading hLs . noot h N11L career coal.
'¦
Alley Cats
187; total U.S. shipments- for
, ' 1'
Four Angels
0
•
911 lead' at the end of three quar- was high for the losers witli , II.
Friday 4)7 ; Saturday 324; Sun. QUEENS
KINGS l
ters , Bailey Howell was J)e- 27-20 at halftime. Jack Radei '
L.
Weslgale
W.
day «; supplies moderate; deDouble Os
4' i l'i
I roit' s high .scorer with ?.5
mand moderate ; market for rus3
Alley Cats
. A
points.
3
|
i
I<'
sets
ab<iut ste ady, for round
(Con
4,
11)
Four , Aces
mice)
rnm
P-njJ
*
(.OPIIKR ICKMION WIN
¦
3
Spares
4
MINNEAPOLIS (AP )—A four- in two nights just , he fore the reds slightly stronger ; carlot;
3' j V*
Troiim
track sales: Idaho russets 3.40
4
C and Sers
1
; .l acfiues l'lant o , now goalie Roal rally in the final period
4
holiday break.
Deuces Wild
, , . 1
Minnesota North Dakota 'Red
' for the New York Hangers ,- hoosted the Minnesota Gop hers
I-Balls
0
»
2, 10;
GUYS & DOLLS
!somet imes i.s known as Jake lo a f>-:5 victory over Army ' s
S,
ST. MAItV
In tin- midst of River Valley round reds2,75.
W.
L.
, Westgate
russet
bakers
Wisconsin
\ the Snake and King Cobra.
hockev team Saturday nlulit.
a four-game slump after dropSundown Motel
34
II
Fens ke • ClsewsW
. ..
3S' i 15' i
a 7,ri-iict decision to Ripon
ping
Ferguson • Colbenson
3i' i 74 ' i
LIVESTOC K
Saturday night in Ihe La Crosse
Schacht • Emmons
34
V
Schmilt • Lica
31 11
SOUTH ST, PAUL, Minn, Ml - (USDAO
tourney!'
giies
back
into
MIAC
RelUr ¦ Mohan
30' i )0'i
7, S<10,- CAlvei 1,700 ; Jlfluohler
compet ition Siiturday night at -sleC«lll»
it
33
Hutchinson ¦ Lurdtke
« ;fs -«nd Iseiiers ?5 SO ci'nls lower! tow i
Peterman • Konkel
18' r 33' i
!
Colter (HI
Lourdci (HI
Minneliaha (SI)
Cretin (<« ) .
nnil bull^ nioMly ' slcidy; lew r|iolc«
Concordia.
'
SR. HIGH SCHOOL B O Y S
lg II pi ic
fq it ol lo
lg II of Ip
lg II ol In
1,050-1,175 Ib slaughter st«i- r» 2I.M-11.50;
Coach Ken Willgcn isn 't too couple
Hal-Rod
W,
L.
1 1 ) 4
Nell
Rcit ch
3 1 3 3
E Nixon 10 S 3 3 ! Brown
O I 0 1
loiK)^ «vora(ie and hlflli choice
Fmki
,. , 1
3
10
1 4
M.mlull 3 3 3 1 D Nixon
14
3 4 Gllleiple 3 I 4 S concerned with
, 1,015 1,0/5 II) sl»uohler hpllt-ri 2I .0O)
{ Judge
the
.slump
yet
Knights
4 . 3
Joreuk
4 0 0 < VanCuyk
4 0 3 1 Dowers
3 1 111
Melancon 4 0 5 1"
utility (in«l commc-rtml sMuiitilrr cows
Sparlans
5
4
0 3 4 7 and felt that his charges played
Schulli
1 I 0 i G.iluika
3 0 3 4 Kohler
3 1 i i Hu'.pcck
U OO-K 00.- ennnor vinrl culler II.00-13.0O ;
Pin Smashers
i
4
StanecKI 3 3 0 4 Maion
0 0 1 0
Stalt lno
3 0 1 4 Tautges
7 1 1 IS a goorl
utility bulls IB 00-19.00: commercial nnd
game
,
Ripon
,
against
1
Wipe Ouls
1
4
0
0
1
O
Flsk
10
1 3
curry
0 0 I 0 Berg
0 0 0 « Hlorl
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Ode 's
1 1
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venlor s
and
slanqhlur
calvrs
Smith
1 I J 3 "Kxcept for a few minutes in W.50 )
PARK REC JR. B O Y S
0 0 0 O Lindbcrg 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 o the firs t half when (hey had five slt iady lo 11 00 lilflncr; oood «nd cholco
| Allaire
Totals 1( 13 14 5 1 Randall
Hal-Rod
W.
L.
0f)
"3i
OO.J9
,
Knopick
0
1
0
1
Rogers
J
1
1
1
3
and
cholct
,
«ood
a lfrs
.
easy liiyups on a fast break we Vf
Alley Jumpers .
1
1
i
Totals
13 4 13 3»
slaug liler cnWfn J0.0O -J6.00 .
Itrrrrlders
.,,
l
i
Totals II 4 I 33
Totals
1(0(15 I?.00(1/ bfirrow i and, gllli uneven,
I* I 71 4< plaj cd it good giime, " .said WiltStrikers
4
3
ly weak to mostly J 5 cenH I
weights
COTTER
1 1 4
1 4 - J 3 MINNEHAHA , , , . , , . , . 7
I 30 H-51
gen.
Four Aces
4
3
showing 25
li L O U R D E S
10
4
t
t
0-71 C R E T I N
above 3*0 lbs genu ally
U U » '-4 *
A-Rabs
4
3
Freshman Jerry Sausor "earn- rents downturn; vows steady,' sever al
Flylno Tigers .
I
SI. Mary's (»» )
12
110330 Ib bArrowt i and gilts
Rlpon (7!)
Winona 171)
Carroll 170)
l' i 3'i
ed his spurs '' in Saturday lols
!
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II
pl
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J ' i
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II
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|
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IS 00; mo-,1 1-2 190-240 lbs I* .751 1 3 190
I
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Pin Butters
3
0-7 center J40 II) I 4 .JV U . 7 5 ; 340-270 111 I3.S0 - U.JS )
ij Burgman 3 0 0 4 J Ankion 4 7 3 it Petersen 7 3 0 1 7
Grant
a I I 13 night' s game , and
Eager Beavers
, i
4
]| Hall
1 1 3
3 Ale»iindr 4 1 3 ! Schuster
4 0 413
Shaw
1 0 1 3 Jim Rockers came up with nn J.J 270-30O lbs 17.75 13 50; lortd 3 3o0 lbs
,j Pylltskl 4 J 4 10 Meiris
II 3 1 7/4 Papn/ uss 4 4 1 1 ! Clark
LveUf Strikes
l' i 4'i
17.50; 1 3 770-400 113 sows 1175-12.50/ 7-3
17 0 7 34
Rockers, S 1 3 1 1 Cahoon
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. 1
3
1 1 1 1
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3 0 0 10 outstanding effort. Friday night , 400 500 lhs II 35 12,00; Inrdrr pigs Heady)
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0
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0
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3 7 0 1 Budde
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Hal.Rod
W. L,
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1 1 1 3
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j
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1
0
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double
deck 115 ll>n 19.00/
Powder Pulls
7
3
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3
Totals 31 11 W 41
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3 0 1 «
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1 4
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1
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Hornets Trounce

Gisewski Hits
526 to Pace
Lighf Pin Action

:5alvai]elakes
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!n City League

Lakers Boost
Margin in NBA

Hairs Hex Ends
Toronto Surge
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DENNIS THE MENACE

Stock PriCK
Irregular in
Heavy Tradie

—-

. »__ ^— ¦•^¦¦¦¦-•^¦i»»«i^^"^BrslBsW^"s)MBi
""l^ ^*^ '¦

NEW YORK CAP)—The stock
market settled
into an irregu¦
lar price pattern in somewhat
heavier trading early this aifter'. .
nponl -j : 7
Gains and losses of most key
stocks ran from "fractions to a
point or so7
Kodak went exKiividend . and
was a big drag on the popular
averages.
At noon the Dow Jones 60stock average was off 2.78 at
760.17 but about 2 points^ of, the
drop was accounted
for by Ko:
dak. " 7- . ;- . -- 7 7The AP 60*stcck average at
noon was off .2 at 284.4 with industrials down :i.0, rails up .1
and utilities unchanged,. -' -/ .
Prices showed a slight ten¦ '
dency to improve in mid-mornITS mnvGOLDour HERB . Cbuto I
ing but there was ro follow;
COrVlg
fM >W0 fWVg SOM& BRB4KRAST?
7
.
through. The muddled picture ^
on increased activity , fit into
the pattern evident in the final
sessions of many: recent years.
American: S t o ck Exchange
prices were mixed in active
trading.
Corporate bond prices inched
upward ancl goyernmente were
unchanged in early trading.

7

GRAIN

7eHICAGO70AP) - No wheat ,
oats or soybean : sales7 Corn No
2 yellow 1.24-24% ;7 No 3 yellow
i.21%-23%; No 4 yellow . '1-.15V4WVz ; No 5 yellow l.lSVi . 7 7
; Soybean ; oil 8lisb-^a.

WINONA^ARKETS
Reporteo, ' or' ,] .

Swift & Company /

• . . Listen;, to market
quotations ' over
ll:<5 - «.ni.
KWNO al 8;« a.n). -. and
Buying lio'urs a r e - from .8 , a.m. ,lo .
p.m. Monday through Friday.
There will .. be , ' rsb calf . market durlno
fhe winter months, on Friday*. . -.. These quotation*
apply as) of noon
today'. ' .
All livestock arrlvlnj after;- ' closing lima
will . be properly cared for , weiBhed.and
i
priced-irtii 'following morning:
s*OCS
' "The . -hog ' market is steady.
Strictly meal type additional , i0. cents ';
fat hogs discounted , 40 cents per hundredweight.
Good hogs, barrows ¦ and gilts—
¦
¦ 160-180 ;..:;
. .... ' .-... '. . -ii.5M3.j 3 '
' 180-200 . , : ; . . . . . : . .. ,.: .. - . ;.,. 13;2S-;V4.0O- ¦

'
'
, . . '. . . . . . . . . .;
^ 14 .00 . . . .
.. .. . . . ;. . . .- : . . ; . ; . . ; . 13.85-14 .0O ;
'. . ,' ,.
. , . . . . , . ; . . . 13.25-13J5

200-520
220-240
240^270

. 270-300 . . . . . . . . . . ; . . . . . . . . . , . 12.60-13.25
¦
300-330 : . . ' .:'-..- . , . i- ; . ¦;;.. ....•.. 12:00-13.60:
;.;..,....' 11.75 :12.'0O
: 330-360
Good sows—
: 270-300
. 1 1 , 50-11.73"
300-330
.. '11.50-1173
'
330-360 . . . . ; . . . . . . , . . ; . . . .'. . 11.25-U.SO'
¦•;. : 360-40O
.,,
...- i¦...• ...;". 11.00-11.23 '
'. . . .; . . . .. .. 10.50-11.00 400^450 . . ; .
:
' ;. . 10.00-10.50 ;
450-500 . . . ..... '. .
'' . - . ' . ' , ¦ ¦
Stags— , - .'
450,down

450-up

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . ; . . . . 8.75

..

...

7.75- . t.73

Thin and .unfinished hogs . . discounted
.• ¦ CALV ES
The veal market 'Is steady.
Top choice
. . ; . , . . . , . . 28i00
Choice . . . . : . , . . .
. 35.00-27.00
, . . . . . . . : 20.(10-25,00
, Good
Commercial to good . . . . . . . 14 .00-18.00
¦
,.
;: 12.00,13.00
Utility . . . .
Canners> and culls
. . . . . .. 12 ',00-down
CATTLE
The callle market; Steers and . heifer s
steady; cows strong to 25 cents higher.
Dry-ted steers and yearlingsExtreme top
. . .. , . : ; . . , . . 21.50
20.50-21.00¦ •
Choice lo prime
Good to choice . . , , . , . . , .' . . 19'.00-20.!>3 .
Comm. to good . , . . . , , . . . . . 15.00-18.00
H.00:down
Ut ility
.... . . . . . . .

Ory fed neilcrs—
Extreme top ¦ '. . . ' . . ,'

. 20.75

Choice lo prime ,
. ; 19.00-20.OO
Good to choice
1S.00-1V.5O
Comm. to good . . . , ; ; , . ; . . . 14.00-15.50
Utility . . ..
, 14.00-down
Cows— ,
Extremi top
13.50 .
Commercial
...12.2512.75
Ulllity
. 12.0012 .50

Canncrs and cu-tlers

BullsBologna

. ......,.;..

Commercial ' . . . .Light

th in

12.25-dow ;)

14.50 16 00

13.00-15.00

13.50-down

Winona F.tfj; Marli ct

'
. ' (Tties e miotit lions apply as pf
10:30 a.m. today)
'.
Grade A dumbo)

Grade A . (largeI

Grade
Grade '
Grade
Grade

A (medium)
A Urn/ill)
(1
,.
C

v .:

^

NEW YORK (AP) —Canadian
dollar today .9256, previous day
.9256,7
(First Pub. Monday, Dec. 23, 1963)

:.

State , of Minnesota ".) ss.
County of Winona
i in Probate Court
No . 15,703 In Re Estate of
.
Edward L. Fakler, Occident.
Order for Heirlne on Pefiflon for Proba te
of Wll, Limitln» Time to File Claims •
and lor Hearing Thereon
Mary R. Fakler having filed a petition
lor the probate- of the Wil l of said decedent and (or
the . appointment '.' ol
Mary : R . , Fakler as administratrix with
Will . annexed, which: . .Will la on file In
this Court and open to inspection; . . . . .
IT IS ORDERED , That the hearing
thereof be had on January 22, 1964, al
11:00 o'clock A.M., before this Court
in the probate court room In the court
house? In Winona, Minnesota, and that
objections-to the allowance ol said Will,
II any, be llled before said time ol
hearing;, that the time : vyllhln .which
creditors ol said decedent may file
their claims be limited to four month!
Irom the date hereot, and that the claims
so tiled be heard on April !?, 1964, al
10:00 o'clock A.M., before this Court
In the probate court room . In the , court
house In Winona, Minnesota,; and thai
notice hereof be given by publication¦'. ol
this order In the Winona Dally News and
by mailed notice as provided by law.
Dated December 17, 1963
M A R G A R E T McCREADY,
Probata deck.
( Probate Court Seal)
Slreater 1 Murphy,
Attor neys for Petitioner.
(First Pub . Monday, Dec. 13, 1963)

,41

36 ,

.28
¦'
, ,. .15
.26
18

State of Minnesota
County of Winona

)
I

ss, In Probate Court

' No . 15, 491

In Re Estate

of

Guslav * Melius, Decedtnt,

Order for Hearing on Final Account
and Petition lor Distribution.
The representat ive of , Ihe above named
estate , having
filed his. f inal account
and petition lor settlement and allowance
Hours: 8 p.m. 16 4 p in,/ closed Salimlnyi . Ihereot and lor distribution to Ihe persons
thereunto entitled ; '
Submit sample before loading
11 .08
IT IS O R D E R E D , That Ihe hearing
No, 1 barley
thereof be had on January J2, 1964, at
No. 2 barley
1.04
11:15 o'clock A.M., before this ' Courl
No . 3 barley
5*4
In tbe probate court room In the courl
No . 4 barley
,' .. .86
house. In Winona, Minnesota, and thai
police hereof ' be given by publication
Of thli order In the Winona Dally News
Elevator "A" Grain Prices
and hy mailed notice as provided by. law.
Hours: 8 a . m , lo 3:30 p.m.
Dated December 19, 1963.
(Closed Saturdays)
M A R G A R E T McCREADY,
? 73
No. 1 northern spring wheat
Probnte Clerk.
No. 2 northern spring wheat . . . . 2.2.1
( Probale Court Seal)
No. 3 northern spring wheat . . . . 3. 19
Osca r C. Ronkrn,
No. 4 northern spring wheat
3. 11
Attorney lor .Petitioner,
No. I liard winter wheal
3.11
,137 First National Rank Building,
No. 7 hard winter wheat
3.09
Rochester , Minnesota.
No . 3 hard wlnt* r wheat .,
2.0J
No. 4 hard wln!«r wheal
2.01
No. 1 rye . . . . , ¦
1 .17
(First Pub, Monday, Dec. 16, 1963)

FiortUiM't Malt Corporation

Bay State Milling Company

No, 3 rye . ,

1,3J

16.50-18.00 ; flood .* !0-«0 lbs 14 , 00-16, 00 .
CHICAGO
CHICAGO UV - ( U S D A ) ¦ -' Hogs 8.000;
bulchers. mostly
stead y/
1-2 200 220 Ib
butchers 15.50- 15:75; around 200 head al
15.75; mixed 1-3 19O J30 lbs 14.75 15.50;
230250
lbs 14.35 1475; 3-1 740 260 lhs
1 .1, 75-14 , SO; 260-290
lbs 1.1,00-1375;
13
375-450
Ib sows
11.75 12.35; 7-3 450-500
lbs 11,35-11 75,-. 500-600 lbs 11 ,50.
Caltle 11,000 ; cj s lv/es none; slee rs fully
steady; mixed h> lr"h choice and prime
1 ,050 1,350 Ib slaifflhler steers 22 50 2.1.75;
two loads high choice wilh n few prime
975-975 lbs 33.50 23 60; hlpjh' Choice and
prime 1,350-1.47 5
lhs 32, 00-72.50; choice
900 1,100 Wis 23.35 -31.O0 : choice 1,100-1,350
rhnlce
lbs
31 75.22.75 ;
1,350-1,500
lbs
20.50-31.7.5 ,' good yCfl-USO 11) 1 20 00-71 75/
slandard and low good 17.50-70.00; load
high choice to
mostly prime 950 lb
slaiiqhlrr heifers 22,50; bulk choice ISO,
1,100 lbs 7I.0O-37.0O; mostly good 3(1.0020,50; utility and commercial cows 13,0014.00,
Sheep voo: slaughter lambs steady to
50 cents hinder; wooled vlau nhler rwas
steady; n few lots choice and primp
90-110 Ih wooled Inmbs 19.50-70.00 ; good
and choice »0)ir> ibi 18 00-19 .30; utility
and good 16.00 1B.OOi a full deck choice
and prime 99 Ib iborn lapnbi w ith No, 1
and lall shorn pell* 19.30 ,

Stale ol Mlnnesolai ) ss.
) In Probale Court
Counly ol Winona
No, 15,371
In Re Estate of
Phillip S. Phosky, Decedent.
Order (or Hearing) on Petition for Administration, Limiting Time to File Claims
•nd lor Hearing Thereon,
Gerlrude M. Phosky having filed herein a petition for general administration
slating that said decedent died Inloslnle
and praying that Gerlrude M. Phosky
bn appointed admlnlslralrlx;
IT IS O R D E R E D , Thai lh« hearing
thereof he had on January t, 1964 , al
11:00 o'clock A .M., belore this Court In
the probale courl room in the court
houn In Winona, Minnesota; that the
lime within which creditors ol said deciders,! may die their claims b« limited
lo four rnonthn from the itala hereof,
and lhat Ihe claims so llleit be heard
on April 1), 1964, at U:0O o'clock A.M .
befo re this Court In the probata court
room In the courl house In Winona,
Minnesota, and that notice hereot be
tflVen by publication ol this order In
the Winona Dally News and hy mailed
notice as provided by lass>.
Dated December 12, 1963
MARGARET M c C R E A D Y ,
Probale Clerk.
(Probate Courl Seal)
Ouarie M, Peterson,
Attorney for Petitioner.

(First :Pub. Mlonaay;.Dec. M, 1963). ; '
State of -Minnesota' - ) ss..¦
) In Probate
Courf
County of Winona
¦
. No..'15,596 '. ¦ : '
In Re Estate ol
William J. Norton, Decedent .
¦ ¦
'
. - - Order for Hearing on - 'Petition

to Sell Real Estate.
7
The representative ol said estate hav->
Ing, fi led , herein a petition to sell certain
real estate described In said petition;:.
IT IS ORDERED, That the hearing
thereof be had on January 9, 1964,, at n
o'clock A.M.,. belore this . Courf in - the
probate court, room In the court house
lr|. Winona, Minnesota, and that notice
liereof: be given . by ' publication - of - this
order ' In the: Winona Daily : News and ' bf
¦
mailed notice . as provided by law- .
Dated December 13, 1963.
'
MARGARET. McCREADY ,
. .
Probale Ciork,
..
(Probale. Court Seal)
'
Foley t. Foley , .
Attorneys, for Petitioner,
Wabasha, Minnesota:
(F irst Pub. Aflonday, Dec. 23, 1963)
Stale of Minnesota
Count-y ol Winona

)
I

ss ,
in. Probate Court

7No ."15,597 • - .

¦: ' ' . '

Ifl Re Estate of
Florence Rackow , Decedent.
Order for Hearing on : Final Account
and Petition lor Distribution.
The .representative , ol .Ihe above named
estate
haying - -tiled its . final account
and petition lor settlement nnd allowance
thereof and
tor
distribution' , : ' to the
persons thereunto entitled ;
IT
IS ORDERED, That the- hearlna
Ihercol be had on January .2), 1964, at
10:45 o'clock A.M., before this ' Court
In Ihe probate court room In the court
house in Wlncria, Minnesota, and that
notice hereof be nlvon by publication of
this order In IHc , Winona Dnily Ncwss
and by mailed ' ngt.ee as provided by law.
Dated December 19, 1963.
M A R G A R E T McCREADY ,
Probale Clerk.
(Probate Court Seal)
Harold J; Libera, ,
Attorney for Petitioner.
(F irst Pub. Mlonday, Dec. 14, 1963)
C O U N T Y N O T I CB
PROPOSALS SOLICITED
Sealed proposals will be received by the
County ' Auditor ' .of Winona County; Minnesota, In ¦ Ihe oil Ice In Ihe Court House
In Ihe Cily of Winona, Minnesota, up
to and Including the hour ol 10:00 A M ,
on the 8th day . ot January, 19J« , lor the
%
follow Ing:
.
County Project No, 6401, County Stale
A i d Highway 1; trom C.S.A.H, 12 to
3 2 miles , Southeasterly, comprising
18,938 Cubic Tards ol Crushed RocK
Base In Place, 195 Tons ol AC-1 Bituminous Material and 35.W Tons o«
B ituminous Mixture, ' and,
County Proiect
No.
A407, Counly
State Aid Highway 18. from T.H. M
E «M ol Uticn to 1.5 miles South.
Comprising
17,113 Cubic Yards nf
Crushed Rock Base In Place, and 90
Tons of A C - I Bituminous Material,
and 16?9 Tons o| Bituminous Mixture ,
and
County Protect No. 6«3, County Stale
A i d Highway II, from C.S.A.H. 78
to .1,1 miles Northwesterly, comprising 27,911) Cuhlr. Yards ol Crushed
R o c k Base in Place , and 719 Ton^
¦¦ of AC-I Bituminous Material, and
3965 Tons of Bituminous Mixture, and
County Prolr-cf No. 6404 , County Road
114, from C . S.A.H , 31 lo 2.4 mllei
Westerly, comprising
19,176 Cubic
Y ards ol Crushed Rock Base In
P lace , am) 1 -49 Tons ol AC1 Bituminous Material , and 7710 Tons ol Bituminous Mlxtsj re , and
County Project No, 6405 , County Road
115, Irom 1 11. U, 1,0 mile Wesl nf
I' Ilea In J. I miles Northwesterly,
compris ing
15.110 Cubic Yards of
Crushed RorK Qa' .a |„ p| flce , nm( |;S
Toil s nf AC I Bituminous Material,
and 3190 Tons ol Bituminous Mixture.
Bids mus.1 he accompanied by a cerllm"dr liable to the Counly
<ht
. i,.
^ 5' r ol tho hid, or a corporate
Auditor lor
bond In Ihe tnvor at Winona Counly
Auditor, In Ihe amount ol 5'\ ol Ihe bid
The Counly Bn.trd reserves the right to
re|ecl any or a l l bids presented
'
Dated al Winona, Minnesota,
this. 12lh day ol December, 1(6.1.
RICHARD SCHOONOVER,
Counly Auditor.

m\p Vf BUSJNE$S-7': 77:-

Articles for Sai>

87 Stoves, Furnaces, P4rts

75 Accessories, Tires; Parts 1J94

ICE SKATES—new J. used. Trade . ybor- SMALL OIL BURNER-also kerosehe
old pair In. Sk:tes sharpened. KOLTER
stove. Both In good condition. 168 Hloh
¦
BICYCLE SHOP, 402 Mankato, Tel, 5tef, .; Forest/
;. ' ¦:-". ' ¦ "
.' : ' :' ; . ¦". '
CASH . REGISTEfts—electric or manual- GAS OR OIL heaters, ranges, Water
' heaters, complete Installations. Service,
ly operated, ring up to ¦ *W. Write
¦
P. 0. Box .104, Wlnone, Minn. . ', ' .
parts RANGE OIL BURNER CO., 907
v
E. iitti. tet. 7479. Adolph Wldialowskl,
BARGAINS—coma on In, take a looKI
TV «er», used, $3J. Real flood, too.
"" ,¦ '.¦
Typewriters
777
FRANK LILLA & SONS, Til E. tth. ;

SAND, Treated land and de-icer.: All 3 TYPEWRITERS and adding machlnes
tor sale or retit. Reaconable rates,
available, for ' Immediate delivery: at
¦.'¦ ROBB BROS. STORE, S74 Ei 4th. Tel.
free delivery. See us for all your of;
¦• ' ¦. '. ; ¦ '
¦
¦
¦
¦
'
'
¦
'
'
¦
'
¦
'
;'
' " . ' ' :. , '
¦ -.
4007. .
. : , flee • supplies, desks, files . -or office
, \

.' chairs.; Lund Typewriter Co. Tel, 3M2.
OK USED FURNITURE STORE WINONA . "TYPEWRITER IS the pleci ' to
J» E. 3rd St.
. go when you're looking for a' typewriter
We Buy - W» Saill
or adding machine. New or used, we
¦" , . ' ' : Furniture — Antlquei r- Tooli
' guarantee all our machines for one full
ujed lterna
end
other
,WINONA TYPEWRIT ER SERV¦
' ¦
¦ year.
ICE, I6T E. 3rd. ,
' , ¦. .¦¦
, . ..-, . ' ¦.. ' v ; Tel. . 8-3701
7 , - :. - ;.• ; "
7
7

":
•¦' ¦
JJt ld Cari ,7 ." , , ;; ¦ ;.:, - 109

THE QUALITY OF

Farm Tractor
Open Center

777:7:TIREU7 : 7: .?'7g;/:Fbft:/fHE '-^ v7 ;7
PRICE OF ; RABBIT

^1D.7U 4-pijr
Plus Tax*-Exchange

U«ed Can

' 109

SAVE MONEY
ON COMPACTS^;

'62 Falcon Futura ...7$1695
7'. .-' !«2 Comet 4-door 7:..7;$16957
*61 Buick Special . 7 . $1495
'61 Falcon : 4-door ., ¦ , ;$1295

7.7- "Aocition S<|il«i ' . 7.7

^'
' ^77 Minnesota 7 ; . "; - .:
tand & Aucf ion iSale%

Ewerett J. K<*n«r.
138 .--walnut; Tel. B-3710, atfer houri 7tH4
4 - Sat. l p.m. 3 mlle't ' W. ' •»¦ ¦
¦JAN.Melrose on J4 to Red: School, - thin 1*
mile S. Carroll Sporj , owner; . Alvlft
Kohner, auctlonter; Northtrn Inrv. C«<
" "clerk. " , . ¦' . ' .• . • ' ; .:,.-:' :- . ':;. ':- . / - \ .; ¦ '¦ '¦
:

1963 Cadillac Coupe peVille,
7" HAVING: AN :
v _ , 'Wt Advertlit..0yr PrlCBj
full power and air condi«^
''
Winona's Used Tire Center •• -• 7 tibnihg7
1962 Cadillac 60 Special 4108-116 W. 2nd st.- -7 7 .
I PLUMBINS FIXTURES TO SUIT .
door, full power ancT air
Washing,
Ironing
'> " . ¦:¦¦. • ¦ ¦
Mach.
79
ALL BUDGETS .
; The sale of the lifetime acconditioning.
O
EINE'S APPLIANCE A TV SERVICE
7
cumulation of goods ia a
7 SAN1TARY
Boats,
Motors,
Etc.
1032 W .- Broadway
39
years
in
Winona
1
0
6
.
1962 Cadillac Sedan DeVilld,
^
PLUMBING A HEATINO
serious matter. You : want
Tel.
y\
7«l
(Karl's
Serylce)
Rental
-.
¦
Ldncoln-r-Mercury—Falcon
full power.
1t» E, 3rd St,
;.-'. ,' ..; ', Tel. 8737
FISHING BOATS—for people who know
¦¦; Coniet—Fairlane
your sales' conductied in an
MAYTAG AND FRIGIDAIRE-Fasf, ex- . they need one. We hava them, We 'll'
1962
Chevrolet
Impala
.4Business Equipment
62 pert serv ice. Complete stock and parts. store them. WARRIOR BOATS. Tel. 8efficient
rnaimer. Thorp
7
Open
Mon.
and
Fri;
Evenings
-- . H. Choate 8. Co. Tel. 2871,
¦
door, automatic transmis-, - . . . - '¦
3666.- '
; S a l e s . Company, through
WHAT DO YOU NEED?? Used commer—
—
—
and
Saturday
p.m.
—-———
—
—
7;
——
sion,
radio,
heater.
cial fountain equipment tor sale. Com- Wanted7to Buy
81 LI-*.--....!.... D :_...1_. ' . **\me
their mahy representatives,
plete setup or dishes, mixers, utensils,
. IVIWI uibyvioS f. uis.yuios. . . a w g1962 Volkswagen . 2-dpor ,
."MitLER 'SCRAPTRON A METAL
appliances,, you name Ttl Wrlfe P_0 . ^"
is. ready .at all times to dis- ;
standard shift, radio, heat- Mobile Hornet, Trailer* 111 cuss
' "Box 204, Winona,, y
. .. :
CO . pays highest prices for scrap
. , '.
with you the cbmpiet*
, Iron, metals, ' hides,, wool and raw fur ONE OF THE Northwest's blpoest shops. 7/ er7 7 ", ' . ". ;
ROBB BROS. Motorcycle Shop, S76 E.
. .
PACEMAKER—1960 10x55V 7 bidhoomsi
64 . J2J W. 2nd :
Furn., Rugs, Linoleum
Tel. 20<7
handling
of your sale.
¦
'
¦
¦
•'
¦
'
4|
'¦
".- - .. .
• j; 1961 Rambler
• 7 .h-7T*'- *K>7' . " • . '
Classic7- 7 47
diagonal, kltctien. Reason lor ¦selling,
Closed Saturdays V.
NYLON -CARPET—foam /badk,' !?' wide.
¦
leaving : tovyn . Red ,' Top Trailer Court,
.
7
door,
automatic
transmis¦ Good color assortment S3. W a tq. yd.. WANTED
26'7 BICYCLES
THORP'SALESfGO.
ANYTHING OLD-such as
. ^S pace 48:, . ,
*
Girls' and Boy's'
.
furniture; . glass,
spinning wheels ,
SHUMSKI-'S; .58 W ,' 3rd. : :- ¦
sion, radio, heater.
(Formerly Minn; Sales Co.)
PRICES SLASHED on all used mobile
"• ' Prlcert ' from $34.95.
'
lamps;
etc
Write
P.O.
Box
,
Coch.
*A,
USED FURNITURE^ pc, walnut bed- ¦ rane, Wis. ¦
1961 Mercury 4-door wagon,
homas. Save JlOO'i riovv. Red Top Mo' . . . :.. - , . :' :. ' ¦;. ¦ ¦; • ,
Also a few Television sets lelt— :
:
120 Miracle Mile Off.: Bldg.
room suite, MS; walnut chest and bed,
bile Home Sa lea;
priced at only
overdrive, radio, heater.
WANTED SCRAP IRON & METAL. , • ¦ :- • • ¦
$30.
BORZYSKOWSKI
FURNITURE,
7 Roihester . Minn. ,. ¦ • ¦
Sll?.95 COW HIDES, WOOL & RAW FURS.
302 Mankato Ave. Open evenings. .
1961
Pontiiac
Tempest
77 Auction Sales 7
*Off . Phone-TAT 2-7463
' ; ?
vFIRESTONE
HIGHEST PRICES PAID
¦
door, automatic tri=insmis- ~r ~. - ALVIN KOHNER :
''It s,npt7THAt group of stockholders, sir!" 7 ;
7 RES. PHONES: 7
. 200 West -3rd
. . : Aa.-'-Si W IRON AND METAL CO . -•
;. ;' . - . " Tei. 6M0"
207 W.. 2nd, across Spur Gas Station
sioh7 radio, heater .
' Your majj afle Is not "hloJlng,' when It'i aiDally News '-' 7
AUCTIONEER, City and stall licensed
Merle^ Moehnke.. AT 9-3239
.
'
OPEN LL
For your Convenience ,
and bonded; 252 Liberty St . (corner
Trucks, Tract's/ Trailers 108
I960 Potvtiac Bonneville 4,CI assllled Ad. Call 332T ., .
Clark Vessey.....,AT 9-8790
; We - Are Now Again Open On Sai>. ~
E. 5th arid- Liberty). Tel. 4tB0r .
: door hardtrSp, automatic
HIGHEST PRICES* PAID/ . . ¦ . '. ¦~T~~r~TRUCK HOISTS :
transmission, power steer: for scrap Iron; metals, rags,, hides,
Installed at BERG'S. Tel. 4«3 :
Money to Loan 7
, 40
raw furs and wool !
. . . 3950 W. '4th St. . Goodvlew - , -;
ing, power brakes,
Loans •— Insuranciev—
Sarn Weismah & Son
1960
Pohtiac Bonneville 2,
¦
INCORPORATED
Real Estate
door
hardtop, automatic
"
D A R G A I N S 7 430 . W. .3rd .. -: ; , - .' . . . Tel; 5847 ' There s7 .Plenty7 of;
¦
FRANK WEST AGENCY
transmission,
power steerI
175 Lafayette St.
- ¦ • Tel. Mtt
1 • 3-miles , West , of Melrose . on 54 to Red School ,, then Vi
power
for
Housekeeping
brakes
Room*
ing^
.
87
- 77 ^- . ¦ -: I
|
. '' - .- , - . .'(Nent -to Telephone Office)'
mile South. 7
7duriing ; bur
7
1960
Poritiac
Catalina
4door
"FOR MEN, With or without
Dogs, JPaH, Supplies 7
; ROOMS
42
:
kitchen . privileges. Tel. 485°.
;
hardtopi automatic transBLIND .ADS UNCALLED FOR—
year
end
clearance
777V77 ,. i:h'^ThlS';' ' 7^'
7
g-17,. ,2B,. 32, . 33, - 18, 39. 7 .
:
mission, power steering,
ADORABLE Dach shund pupplti; , piirsApartments,
Flats
90
'
brai, ' 7. Weeks old; 1 male, 4 females .
77-7 - ,-: . sale'7- ."'- .
power brakes;
: Brown, black, buff. Tel,
7 , 1954 ;; CHEVROLET
3252 after 5:30.
SARNIA W , 137^-One S-roorrTfront apt;
' ¦
I960 Vauxhall Super 4-door, | Sale starts at 1:00 P.M. - 7 7 Lunch -oh:grounds.
' 1st floor, private : entrance ; and ¦ bath,
|
.7;PICKUP—I
n
shape,
good
43
Loif and Found
; ; A Horses, C attle, Stock
heaf aVhd . hot water: Available now.
standard shift , radio, heat' 2 HEAD OF CATTLE -- 1 Guernsey cow, due ' Feb .; . I
' . ; 7; .,, . ¦ '. '¦ :' ¦',- 7 ' ' ' .,
7;..
¦
"
Tel,
'
243V
|
^
who
.;
found
DOUBLE
E67poj
Hereford
:
R EOTSTER
ted
4-skln
er..,. WTLL THE I^RTr
.bulls. Two calved June 27 and Aug. U,
.1. Guernsey . heifer , 10. months old.7 , .'
."J
. scarf Saturday morning please . Ttl.
POSSESSION ¦- 3-bedPoom
1959 Pohtiai: Bonneville 4- f|7
7 7FIJRNITURE.MAET 7 IMMEDIATE
Ma. One heifer calved April 11, 7943.
apt., mostly furnished, reasonable ;renl
4197. Rawarg. -. ' • . . .. ¦ •¦' ' ¦• ' - -•;¦ ';. '. ¦ : ¦ '.
::; ¦''¦ 11 HOGS —7 1 Black sow vnth 4 pigs, 10 weeks old ; 6 |
U
800 bales of hay. Lewis Schoeninu. 408
to responsible party. C. SHANK, 553 E.
door hardtop, automatic
East 3rd and Franklin
' ; - . "¦ ¦ '
7
: . . T Center. Tel. 6380.
steel
hog feeder;
Personals
Third.
¦ |
¦¦ 85 lbs.; 1 round
transmission, power steer- !ij ; feeder , pigs, avg. wt.
::
,- • • . .- |
:.:
'
,
,.
REGISTERED choice Holsteln yearlins
some
hog
troughs
CENTRAL
LOCATloN-rrVodern
.
1
^room
MaTl¦
VVEDDING CONtJRATULATIONS lo
ing, power brakes.
heifers, sired by; Pupef Sound ; Play- Good Things to Eat
65 ¦ apt. Heat and -water.
^
Tel, 3736
• |yn Theis and Lyrnan Jackson. Happy
- : ':, ¦: ;.'• TRUCK — 1957 Ford •'¦%' ,' ton iruck with stock rack, dual I
¦ ¦'¦ ¦ ¦ ¦' Adults.
|
¦
¦
'
boy. We are overcrowded. . Schwager
after 5..' P.rn. ;¦ :'
~
1959
Ford
Fairlane
2-door,
. . ." ¦ ' - ;. ' . -.
¦ ' ,'
¦
¦
JUMBLER-EfODGE
^
to do oi/r : bit toward maWnj your
'
7
:
KeivSebec..
&
pota..
.
BURBANK,
.
Russets
..
Bros., Altura, Mlhn.
„
tires, new clutch, engine - overhauled. ' -..
'. 1
REMODELED-1-bedrbbm apt.,
big day a memoratle one., Ray Meyer ,
automatic transmission, |
toes, S1.9S\j)er 10O lip. Cooking & eating¦ NEWLY
3rd
St..&
Mankato
Tel.
HoTsTEIN BULL^reglTfereavages Xl
8-364?
TRACTOR WACHINERY, — FarmaU 34(J tractor with |
large
carpeted:.
living
.
roorri,
3
storage
Innkeeper, ' WILLIAMS HOTEL..
:¦
'
apples. Winona Potato Mk*„ 118 AAkt. 'I
.
radio,
heater.
.:
'
.
to 14 months, from great-cow- families
" and clothes closets, Tom Ralne; Tel.
MAKE YOUR New .Year 's , resolution to
and 'high.-. 'record tested dams. Harry Household Articles
Open Mon & Frj. Nights "
1959 Pdntiac Cataliha 4-dbcir I 224 hours, hydr. touch and torque .amplifier-,- bought new |
67 _ B-2069. - ;_ . - .- '-" ',
have WARREN BETSINGER, Tailor,
^
Marks, . Mqhdovl, Wis. (Gllrnanton.)
1963; Ford 640 tractor ,^ A-l condition, bought new In |
TWO NEW APTS .—upper ancT'lo^erT^S
ii /' r tf. jrd do all necess ary alterations-:
hardtop, automatic trans- I in
SPAN OP MULES, weight 2,800 lbs. THE PROVEN carpet cleaner Blue ¦:. ani: %tS, 739 E. - «lh. Tel. 4107.
195$;
. Oliver 77 tractor with Super Kit; D:B. 21-bbttom 1
1
v
at
home!
children
mission, radio, heater,
PONT LEAVE the
.
Lustre Is easy 0*1 the budget. Restores
Slgmund Walskt, Rt: 1, Galesvlllte,
I
16-inch
tractor plow on rubber; '" P7& 0 2-bottom 16-inch |
; Bring them with you when you dine at
forgotten colors. Rent electric sham- Apartments, Furnished 7 91
Wis. : (6 miles N. of: Centervllle.) ' ..
¦
1959 Ford 4-dopr Ranchwag.RUTH'S RESTAURANT, 126 ¦ E. 3rd .
pooer :'<1. H. Choa te & Co.
..
.
tractor
plow oh rubber ; Oliver tractor cultivator; . N,H, - 1
''. "i
pn, standard shift, radio, i
CENTRA.LLY LO" CATED—All"irriode7ii
We cater - to ... the whole family with COMPLETE dairy herds* cows and. heifsf
ers. Cash or rnllk assignment. Free Radios, Television
135
bu..
PTO manure spreaider; new in 1963; 7N.H. Hayr I
" budget prlces: f and wholesome nourlsh17
floor furnished apt., 3 large rooms and ¦
7
T
l
heater ,
¦ •delivery . Robert Cherrier, 614 W. Wil¦
;
'
lsei GMC:•%; ton panel- : 7
. bath. Immediate possession . Tel. 777».
.
' -!".9: >0°^- - '
liner
67
hay baler; Freenian heavy duty loader with dirt 1
'
'
i
¦' ;
Wis. Tel. Park Finest Electronic Repair bn All Makes.
low
Sf.,
Chippewa
falls,
1959
Pontiac
Catalina
4.
ACROSS FROM : WSC—1, 2 or >"~rneri
feUIT : ANSWERING , false alarms ..ton;
3-6676. "Bulls . to- loan "; • , . • •
19SB
International
2
1
scoop
att
; heat houser fdr Oliver; hyd. cylinder. ALL j
AD/VMRAL
&
MUNTZ
DEALER
door,, automatic Itransmishave your clocks and watches expertly
to share furnished apt., 204 ' W. 8lh,
¦I
MACHTNERY:
IN VERY GOOD CONDITION. JEWELRY, 116 REGISTERED Rurer^"Spofted ; Poland
1
repaired at RAINBOW
,
Don
Ehmann
TV
Service
1958
GMC
2
ton.
:
¦
radioj
heater.
¦
sion,
;
China bears:-' Gene Baker, Cochrane,
'¦
W. " 4lh.,' ; . - "
. . - ¦ ; ¦ ' , " - 7 .; , .,"
Tel.,4303
1
OTHER
MACHINERY
David
Bradley
rubber
tired
' , 980 W. ^th
. . ' ¦.1
Wis. Tel. M6-24M. '.- .
Garages for Rent
1959 Ford 4^obr Ranchwag94 771957.GMC-V ton. 7
ARE YOU A PROBLEM , OR INKER?—
TRANSISTOR RADIO
'¦%
on, automatic transmis- I - wagon ; 3 pt. hitch corn planter, with fert; att. ; :3-bar side 71
KING EJ 968^Garage for rent. Tel. : 6476.
Man or Woman, - yoiir drinking createis PIGS—30, 40 to SO lbs. Dell ¦ Wick, R1.
1954
International
¦
ton.
.
.
.
WE HAV E 40 different models on hand
. ' ,;
*§ rake for junk; new 14 ft. hay. rack with 2-inch bottom; |
numerous problems. If . you, need and , 1, Alrna;.Wis. , . ,.- .7. . .:. ' :..
sion, radio, heater.
af our store. We. service all we sell.
want help, contact Alcoholics Anonym- HOLSTEIN HEIFERS-11, large type, to
1951 Chevrolet % ton panel.
Houses ior Rent
95
|
7 20-ft. bale^^ elevator ; % H.P.^ electric rnotor; Mono chain
'
FIRE
WINONA
.
Come
&
In.
or
call
Cadillac
1959:
Sedan
DeVille,
Winona,
Box
Group,
422,.
Pioneer
ous,
freshen Jan.,. Feb. Nell Bremtr , In¦' ¦¦' |
4'
is
- S8W.
POWER CO., 54 E. 2n«J. Tel. .506J
' Minn'.: ;' ¦ ' ' -. - ¦.. ¦¦ ¦'¦' ' - .:¦ - ' ¦' " . " . '¦•.
1949
Chevrolet
ton.
7
%7
(Waumandee.)
Tel.
dependence,.
Wis.
SECOND B. 373—5-room house, Tel. 355*.
power;,
full
.
,
7
.
lot.),
(Across
from
the
new
parking
'
: Arcadia . 57F4. ' ' .
1 : 7 HOUSEHOLD ITEMS - Iricluduig rubbish 7 burner; |
ton truck.
LOSE , WEIGHT . safely with; pex-A-Dlei
OTIS ST. — all modern 3-room house,
1949
Chevrolet
7%^
1959
Pontiac
Catalina
4room I
tablets; Full week's supply only 98c: PUREB RED DUROC BOARS «pd gilts:
NTeedles aiid Service
automatic oil furnace, hoi water heater, ¦ ¦
door hardtop, automatic I Coleman oil heater; kitchen cabinet;^ extension dining
¦
1948 Ford % ton..
. Ford Hopkins. ¦'. -. -. - 7' :¦" ' .- __
' Also, Landrace boars and gilts. Clifford All Makes of Becoird Players
full basement and garage. Available
table
and
6
chairs;
i
small
buffeit
;
G.E.
washing
machine;
~
7J
Hoff, Lanesboro, Minn. (Pilot Wound)
Jan. )S. InqUjre at 151 E. 8th St. •
tr-ansniission, power steer' OUGHTER GUTTEfSTih., 26 Bauae ' - .
1948 Chevrolet wrecker com~
I dfher household items; :Eclipse ; power lawn mower, 18 1
Store
JSAusic
Hardt's
CENTRALLY LOCATED—3 or- 4 bd"K" gutter , primei coated. Machine .:
ing>p(>wer
brakes.
7
;
7
In
with
booni,
winch
|EGObJOMYClNI
plete
; .:¦J
made on iob —• any length. : ,
,room ^ouse, oil heat,
. ' inch reel type.7 7 7
good condi:.Winona
. 118 E. 3rd
¦ "¦
1959 OJ&sniobile Super 88 4Tel. Lewiston 2tU
'• ' . •
Julius Pellowski
Antibiotic and vitamin '
tion. Available about:Feb. 1. Tel. 3485
7
and
cable,
"
$550.
¦
;
CO.
CONTINUAL .- HOUSE GUTTER
drinking wafer formula . :
after Sunday,
dopr, automatic traiisniis- 1 7: TERMS:7-tinder $10.00 cash ; over that ahiount cash |
' . .,Stockton , -Minn. -¦- '.
-7, 77.7 SAVE::- " .
FOURTH E. 832—For sale"nor rerit, 2sion, power steering, pow- I or Vi down and balance inTmbhthly payments. 3% added |
WE WISH YOU a Merry Christmas arid
bedroom house. Tet. 5751' or 2290.
I to balance for 6 months. Your credit is always good with |
•
:
at
only
$4.98
7
er
brakes.
a Happy New Year . CURLEY'S CER- ¦: ¦
'
¦ for 3%-lb. Can . ¦
•
.
.
CENTRALLY
.
I
LOCATED
.
"
'
CO;,
William
420
W.
8th.
.
AMIC TILE
.
¦
1958 thanderbird :2-dop r I the Northern Investment Co.
house.
TV or Radio Repa ir; ., .S- Waroorri
. 4 room apt, ' ¦
"Curley";.: Sleyers. . - ¦ ',. ' - .
CARROLL
SPOES,
1
;
OWNER
7
7
'
lter^
'
1
Neurrianm
.
Tel.
8-2133
:
hardtop,
autoiflatic
trans.
¦
MAIER DRUGS 7
.
7 TED Animal
TRUSSES - ABDOMINAL " BELTS
' ¦"'§?
.• ' ¦ ¦""¦' Alvin Kohner, Auctioneer . 7 ¦
¦,.". , We are your
|
7
Health Center
mission,
power
steering,
7
Wanted
tdrfcaht
aft
SACROILIAC
SUPPORTS
Call
-ua
.
7
Fountain,
Miniiespta
'
7
I .-' . Northern Investment Co., Lester Senty7 Clerk
71§
power brakes.
ATTRACTIVE 2- or 3-room furnished or
GOLTZ PHARMACY Poultry, Egg*, Supplies 44
I
Rep. by. Jos. & Dave Norgaardi Melrose, Wisconsin
|
|
Ei
Photofact
quipped
Savoys-door;
1958
Plymouth
partially,
furnished
apt.
wanted:
¦:
Tei;
2347
:'
Tal
¦
¦
274
E
3rd
;
.
.
.
;
.
7
. 7
", , ' ' ¦ ¦ ; . ' ¦' ¦ ' " '- .
¦
',7 ;77' ' . 7109
' . • -. ¦;.
Used/Cars V ;
6701.
PULLETS-125, storting to lay. Clifford
.
'
.
standard
shift,
radio,
a
the
Electronic Technician
City, Wis.
S-MU-7Auto Service, Repairing lO Fink, Fountain
¦¦ , :T*I.
¦
'¦ ¦
¦
.. . .. .
Farms, Land for Sale
" 3757. , ¦ ' ¦- ; ' .' . -. - " , ¦ ' . . ' ¦ ¦.-" ' '
.¦•.•.er/' -' .
98 DODGE—1951, ^cylinder, clean, In adod
MAKE THAT ONE lor the road coffee HYLINE LAYING HENS--250, year old, "We understand yoiir set bjest. " FARM BUILbWGS-^i to 8tTacres. H'
condition,
S80.
211
W
.
Broadway.
1958
Pontiac
Chieftain 4aTf
.
repairing
this year. We .specialize In
laying about 509fe. . Tel. Winona . 8-1240,
:hour to Winona . Consider .city or villdoor,
automatic
transmisears, not people. GOODVIEW TEXACO,
Cliff Scharlau. Arcadia;
¦
We're fully equipped with a '.. age - •property.
^ \96\Fs\con
¦ ¦
DEKALB 20 week old pullets, fully vac. •' -. ¦-:
1650 Service Drive ; .
. sion, radio, heater.
"Wli. - .' :' ¦ ¦- ' . ; ' ¦ ¦¦• . ' , ' . ¦ ' ; ' . ..; -; .. . . ;
,
cinated, light controlled, raised on »lat .
4-door,
low
mileage,
one
owner,
SAM'S : PHOTOFACT LI1958 Oldsmobile Super 88 4¦floors. Available year around. SPELTZ
; >\W
Business Servicet
¦: 99 : radio, heater; automatic transmission. .
BRARY-the world's finest Houses for Sale
CHICK ; H A T C H E R V, Rolilnostone,
If yotf are. looking/for an ecinorny
door hardtop, automatic
¦' .
;¦.
Minn. Ttl , 234?. -. . .'car
at
a
-bargain
price—check
this
VOU DONT NEED a memory , like an
TV-Radio service data. We E . GOOD: EAST location. 4-room, 2.
power steertransmission,
bn«¦ at¦ only
elephant to know the place to call
sfory
1
bedroom
down,
2.
up.
*ome.
¦ ¦ ¦:¦
;::
for quick, effici ent cajpet restoration Wanted—Livestock
; Large
kitchen,
nice screened . . (ronf ¦ '¦ '
:
ing, power brakes.
46 have the complete manual
'
'
:
':
-:
.
,
SERVCLEANING
covering
the
very
set
you
$1195
Is WINONA RUG
.
porch, 1 block to St. Stan's. Bus by
. 7:: ' 1958 Plymoiith 4-door wag..
¦
' -, . . . . - :
ICE, U6 W. . 3rd. ' ¦. -' ¦ ;
the door. Must be seen to appreciate
LEWISTON SALES BARM
own—that's why we under- . . this
low-priced home, Immediate pos:
on, automatic transmisA real good auction market for your
16 ' livestock . Dairy cattle on hand all
Dressmaking, Sewing
stand your set best !
session . ABTS ' AGENCY, INC., Realsion, power steering, powtors,
159
Walnut
St.
Tel.
4242,
or
after
week, hogs bougjht every day. Trucks
T
WE STOCK . Simplicity patterns, Have ' -available. Sale Ttiurs., 1 p.m. Tel. 2667.
er brakes:
hours: E.: R. Clay 8-2737; Bill Zlebell
US1? OUR VARIOUS
• "¦ . , - ¦ ' .
you seen our complete selection of bu>Chrysler - Plymouth
j S54i E. A, Abts 3184.
1958 Chevrolet Impala conSHOPPE, 2U
CINDERELLA
!- -ton 's?
Open
W.onday
•
Friday
Nites
PAYMENT PLANS FOR
48
Farm Implements
THREE-BEDROO/rt and 4-bedroom homes
¦ .Mankat o. '
' .'
vertible, automatic trans' 7
for sale or. rent. Center of town, on
~
j
$25
, mission , radio, heater.
MILLS—Fairbanks
Worse,
HAMMER
bus line. Tel. t059, " . ' " - .
21
Plumbing, Roofing
John Deere, J35; Gehl PTO drive, $95;
1962 CHEVROLET
1957 Chevrolet 210 4-door,
FOUNTAIN CITY—larga if~ro6m . - bu.lld' Ed Stlever, Rt. 1, Winona. (Wilson)
KEN-WAY electric SEWER CLEANING
Ing on N. Shore Drive. Suitable: for
REPAIB COSTS.
standard shift, radio, heatJERRY'S PLUMBING
aptCONVEYOR CHAINS-lo fit almost any
warehouse or store. For sale or
¦'¦ ¦ .' er
Impalq
:|J7 "E. 4lh
Tel. 9394
,' '' ''
make of manure spreader. Large serent. Also large modern mobile home,
lection on hand at savings up to J30 . Refrigerators
sacrifice for quick sale. C. SHANK,
T2
MAGNIFICENTI Th« nearest to perfec1957
Plymouth Savoy 4:
F.. .A. Krause lm.pl.' Co. "Breeiy Acres. "
Homemaker 's Exchange, 552 E. 3rd.
2-door hardtop,
tion you'll ever ste« . Crane balhrooms
~
~ '
~
door,
standard shift, ra'
I
Luxpeople
who
love
luxury.
D.
NEAT,
2-bedroom,
1-fioor
home;. . . for
Ed's Refrigeration & Supply
. AM
CLAY BA RN EQU|PMENT
V-8 motor, autpury In every price and style. Crane, a
floors tiled. Nice kitchen with ample
dio, heater.
OAK RIDGE SALES 8, SERVICB ¦
\
/
Commercial and Doniestlc
c transraia: , name you'll be proud to live wilh.
cupboards. Located In Gbodvlew , Con• Mlnnelska. Tel. Altur a 7684
353 E 4th
Tel . 3332
1957 Buick Century 2-dobr
Y / m a t ipdwer
~~~~ ^
venient to Werner 8. Swasty plant. VIII/ sion,
steerFrank O'Laughlln
: See the New .
\
..
age
water
and
sewer;
npw
In
the
home.
hardtop, automatic transSpecials at fhe Stora
7A
owe1,
brakes/
PLUMBING 4 HEATING
Full Lot, 30x150 . Priced at $8,000. ABTS
12-Lb , Homelite XL-12
mission, radio, heater.
Y/
'n ^' P
. ¦ .; ¦ Tel , 37M_
STO'RN PWINDOW PLASTICS end "other
AGENCY, INC., Realtors, 159 Walnut
207 E,.3rd . "
w h it e sidewall
Y
Chain Saw
weather-proollng plastics. The -largest
St. Tel. 4242, or after hours: E. R.
1957 Ford Fairlane 4-dbor,
^
tires.
Local
one
jetecllon in E.
town at ROBB BROS.
ELrTCTOIG ROTO; ROOTER
Clay fi-2737; Bill Zlebell 4834 ; E. A.
7
Soon At
automatic transmission,
'
'.
4th, '
.
. .
.
Por clogged sewvers «nd , drains
_ ST0RE, _ 37^
owner with extremely low
_ Abts 31B4 .
AUIO ELECTRIC SERVICE
radio
, heater.
'
1 year ggorantee
Tel . 9509 or 6436
FOR THE BEST DEAL IN TOWN
IF YOU WANT to buy, sell or trade
2nd 8« Johnson.
Tel. 5455
Here are some of the deals we'll be making:
mileage.
on a SNOW BLOWE R see
1957 Ford 4-dodr Ranchwagbe sure to see Sfiank, HOMEMAKER'S
CALL_ SYL KUKOWSKI
¦
¦
'
BAMBENEK'S, «lh and Mankato
GoaT, Wood, Other Fuel
.
EXCHANGE, 332 E. 3rd.
on, standard shift, radio,
_
1963 CHEVY II Convertible , 6 cylinder motor
$2295
NEAR SUGAR LOAF-ln city limits. DuSeptic Tank & Cesspoo l DRY BIRCH WOOD fireplace iog5 ~EAST•
heater.
with automatic transmission,
5 large rooms and bath In each
plex,
END COAL 8, FUEL OIL CO.. W E.
1957 Plymouth Belvidere 2Service
apt. Full basement and gsrage. Bin Lot,
radio, heater , power steering, power brakes. Driven 8,000
Cleaning
Bill'.
114x215' . Price JU50O.
Special truck,' ' Sanitary «. Odorless
door hardtop, automatic
actual miles.- Still has new car
'
• . OAK ' WOOD
<tlOOQ
G. S, WOXLAND CO.
W.
STAHR
transmission, radio ^ heatGood
oak
slabs
sawed
In
stovg
lengths
7
,
wanranty . . . . . . . ; . . . , . . . . . . , , . '. . . . . . . , . . . . . 4> I v 70
Tel -_ £^l
Rushford, Minn.
!^L:
Suitable lor range and furnace. Price
Tel, 6«5
374 W. Mark
.
er.
~
Haul It yourself or we will
"
EAST LOCATiON—Near Third SI. Here 's
26 !! reasonable.
Help Wanted—Female
Tel. 8-2711
75 W, 2nd
deliver .
1957 Pontiac Chieftain 21 962 IMPALA Hardtop, V-8 motor , automatic
5-room house,, all on one
a
nice
coiy
BRUNKOW
SAW
WML L
~
transmission , radio, heater, air
door, standard shift , raW6" AN WANTE D 7ior"ilght " riousewbric,' I Trempealeau, .' W i s .
floor.
Gas
furnacernow
electric
wiring
Evenings
Open
Friday
Tol . 534-6316
also , 220. Price t5,000.
conditioned , power steering, power brakes.
5 days a week, 8 , to 5, or could 'lv«
~
dio,
heater
.
(tOIOQ
"
'
'
'
'n
In with private room end board. Tel, ! DJD YOU KNOW th a TB .T. u. Is Ihe
Special at only . .,
. . . . . . H >~- > 7U
W.
STAHR
Chevrolet
2-door,
measurement of fh« amount of heat
1957
150
on
' -_
6743.
_
7
It takes to raise 1 pound of water
. Tel , 6«3_
374 W. Mark
"
standard shift , radio, heatBABYSITTER^for - children, S days -a
1 degree? Each pound of Cornmander
AS
A
CLEAN
week, 8 to 5. Wes.1 location. Tel. 325'^.
196 1 FO RD FAIRLANE 500 4-door, V-8 . motors
Coal contains 14,500 n.T.U.s . There Is
er. ¦ ¦
after. , 5:30.
automatic transmission ,
no other coal quite like It—try a loud
NODLAIG
NAIT
CUGAT
_ :
<tlOOQ
1857 Oldsmobile 88 4-door,
"
"
today. EAST END COAL ft FUEL OIL
radio and heater
,. sp I L 70
PART-TIME WAifRESS and kitchen help
W
HISKER
CAT'S
,
901
E,
"Whore
you
get
more
automatic
transmission
CO
.,
8lh.
,
wanted . Inquire Hillside Flsti House.
Ireland has one of the most
, Iteat at lower cost!''
radio, heater.
FULL-TIME office Blrl, hours 1012, 1-5 .
Yes . . . that sums up the
charming
Christmas cus1960 FALCON 4"door ' 6 cylinder motor with
1 days ¦ week. Limited typlns. Tol .
1957 Mercury 4-door wagon ,
standard transmistoms . . . they place a light<tQOQ
La Crosse 2-7766, or La Crescent OT5condition of this
automatic transmission ,
Let Us Keep
sion, radio, heater
*J>070
4480 collect, ask for_ AI Eld, _
..
ed candle in the window to
'
radio, heater , power steer^
WAITRES S WANT6C-7daY worK, Apply
welcome wanderers inside.
1959 RAMBLER 4-door,
You
Warm
!!
4Kioor < 8 cylinder motor with autoFrank Cunnlnohom, Steak Shop or Tel .
ing, power brakes .
1959 FORD matic
They
take
them
in,
feed
315Q.
. '
straight stick and overdrive,
transmission,
1956
Ford
Custom
4-door,
<t7QQ
them , give theip a night's
27
y iyO
Help Wanttd—Mala
radio and heater ,.
.
automatic tr ansmission ,
lodging, and send them on
radio,
heater,
FOREIGN EMPLOVMENT intormation,
Save $13.0©
their way with jingling
Construction, other work prolects, Good
ft Commander Coal
1956 Plymouth Savoy 4-door,
1 958 PONTIAC 4-cloor , - Hardtop, . Vfl motor ,
, pockets. Christmas Eye is
paylno overseas |ob» with extras, travwith automatic transmission,
automatic tr ansmission,
on our 30 gallon model.
el expenses. Write only. Forclnn ServPour sizes of America's
"Oidhche na ceapairi" , Gaepower steering, power brakes .
Bradenlon
ice Buraau, Dept. 222,
<t70Q
,
radio,
heater
finest household coal.
lic for "Nights of Cakes "/
4)/ 70
Yours for only
Beach, Florida .
Reg. $52,95. Now—
RAMBLER-DODGE
1S56
Oldsmobile
88
2-door,
Large
Lump,
6x3
Egg,
Everyone has a cake of his
DCRGE NATl6NAL concerrThas two e»automatic transmission ,
labllshed routes open In Winona Area
3x2 Range, 1' Stoker.
3rd St. & Mankato Tel. 8-3649
own. Then they go about
JI- door,
1957 STUDEBAKER RESIDENT
for married man, 22 to 40, with car,
power steering, p o w e r
V4t motor, with oversaying Nodlax Wait Cugat
191 weekly to start. No sales expert
Frl,
Open
Mon
Nights
.
&
brakes.
,ft Petroleum Coke,
drive. Hadio and heater.
ence necassary a« we train you. For
to you,
'fcylQft
personal Intervlow see ht\r. Williamso n,
1956
Ford Custom 2-door,
No smoke — No ash !
Winona Hotel, Friday, Doc . 27|h, 7;J0
In
any
language
the
standard
shift,
radio,
heatmesto 9 p.m.
.;
NO MONEY DOWN
er,
sage in the same sincere GOOD USED CARS
^"No'LaV'Off's
ft Mobilheat Fuel Oil
THE ABOVE CARS ARE JUST A FEW SAMPLES
1956
Buick 4-door wagon, au'61 Chevrolet Bel Air
Cleans as St burns,
wish for happiness that wa
BR SLACK periods, Steady,lot) wilh un$¦
OF
THE MANY GREAT BUYS NOW AT QUALITY!
Dependable
Autotomatic transmission, pow4-door
$1895
limited tutura. Applicant must be wllllno
Bcrwind Briquets, Winter
extend to you.
to mova within 40-mlle radius of Winona,
er
steering,
power
brakes.
rn a 11 c Honeywell
'60 Buick Invicta
Man will be com pany trained . ImmeKing lump and egg. Petrol1956 Ford Custom 2-door ,
diate employment to man selected . Plus
4-door
$1695
,
controls
eum
Briquets
Eiistern
Ky.
35 MORE TO CHOOSE FROM 35
Warantaa during fralnlnfl. Send resume
standard shift , radio , heatNews,
Dally
egg,
'
5
!)
Ford
Wagon
«
.
ii
Box
E-40
to Depf
lump, Pocahontas
_ _
er.
¦fr Rust & corrosion
straight
$895
CU^.tlZ^r UUar-if-nrt P«rn 9Q
Ruby-Glo Stoker, Zcigler
These offers are good only on Tuesday,
and
Orient
Stoker.
Dry
Oak
proof glass lined
•fi!) Chevrolet Impala
Tel, 2340
L C^.V*
tvILL Dp*TR""6^iN» ln " my "'home. Tel.
SEVERAL
1955
AND
OLDER
December 31, lt*63. Make plans NOW!
Block
Wood.
701),
4-door
V-fl
7
$1295
;
tank
120 Center St.
I -^
" week ,
a
days
MODELS
TO
CHOOSE
WANTED-J
FROM
ROUSEWORK
kmmmiummss^^mimm»-ma'58
\TPontlaq 4-door, V-8 , $895
Writ* or Inquire E-41 0_»lly News.
insula~
Tfc Fiberglass
Chevrolet
Bel
Air
'58
AH units reconditioned . WinSituations Wanted--rV\ale 36
tion to reduce heat
4-door V-Jl hardtop ,,$895
""
Sale or Rent; Exchange 101
terized. Guaranteed. FinanPARMWORTv^NfSb bvTboy , 17 year,
"
loss
•57 Buick Special
old. Has experience Tel. 7374,
FORMER CLINIC nuiLDINGT'for sale
TUES DAY, DECEMBER 31 , 1963
cing available.
or lease. 43x140, Elevator, stoker heal.
.$795
4-door , . ;
901 E, 8th St,
37
Buslnaas Opporfunities
Immediate occupany,
Contact
ROD
~
•57 Olds 88 Wngon ,., ..$795
SELOV/ER, Realtor, for bhnwlng.
Also sharp reduction on
OROCERV STORE lrT small town In
"Where you get more heat
~
"
Southern Minnesota, Excellent building
E$t«te
'56 Buick Roadm aster
102
Electric Water Heaters! Wantad^Rftal
with modern apt., nice clean S IOCK ,
at lower cost. "
~
~
~
soma cwner over 10 years. Must sell
2-door hardtop
$495
P
AY
H
i
QH
BST
WiLL
CAShTP
RIC
Bl
take modern

^T^flON?::
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Want Ads
Start Here

Ivv SatB

7 AUIFO SALES

;777l7RUGkS777:

. .

..

¦ For Reliable

GtJNDERSOlM
7 1QT0RS ^7

^YSTROAA'S.

H. Choate & Co.

FIRST GOME
7 FIRST SERVE

-DEALERS WELCOME -

GREAT EST

VENABLES

SALE EVER

M

FILL UP NOW !

""

GAS
WATE R
HEATERS

WINONA
AUTO SALES

$39.88

East End Coa l &
Fuel Oil Co.

because of Illness. Will
houia In trade, Wr it* E-3o Da lly New»,

~"
"~"~
Artlclai for S«l»
57
40 IT'S ' NBWMT 'T" MAOIcTTTdiTr pins'.

LOANrS^K1-

MonoY *° Loan

NOTE-AUTO-FUR NITUR E
PLAIN
Ttl , 19) i
. 170 E. 3rd 51.

Mrs, ? a.m. to S p.m.. Sat , t a.m. to noon

tic TV iet becomes a beautiful modern blond wood with Old Masters
Liquid Wood. Paint Depot.
" "
"
PRE-INV ENTORY
SALE on til appllencej. Buy now and save. O J. 0
ELECTRIC, 1W B. 3rd.

MARK THE DATE!

Shop Ward 's and Save—

IwARDSl
M |
)|
l I U It hi I R •

¦« * M t)

I

FOR

YOUR

CITY

PROPERTY

"HANK JEZEWSKI

(Winona 's Only Real
Tel. 6398 and 7C93

Estate (luyer)
P.O. Ilox 341

TO SELU your homo, farm, butlnesi or
other real estatu, call

W. STAHR

»74 W. Mark

Tel. tM ¦'

WALZ

BUICK-OLSMOBILE-GMC
Open Friday Nights

GUNDERSON
MOTOR
Fountain , Minn.

Car lot open
Mon., Wed., and Fri.
• til.9 p.m.

2nd & Johnson St.

Tel. 2396

By Roy Crane

BUZZ SAWYER

DICK TRACY
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By Mort V/alk«r

BKTLE BAILEY
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By Hanna-Barbera
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By Al Capp
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You Are Cordially In vited to Join Us

i—>

By Alex Kotzk y

APARTMENT 3-G

WW. % JpimllO JU W Jj
*

MILM^

MARY WORTH

You 're sure to enjoy a parry-perfect time, when you meet
and greet the New Year here. We've everything for your
group's pleasure , including delicious food and fine drinks.
Why not plan to get the fun under way ea rly by joining us
for dinner ? Phone your food rese rva tions now and be sure of
a good table. Phone 8MU74221,

By Saunders and Ernst
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By Emi« Bushmiller
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REX MORGAN, tA. D.

5 p.m. -12 Midnite New Y ear's Eve _
4 p.m. -10 p.m. New Year 's Day

Food servecl:
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By Milton Canniff

STEVE CANYON
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By Don Sherwood

LI'L ABNER
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By Chic Young
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By Dal Curti s
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to take your place
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HATS — HORNS — NOISEMAKERS

SUPPER CLUB
Fountain City, Wis.
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